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· by Ho . rd Sage.-
.J .. 
~· 
0 
ABSTRACT 
. " 
. .) 
' 
J 
· Thomas Wo.lfe's definition of life makes him· a challenge 
. . 
I 
tor the student o.f literature. H0 1Jas no·L or.J.y a. 11putte.r-inner" 
in his\ fiction., as Dhe wrote to Fo Scott Fitzgerald, but also at-
t anp ted to include as much experience· a·s possible ;tn his life-. This · 
. /_,-.,:J 
. principle; as', he seemed to-state i_t in relation to hi.s life a.n:d--~to 
.....__..___,-- ---- ------ -
-
1-iterature., i11 addition to other factors.such as his--tendency toward 
\l 
autobiogra1Jl1ical subject-matter arld his· lack uf objectivity toward: 
. . 
/' 
his material., has C'1,used serious critical question~ng o:f Wolfe•s 
. _ · . artis tr.y. 
I .. This thesis· is concerned with partially demonstrating his 
art·istic achievern.ent 1)y provi11g the presence of' formal structure in 
his Look Homeward,. ,4nf=;,e~o By· examining plot, theme, and char·acteriza-
tion, it attempts to prove that Look_ Home.-,~~' .Al}sel;_ is a more care-
fully constructed n·ovel than most critics l1ava thought. Toward this 
end, the thesis begins with a chap t~r examining the criticism· of the 
novel since its ·"publication in 1929, and closes i-1ith an evaluation or 
--
the criticism and of Wolfe's subtle manipulation of novelistic fo~ 
in general. 
The body of the thesis attempt·s to show that Wolf et s form is 
I based, first, en a plot centered around certain ideas: birth, voyages, 
.. 
. grotv-th., and death; second, on certain themes, such a·s predestination, 
and imprisonment and escape, and the imagery surrounding tl1es e tl1emes; 
and., third, on characterization, involving l1un1a..n alo11eness and non-
communica·tion and tl1e search for a .guidi11g autl1ori ty. 
The first. and final chapters attempt to show the contribution 
ot criticism to the 1 st~dy of Wolfe's formal talent and o·-r his· artistic 
\ 
ability. ' 
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As a whole,· this t,b8Sis at.tempt~ to prove that, whereas Wolf'e 
has ~any other qualities of' an artist., he also has the ab~li ty to 
I 
make a well-constructs . I ,;, '
-
, s~gnificant statement about the human 
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!be Problem _or --~1terar7 ,9*11. · · 
. •'• . 
: .., 
' 
\ ' 
'\ ~ 
It is more than thirty-f~ve·years since Thomas 
Wolfe's ~ook Ji~piev1,~d:n,, A11B21, first appeared. The back-
4 ground critical 1~1riting s1?out this work, some of which 
<'1 
<I 
remains unpublished in the Harvard lvolfe collection, is 
r,ither full. There have be-en Elizabeth Nowell's full-
/length biography, her complete edition of Wo~e's let-
/ 
. 
ters, Betty Thompson's survey of Wolre criticism, and 
Richards. Kennedy's recent study of' l•lol.fe's literary\ 
careero This is only a .small~· amount of the material on 
~o~fe and on LoQk Homeward, Ange!• 
·, . 
" 
. .. 
· ~t is therefore surpri:£ring and disconcerting. to 
find that, in spite of the many criticisms of the form 
ot Wolfe's first novel, no full-length study or that 
/", 
work and its structure has ye~ appeared. It istlclis-
conoerting, in other words, that Richards. Kennedy• 1q 
' 
' . 
a book in which he effectively analyzes some elements of 
form in ~oo~ H.o.me:1ard, Angel, could sa.y that 0 "ff1i th the 
exception of reviewers, most cri tic9'". have lumped all of 
Wolfe's work together, using Look Homeward, Angel as a 
<( 
starting point for discussi·ons of his coming to terms 
' l 
with his life or his develo.pi~ng concept o:f America." "-
Kenneay means, to say it in another way, tpat the 
! 
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~, 
structure o~ Look·Homeward1 Ange~ itaelf'_~baa been de-
2.· 
1 
' : 
' t 
.L 
_,,-~ 
.~, 
. I· 
\:,' 
; 
' 
..:_/ ______ .: .•. emphasized in f~~or of' the structure of Wo~re• s tetrology, _ -·---'---· ·-·-····-·j 
.. of Which _kcto __ k H,,omret1ardg,rl Al},ge,l. is the first segment. To 
. ~ 
look objectively at the entire body of i1ork is indeed a 
required and· sophistics ted t,1a·y ot: looking a~tt t~Jol:fe' s 
, structural ability, but it auto1nat·ically precludes much· 
\ 
serious consideration of Wolfe's Look Homeward, Angel, 
'· 
~· by itself, a 1s a structural unity. 
··~ 
) 
In addition to the critical de-emphasis or Wolfe's 
·--·---~1 first novel in favor of his tetrology, there is another 
reason for one to undertake a careful analysis or the 
organization-or Look Hom~ward 1 Angel: namely, the book, -
·, 
. •r 
when discussed, is ofte.n criticized for> its lack of 
form; refutation of this criticism requires discussion 
of the novel as a sibgle entity. 
Th1.s, then, is my purpose: by discussing the novel 
as an entity and .on its own merit, by examining the 
themes., cha111 acters, ideas, and in1ages of ·the book, to 
prove that there is a very carefully organized form t~-
Wolfe's first novel. 
• 
It is important, however, before I begin this 
exaininatio11, fi1F)st 0 to say what I mean by .form in a 
novel; s~cond, to explain ho~ and why past reviewers 
/ 
and critics r,ei Wolfe failed to impart form to his 
novel; and, third, to evaluate the critical views in an 
• 
/ 
impartial attempt to determine the validity of their 
~I . \ 
•. ' 
.. ' 
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\ 
• 
!9 ·. ·, 
- __ ....:... ~· .. 
y-1eve in relation. to Wolfe' a work. These three pro-
.......... ceduresc:u=-a definition, of. form, a review of critical 
opinion of !!:~q!L,!:Ippi~!!,ard~-~- A!ls!:l, and an attempt -to 
evaluate this critical opinionc:a-are the. subjects of 
this'ch~pter. The body or the pape~~ the remaining 
chapt.ers, will then carefully examine the form of the 
novelo It is well to begin now with a short basic 
def in! tion of\ form against which we can evaluate the 
structure of Look Homeward, Angel. 
1 - A Definition of Literary Form ..... .. 
A definition of form, or, more accurately, the 
elements needed in!. a 11 terary work :i.f 1 t -·fs to be con-
sidered well-formed and structured 9 are rew and not 
comple:,tr this section., therefore, of necessity will be 
extremely short. In fact, I need to say only that, for 
} 
the purposes of ~his thesis, ·I mean form to be the 
order, ar:rangemen t., and organization of the author• s 4a; 
raw materials to create a st1,uctur·a1ly integrated whole 
·- with a. shape and pattern of .its own. It consists of 
0 the.grouping ·of the incidents of the narrative, the 
ideas it expresses, the images used to convey these 
,· 
ideas, the literary elements in general toward the 
2 achievement of an intended effect. This is also what 
I 
a consensus or ~1?.i tical opinion considers form to be. 
The majority of critics believe that Look Homeward, 
, 
/ 
. . ~ ... 
·• . 
.  
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\ 
,, 4pgel does not have these characteristics apd tberefor·e· 
lacks form. The second se·ctio_r1 of this chapter d~ -
cusses the.views of the critics • 
11 - Critical Views anct·~,,eviev1 
· /Altho-ggh I will discuss critical opinion chrono .. 
' logically, it is convenient to sef}arate that opinion 
into certain divisions based on tendencies of' Wolfean 
-critics. 
'· 
-It is important to note first, for example, that 
· critics use lack of structure as a general term fo.r the 
,, 
. faults they find in Look Homewar9dt Angrel. Critical 
·commentary on t~!olfev s form has centered on three basic 
areas of' subdivisions of the term form as 1 t .. -rela tea to 
. .~ 
-
J ·--.' . ~, 
Wolfe: (1) a· prevailing critical feeling of the auto-
biographical nature or Wolre•s work; (2) a reeling that 
he was unable to be objective.about ~is work; and, 
finally, ( 3 )_ a critic ism of: his lack of select1v1 ty 
-~ 
among his materials. Although I will not discuss these 
' in~order or in any particularly logical s~qu~~ce, be-
cause of the. difficulty of organizing this thematic 
.,, 
... "\.._ 
classification to coincide with my c:hronological classi-
fication of the criticism, 1.t will help to knot·1 and 
recognize these prevailing tendencies as I _survey 
Qri t1·cal viel<ta of Look Homeward~-- Angel. 
There is also, in contrast to these critical aub-
-r· 
I 
. \,/ 
' 
• t r. 
4 
-' 'I';_ 
,\ 
.. 
,, 
'='\!s. --~- ... - -·- . 
' / 
'I' 
.). 
. ~~.· , - . ,, - . . - - --
·• ,. 
·-·-··--·------·-···· -•-,.-- ··-·-···-------
d.ivlaiona, · a .tendenc.y for Wolte• a· ~ef'endera to balance _ 
tb~'ir admissions of Wolfe's formlessness by emphasizi·ng 
his more positive qualitiaso Thus, a critic who sees 
·~ 
Loolt Hon10i"1ard.a2;!Jgtl as formless may say, for example, 
that th is lerc!c of form is due to the na.ture of real! ty 
. 
1 tself 9 .orv perJmps, due to the fact that tiolfe at--
tempted to deal 1r1i tl1 larger areas than most no,relis ts 
·do. This seeki~g to balance a negative criticism of 
I form with a positive critic ism in another- area is one 
more important tendency in Wolfean cr1~+cal appJ\aisal. 
'~~-· ·~, 
., 
.. . .\ 
With these tendencies in mind, I will proceed to review 
the trend of Wolfean .criticism in chronological order • 
• 
The critic al evaluatio~ of ~lolfe. may be divided, 
with some qualification, into three main chronological 
stages. First, from the publication of the novel in_ 
1929 to Bernard De Voto's article in'l936, the judgment 
,· f 
i 
; 
early c11 i ticisru of· a first novel. Altho-µgh critics 
·attacked the form of the novel, they also balanced their 
attacks with recognition of its 
\ Berne.rd pe Voto• a article 
,orit~cism into a second phase, 
-who \,tacked Wolfe primarily on 
virtues. 
\ 
l \ 
in i 1936 turne1 Wolfean 
a phase led by critics 
New Critical bases, and 
one t·1bich continued until about 1950 as the predom:i.na_1;,1ng 
element in Wolf9an evaluation and which still is an 
· 1mp·ortant force/in that evaluation. The.se critics, 
' . ~ 
l 
' 
•• 
. ) 
s 
'· 
. .. 
, . 
:, 
I 
... :r 
~ .. I 
f
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. 
though not pal't of the· New w Critical/ mov;ement, •• were 
' 
-John Crowe· Ransom, Allen· Tate, Cleanth Brooks., and 
others. employed some of its precepts-and techniques in 
,. 
, 
. 
!, .,- ·-, \ 
attacking Wolfe's work. Namely, they a ttac·ked t·Jolfe 
after an avotied close, detailed _reading of t·l* text ~nd 
a concentrated study of the ·t~chnical aspects of the 
work. They criticized him on the grounds of lack of 
~ selectivity and lack of detachment from his work, and 
./ . 
of formless~ess. Though they used these precepts often 
employed by the New Critics, they wer~ not themselves 
" .. of this group. Thererore, when I use the term New 
Critical in this thesis, I will not be referring to 
, critics like Ransom and Tate 9 but to the use of some 
New Critical techniques by historical, humanistic, and 
/ 
... 
' 
other, critics 1~ evaluating t.J'b1re•s work. These cri tic~r, 
., fDllowing De Voto' s bitter attack, saw 11 ttle value in 
-
what Wolre had to say 1:f 1 t was not p.roperly shaped • 
. 
Betty Thompson's "Two Decades of Cri tician1 9 n which, 
'"t-· 
! 
\ 
in 1950, reviewed the previous twenty years or criticism 1•• 
_.\ 
is a convenient point t~ mark the beginning of 
third phase or Wol.fean criticism •. The.critics of 
the second .period who employed New Critical precepts 
did not, at this arbitrary date, :.hide or disappe(\r; 
,. 
quite the contrary, they sought to place Wolfe perma- -
nently in literary disrepute. But, at this t1me 9 other. 
,., 
cr1t1~s, among them some YQUnger critics also employing ._ ... ,, .•.-.; 
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tbe former' a tools, sought to discover the qual1 ties 
they felt Wolfe's-work cont~ined ~nd to seek evidences. 
of his greatness in other tha~ the previously stated 
... ' 
conventional ideas of form, and thus establish a new 
balance in Wolfean criticism, not totall~unlike the 
' ' 
origin.al balance at the n<)o,rel' s reception. It is in 
this attempt that \·Jolfean · c:r~i tic ism is now engaged • . )The 
\ 
"' attempt, so far, if not succeeding in balancing the ef-
rect of the phase from 1936 to 1950, has certainly cor-
rected conventionally accepted ideas a.bout lrlolfe • s sense 
) of structure and widened the awareness of critics about 
what kind of form vlolfe's work may have and what Wolfe's 
purposes and intentions were. 
The first chronolog:ical area of the criticism of 
Look Hom~ward, A~gel (1929-1936) ~as a time of remark-
able be.lance in t~lolfean critic ism. This balance is 
v' j; 
i , I easily and quickly illustrated by a few of the early 
reviews. There was, of course, in some of the reviews, 
the innnediate and strong cr:t)ticism of the novel• s :form • 
--
. ~ 
. The writing of Geoffrey To Hellman, in the New Republic,. 
illustrates this kind or criticism: 
, 
'Look Homeward, Angel' has been criticized for its style and its lack of structural form. Whenever r1ro \~Jolf e feels lilre 1 t 9 l·Jhich · is 
.fairly often 0 be launches into episodes, description~» a11d proclamations of his own that could be cut. off t1i tl1out imI?airing the architec~tural uni"CY of the boolroj 
·.·.~ut, in a healthy simult·aneous contrast, another critic 
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provided a di:ff el'ent View. Basil . Davenport ackno~ledged ~ · 
1 
that the novel 9 s form t~1as weak, but he also said that 
----
though the novel 11 has "the fauits of luxur'iousneSs,u~it 
also "has the great· ~irtue that it always has the yision 
of something half-comprehensible behind· th,e humdrum life, 
/ 
and that in th~ r13ading it carries eonviCtion with it."4 
' 
.
-I~= . 
.; 
' I( 
This kind of balance., the assertion of formlessness by 
• 
"' 
.:/ 
critics like Hellman and the anon~o~s reviewer in the 
" 
Wilson Bulletin, who said Look HomewardJ Angel was a 
5 !• 
"vastly irnper:fect book," on the one hand, as opposed to 
/ rDavenportVs more positive 3iew, on the other, Wes the 
_leading tendency of the early cr1t1o1sm, the first seven-
years of criticism, of Look H9me~ardJ Angel • 
-;. 
.. 
Bernard De Voto carried the Hellman charge of form-
lessness of the first critical period to fts height, and, 
in doing so, powerfully initiated the second and,_ what 
I a~ calling, primarily New Critical period in Wolrean 
cr1t1c1Slll. De Voto and his followers saw little value 
/ 
in what Wolfe bad to say if he could not shape his 
.. . ,, 
material properly. In the classical example of Wolf'ean 
criticism of this period, De Voto bitterly introduced 
... 
first th~ editorial factor--the'1ns1nuation that the 
only form in Wolfe's work was a product of editor Maxwell 
Perkips and not Wolre himsello He argued ~hat no mette~ 
I 
how much imagination or creative power a writer may have, 
it is valueless w1.thout an organizing capacity: 
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But, however ·useful genius may V"be in ~he 
writing of novels, it is npt e~cllgh in it- . 
aelf--it never has been,enough in any art, 
and it never t,1ill beo At the very least 1~. 
must be s1.,1pportecl by an ability to impart 
shape t~ m~tegial, s~ple competence ~n the 
US8 of GOQ-So · 
For the fo1~aalist De Voto, this prerequisite in a novel 
all but co11signed t·1olfe, af·ter only seven years and two 
, 
· novels (Of Time and the River had been published a year 
before), to the lit.erary dumping grounds. 
Indeed, De Voto 1 s compatriots attempted to finalize 
& . 
I. 
the consignment. R~ ·P. Blackmur was one of the first to 
"' 
follow in De Voto•s.heavy steps. So strongly did he 
criticize Wolfe's form that he gave the impression of a. ~ 
~-
, 
total inability on Wolfe's part to organize his work 
rationally. Wolfe is guilty, he said, of 
the heresy of expressive form:.·, the belief 
held to exaggeration, that life best expresses 
itself in art by duplicating its own confusion 
in the transf e1--ared f o:rm of .Pche spec ta tor I s' · 
emotiono e o o The fundamental insufficience, 
however, is the lack of sanity in the presiding 
form, 7and the absence of a rational point o~. view. · 
In this manner, the New Critical tanks rolled over critics 
less adverse to.Wolfe's work, and, at the same time, 
-Wolfe. 
~~ , 
New Critical attack after New-Critical attack fol-
, 
lowed quickly after .. De Voto and Blackmur. Dayton Kohler, 
• • • failed as a novelist becabse 
' 
he tried to evade the responsibi·li ties of form"; Jopn > 
t .. , 
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Beale Bishop, in t_be same year, wrote, in an article 
with the pity-provoking title, n~he Sorrows o~ Thomas 
Wolfe," that "the meaning of a novel should be in its 
I ~ 
structure. But in Wolfe's novel, ~s far as l t has r,:one, 
' 
it is impOSSible to d1SCOV8r any structure at all H j and 
Percy Boynton, one year later, 'admitted t·l1at Wolfe bad 
some control and ironically proceeded to describe the· 
kind of control he meant: 
In the works of Wolfe ·the divergent elements 
are related to a control, though a control which 
ranges from the controlling forces of the 
stellar system to the fis"fl of the.peddler which 
clutches ~be strings of a clu.~ter of' toy 
balloons o . . 
. 
,., 
f'-
There were, of course, a few Woltean critical de-
_f 
> 
tenders during these bleak years, but their voices were 
weak and more often than not they excused rather than 
·' 
defended Wolfe •. Jonathan Daniels, for example, admitted 
the t v/olfe lacked fo~m, but weakly argued. that "1 t /.Jormi' 
is lacking also in the confusion which is a-~ much a· part i-d 
of American li:f~ as Tboma.s Wolle was."
9 This was the 
. tenor of the pre-war response. to c~iticism or Wolfe's 
form. 
:-, . 
" 
With the new decade criticism of Wolfe, both prais-
-
1ng and attacking him, became more powerful. The New 
r-,;_·: 
Critics continued to lead massive attacks on what they 
---
considered Wolfe's rormlessness. 
' 
Carl Van Doren, <·in a primarily historical discussion . 
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ot the American ·nqvels, opened. these attacks with a , 
cr14cism of Wolfe's autobiographical tendency. In hie 
\ 
' 
survey of the American novel he- e1npbasized t'Jolfe' s 1n.-
ab111 ty to go beyond his own, life for material, nqting 
· 10 
that even Wolfe's town identified itself in the novel. 
Alfred Kazin, still carrying De Voto's banner 
further into the forties 9 emphasized Wolfe's lack o~ 
selectivity as contrfbuJcing to fo_rmlessness. "Wolfe I s 
" berculean.boyish~ess," be ess~rted, wa~ "always the ex-
pression of some uncontrolled power expending its~lr on 
11 
every object in viewo" - Kazin felt that Wolfe thrived 
on his confused method gf writing, but also felt, of 
course, that it de~racted more than it addeq __ to the 
power or· the novel. 
The De 
.· J,">, . 
Voto-Kaz.in kind of attack on Wolfe's form 
did not end with the war, but still continued to the 
late forties. In 1948, f.or exa~ple, Mark Scharer again 
lambasted Wol~e for hi~ lack of forrn. As De Voto had 
done., more tl1an a decade earlier, Schorer emphesized, 
/ amo~g other faults 9 the editorial problem: 
The books of Thomas \iol:(e i-1ere, of course,. 
. journals, and the prima~y role of bis pub-
" lisher-; in transl"\orming these journals -1nto 
the semblance of novels. i.s notorious o For 
. .-. .. 
the crucial act of the artist 9 the unique act 
• 
) 
t 
which is compositionD a syn1pathetic editorial C,. 
1 
blue pencil and scissors were substituted., . . 
S.cborer also isolated and emphasized the autobiographical 
;, 
problem: 
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Thomas _Wolfe apparen'.t-ly assumed that by the mer19 'disgorging of the Mw .. m.aterial .·or. his expe~ienc~ he would(p;ive Us at last our epic.,12 · 
·_) 
. " · In this manner, Schorer significantly· added t.o the body 
of New Critic al attack on \rtJolfe. 
' In the last year of the decade• Oscar Cargill, a 
- historical critic, added the last important attack or 
tbe decade on. \'1olfe.. He approached l/Jolfe 1 s formless-
ness through the problem of detachment, and asserted 
with assurance that vlolfe's wor·k was fo·rmless because 
"· 
detachment from his material, and this alw~ys meant from 
. ·~ 
~ 
himself, was, through most of his life, impossible.for 
Wol.fe. 1113 On thi~ note of detachment the New Critical 
type of attacks on Wolfe which began with De Voto in 
1936 and lasted tl1rough the next fourteen years ended 
as the dominating rorce in Wolfe criticism. That they 
lost this position is partially due to the strength of 
the counter attacks on the critics of Wolfe's fo~ 
through the forties. 
Joseph ~larren Beach was one important defender· of 
.... 
Wolfe. Although he acknowledged Wolfe's lack of fol'm, 
he saw more of Wolfe's intentions and ·thus made a be·tter 
defense against Wolfe's critics than had Wolfe's de~ 
fenders in the thirties. He realized that 'lrl'ol!e,. i-1as 
dealing with areas and subjects larger than those usually .,/ 
dealt with. Therefore,. ·he understood that vlolfe• s form 
(, ) would be unconventional, because Wolfe "is aiming to 
• 
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include the whole of life, in its infinite variety of 
feeling and manifestat1on., 1114 Beach's sympathetic 
criticism of.Wolfe ls representative of the tone ot 
Wol~ean defense in the forties. 
' . In 1948, for example, w. w. Pusey III reported that 
I 
-13 
·--_,,. .. ~----Ge!'man critics also saw many of the. qualities Beach--had· ----~-----1 
., 
I 
l}oticed in Wolfe's work. They observed that Wol.fe' s form ~ ~-. 
'' 
was not traditional, but that "his works were based on a 
· consciousness of inner t·ruth, that they fa! thfully re-
·flected the extravagances of existence, and that in 
their poetic richness they went ·beyond traditional form 
and achieved a unity that was organic." The German re-
viewers, in addition, perceived "the artistry and 
econ6my with which individual scenes, things, and per-
~-- . 15 
sons t1ere depicted.". Like Beach, they de.fended Wol.fe 
strongly andtimaginatively. 
In the same yearD 1948,· B. R. Mc Elderry, Jr.·, op-
posed the claims that formlessness res·,ulted. rrom over-· 
' 
'reliance on autobiography. He noted that Eug§ne• s ex-
. . 
pe.riences at North· Carolina were not an autob1ograph1Ca'"1 
record of the author• s experience and th,at some o.f. the 
episodes in~~lving W. O. Gant were even a rejection of 
the original experience. He ·effectively defended Wol:f e 
by saying that the author may even have been re-evalua~-
. - 16 his own experience, rather than reproducing it. 
The defenses of Wol:fe against charges or formlessness-. 
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1n the forties were well-supported and strong. Unlike 
the parallel.defens; in the·t~~rties,· it was more than 
lame-duck opposition to the New Critical attacks and, 
pro,vided a basis for a more equal conflict in the 
fifties. 
The third per,iod ·of ·Wolfean cri·ticism can be con-
veniently said to begin with the fifties. The tone of 
t, 
I 
this third period, like that of the first, is balanced, 
a result of a heal thy c·onflic t between young critics 
employing new critical standards and the followers of 
the supporters of ~olfe in the fort1·es. This is, at 
present, the Wolfean critical situation. 
. . In 1950 Betty Thompson surnmarized and evaluated th·e 
movement of \~Jolfean criticism up to that time. Sh~ noted 
that when Wolfe died· in 1938 critical obituaries con-
I• 
eluded, generally, that "waste an~ 1IlJlTl~tur1ty, indigenous 
' . , faults, cancel out the virtµes in the final equation." 
However, ""·she went on to make a more important comment 
about his critical reputation, namely that "critical 
~j opinion of Wolf'~ has not c hange·d very much since his 
17 -
death. 11 In that very year, however, with the growing 
strengtn of the opposition to attacks on Wolfe, an 
'·· ... 
> 
import~nt change was taking place. 
That change wa·s the more liberal, understanding, 
imag~native, a_nd or·iginal view of \,/olfe' s purposes a_nq 
I,•- J . 
.. 
of the ~ax.a in which he carried out his purposes in 
·' / 
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--...... Look Homeward, Ange1. Agatha· Boyd Adams ·exemplfies this 
wider viewo In 1950 her biography of Wolfe appeared, 
and in it she emphatically pointed ·out the dangers· of 
one of the New Critical bases of attack-~the equation of 
Wol.fe' s life with his work. She stated tha-t "even a 
superficial comparison or Chapel Hill in Look Homeward, 
Angel with th~ record of his deeds and writings while a 
student here suggests the int~icate difficulty of ac-
c·epting as precise fact the use of his otm life in fiction 
by a highly imaginative writer." 
t In 1953 Seymour l(rim added a different and more. 
significant contribution to Wo1fean defense. By per-
ceiving and stating the difference between two kinds o~-
~ritical perception, he was actually pointing out why . .. 
' 
· the Neiv Cr:i tics did not approve of Wolfe. He agreed 
that 01ri!olfe' S novels 8I'8 indeed lopsided and over-intense 
tor their subject matter, 11 and that "the author l\.,ould \ 
'-then seem to have failed in1 his first duty: of being a 
writer equal to,the heroic pretensions of his work." 
;; 
~But after admitting t~is, he distinguished between the 
importance of. :form and general literary value of a· work 
to the critic, on one hand, and to the general reader, 
on ·the other: 
. .._,. 
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f' \ ,,. 
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The majority or professional literary critics 
are primarily concerned ~,1th an author.• s ac-
complishrr1ent; _"t;he 1nor"e responsible the critic 
t·he more pai-ns taking he t.rill be in trying to 
assess tbe fina1 value of the books that pass 
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h·is desk. · But the a\rera~e -1ntel11gent reader is not concerned with this at all. He reads 
... 
.... .for the most personal of reasons, and the books 
-he likes best are those that mean the mo~t to bim: inspire him, exi~t him, and increase his 
capacity for feeling. 
Krim' s view, though not directly related to form, was 
.., 
one of those Wolfean defenses of the fifties which 
I 
\.. 
opened the path to a wider and less conventional view , 
of: where \1lol1'e's po1t1er lay. 
As the decade advanced, discussions of the form o~ 
Look HomewardJ Angel became more positive. Louis. Rubin, 
,, 
·tt1scuss-ing it in 1q55, called vJol-.fe's first novel, of 
· 20 all Wol.fe's novels, "the most compact," and Robel't 
Spiller agreed that " ••• his first novel has a much \ 
tighter internal unity than any o~- its three ana a half 
successors." 
/"-:-C.' 
/ 
21 
More r~c~.tly, others have fallowed in Krim' s foot-
steps, seeking to prove that one can easily balanc.e any 
problems _in form by showing other virtues or other i 
. 
.. 
literary purposes of Wolfe. In 1958, for example• 
Virginia Stevens answered the charges of' formlessness by 
saying that tiolfe 9 s form was -'chat of lif"e, ntbe living. 
form of reality; for his deepest concern was to· captuzae 
22 
.the truth on as many levels as possible. 11 Richard 
Kennedy, in a more recent work, also sought to justify 
Wolfe's form on the basis of the author•s intentions. 
\ 
He said frankly that editor Perkins' cuttings_of the 
novel were·. fortunate, because they did not belong, but 
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·he gave Wol.t'e credit Por the 1'118ter1sl itself. Although, 
' ' 
h8 said, these passages didn't fit in, 11Lo0k Homeward, 
Angel transcends 1Js imperfections because of' the genera~ 
,,· 
structural unity and because of' the intensity, vitality, 
,~' 
and grandiose scope with which Wolf'e rendered the ·vision 
of life Which burned inside of him .. 1123 · With this state-
,_,.,, 
ment., Kennedy placed himself solidly in the tradition of 
those defenders of Woli'e in the fifties who opp.,osea·· the 
critical rejection of Wolfe by New ·Critics, and sought 
;."_to defend Wolfe, through a f'resq and highly original look 
at his purposes and methods. 
~' 
'The cri tics using New Critic al tac ti,c s, however•~ 
were not to be silenced so easily, and with their con-
tinued attacks, in the fifties and sixties, on Wolfe's 
structural ab111 ty, the war of the critics over t\Tolfe 
_.,.,sti:J_l wages on, much as it did in 1929. The critics who 
.., 
us'ed New Critic al techniques continue to attack Wolfe on 
the old grounds: autobiography, lack of selectivity, 
I, 
and general rormlessness. 
In 1951, for example, even Arthur Hobson Quinn, a 
critic committed to the historical approach to literature, 
) 
could state, in his Literature of the Ameri~an People,-
~ I,~•\ 
that· Wolfe's· writing was nierely "formless and undisciplined 
fiction." 24 His followers were more spec-ific about the 
cause or Wolre•s rormlessness •. ~ 
'·~-18 
Edward Wagenknecht blamed it on Wol.t'e 1 s inability to 
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eeleot, aay!ng that "Wolfe lacked sel8cti~ power almoSt· 
altogether." Andre Rousseaux agreed,·noting that a& 
far as characterization goes, "Tqvs ces personnages 
,·: I~· ' 
..:...,~ ... 1 
J ·.. 
.. " 
· entrent et so1?tent 9 au cours des chapitres success ifs, 
sans S:utre necessite que lea impulsions de cette -memoire 
prqdigue." The ·charge of selectivity, then, wasf) in tbe 
· fifties, one prime ~ccuse.tion. of crit,J,.cs applying New 
. . ' 25 Ori tical princiiiles to \volfean t'oi~o 
Anothe~ primary charge was that of autobiography, 
as it waa in the thirties. Often, as when Wright r1orria 
makes the accusation, it is connected with the charge 
of non-select.iv! ty. Thus, Morris tells us, \-Jolfe "is 
an author of confessions--romantic confessions in. the 
manner of [Jean Jocque.Y Rouss·eau--and .when he is free 
of the demands of fiction, the problems of cr~ation, he 
is rree to tell us all, which is precisely. what he does." 
'· Leon Howard, in a work of a larger scope, makes a similar 
comment while placing the North Carolinian in the 
writjng of nis~time: 
\ 
'· 
. Significantly, _it was the one major novel of the decade that was wholly autobiographical in design, re-creating the places and persons of WolfeVs .North Carolina background with a quantity of detail that suggested tota..1 recall but that was actually memory engaged in interpreting the environment from which \j\Jolfe i-1as glad to escape but fo~ which be found no satisfactory subst1-tute.2o 
. Even as recently as 1963 ~olfe was still a target ror the 
same criticism--that of his overengaged m.emory. Jo.hn ,. ~ 
-
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Bradbury, in ~is critical history ot· recent Sou,thern · 
. 
He said the fol-11te:rature, rep.eated the 8CCUS8t O·tle 
t 
. 
. 
lowing of t~Jolf e and of' J.,o_o!Ew .f!~me!!a - __ ,_ 
4
Angel: 
-~ 
His talent is for recording, with rare insight, 
and command of language, th~ whole rlux of ex-
perience' not for seel,rinff·-··and t~orking out the 
patterns of significance in the 1~ecordo Every-
__ thing that occur~· to the highly. sensi t_ive man, 
~------ Wolre, is immediately grist for' his-mill; ~he 
· sound of a rivergs name as relevant as a father's 
death or a first experience with se~o His ap~ 
petite for experience is irrunense·, but he lacks 
an organ for tra~~forming the raw mater! al into 
digestible i'orm. f . - · · 
I I . 
This organ which Bradbury, in 1963, said Wolfe lac·k:·s is 
-~ r r- , 
no doubt the same "simple c·ompetence in the use of tools" 
;, 
whi~h De Voto spoke of over twenty-rive years before. 
The critics have stood still, attacking Wolfe in 1963 
for the same reasons as in 1936; while,_ on the othL_ 
hand, other critics are looking from different angles 
\ i . 
and with fresher, eager eyes at what seems to them to 
be a work that has, other than a conventional form. Th-is 
,) 
1:s the essence of' the balance and conflict over Wolfe' a 
' 
form in 1965. 
After a general evaluation 6r · the movement of 
Wolfean cri tici·sm~ I intend, in this thesis, to attempt 
-to discover the . truth about th-e fo~ of Loolr H • etiard, 
~/· 
Angel by looking through the eyes .or copventional 
structural principles and also by trying original 
methodso It is imp6rtant, first, to evaluate to wh•t 
extent the criticism I have just described has ~ucceeded 
r.r· 
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in disc~J~ng tile truth. about the form Gf Look Homeward, 
Angel. 
.. 
111 - B\raluation or Woltean Ori t:lcism . ~ 
. 
The balance or. conflict in Wolfean criticism bas 
,· 
already been made clear~ Some truths about this balance 
.,. . r . 
or conflict do not appear rrom a summary or·desoription 
of the movemeni of the criticism. These poin~s number 
·three: (1) the quality of Wolfean criticism, (2) its·, 
' \, 
conclusions, ··&!ld ( 3) the validity of some of these con-
, 
·~· clusions. 
.. 
By the quality o~ Wolfean criticism I mean the 
actual depth of critical examination of Wolfe's work. 
That is, bow fully does the critic examihe the par-
• • I 
. .-.... 
' ---
ticular work? Unfortunately, one of the weak points in' 
Wolfean criticism is lack of depth. Except for a few 
- 28 
exceptions, there has been no full critical discussion 
-......... 
of Look Homeward, Angel. For the most part, critics tend 
\ 
not to disco·ver netv evidence, but ,merely to repeat worn-
out generalities and critical cliches. 
Secondly, this superficial tendency has, in turn, 
of course, affected the critical conclusions about 
Wolf'e. It is true that ltlolfe 1 s reputation as an artist 
able to shape his material has certainly improved, and 
\ 
. n r 
this improvement is to the credit of the critics.· But 
' i'. 
it ha.s·-,not improved so much ~s 1 t should have. The lack 
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or sympat-et:l.c and care.ful .specific discussion of his 
• J 
works, even among critica employing new critical tools, 
' of· ' . . ' ' ,, "' 
has merely kept the conventional critic isms ali,ve. The 
recent imp·rovement in Wolfe·' s reputation is mostly due 
I •• . 
. . 
to those critics it,1ho have carefully read and discussed 
' \ 
-
Look Homeward, Angel. 
:::::r::tz:":e:rt zj?:e:J~ 
. . 
The third point, the-validity of the critical con-
• , • • '7 
clusions 9 involves mainly the reasons for the majoiity 
disapproval of Wolfe's form. ,rn spite of the admitted 
. \ 
flaws in l"Jolfe' s structure, which most critics do not. 
\ 
deny, the structure, as I intend,_, to show, is generally 
,· 
rich and well-planned. 
~ ' ~ 
The reason, then, for the 
critical attacks on Wolfe's structural ability in Look 
Homeward, Angel is.partially the critical orientation. · 
It must always be :remembered that the critic must often 
prove a critical thesis;.a thesis which emphasizes the 
~ 
outer form of a work more often than the inner value~ 
It is worthwhile to repeat Krim's distinction between 
the orientatiori'of the critic and that of the average 
- ' 
reader, because it points out so well the reason why 
the former must be more concerned with ~he fol;m--"of a 
., 
work than with 1 tsi:_.,, v-alue in other, perh.aps more 1n.sp1ra-
- '-,. .. 
/1 
tional, areas: 
. 
' 
I 
. ' 
The majority of professional literary critics 
_are primarily concerned with an-author's ac-
complisl1roent; the more responsible the critic 
the more painstaking he ~ill b~ in trying to· 
assess the final value of the books that pass 
... 
' 
·"' 
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his ~esk. But the average inielligent reader 
.11's not concerned i,1ith this at all. He reads for tl1e 111ost 1:>'ersonal of ·reasons, and the books he likes best are those that mean the most to 
'him: ' inspire him, · ex~~t him, and increase his capacity for feelinge 
' 
... 
-In short» part of Wolfe's crittcal reputation·may be 
attributed to the :tlew Criti-eal orientation--of the , 
critical tend~ncy to favor careful structure· over in-
tensity, and, if forced to choose between the two, favor 
'-~--'\, 
the "well-made" novel rather than the intense novel. 
Betty Thompson partially echoed t-hia important thought 
,. T. 
• 
in her "Tv10 Dec·aaes of Criticism": 
0. He is out of the literary fashion; he falls by tl1e sta11dards of sorne of the finest critics of the ageo But- his significance for his contemporaries is that he did creaJce i-11 th marvelous wo1.,ds a·nd poi,1erful emotions a world in which they also could be at home~30 
&-- . 
! 
For more than twenty years the critics using. New Critical 
precepts have caused an imbalance in Wol!'e 1 s reputation. 
Presently, Wolfe's defenders are equal in number to his 
~ 
attackers and are attempting to overcome the imbalance, 
. 
and, by achieving a new balance, to attain at last-an 
objective critical evaluation. They would like to discard 
the old, tired terminology in favo~. of new methods of 
evalua)ion. 
If and when the critical balance does occur, 1 t., is 
likely that there will be a discovery that Wolfe, per-
haps as s1:1ccessfully as any of his contempor1aries, com~ 
bined the best of structural ab111 ty Wi'th the 1host of ">-~~ ( > 
/ 
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Thi~ the•is, by, dividi,ng rorm into three .central 
.. 
areas, plot, theme, and characterization, is an attempt 
to· shol'1 exactly tl1at--that in Look Hopi~ard., Af!gel. 
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Wolf8 has combined a careful organ:ization with rutlneas _, 
· of life. 
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. ~ Pl-ot As Form: Ideas As Plot 
.,•· 
~ A. Definition of Terms 
• 
'9.rry Rubin, in his 1Magist1c aDd thematic study 
of the Wolfe operar states that ·11 the· pr·i"nciple or vlolfe' s 
torm is basically not the conventional one or plot, ~1th 
minor and major crisis, climax arid denouement, but rathel' 
than of a polyphonous texture-of recu~rent themes. • • • 
He also feels that ideas take the tradit-1Gnai:Jlp1ace of 
t;;;,":'',l 
.t;,):l~\ • ., 
plo-t: "Thus., because of the fact that t\he main ideas in VF 
Wolfe's novels have a definite organizational function 
. . 
••• their repetition or recurrence assumes the burden 
" 
,, of design customarily carried by conventional plot 
1 
structure." Before I discuss the form which ideas give 
to the novel, it is necessary to redefine the conven-
tional term "t.heme," to,. def'ine and e1tplain the ccmcept 
~9f ''ideas, 11 to distinguish between these two easilY ..... con-
fused terms, and, fina1-:fy, to explain hotv td~as may 
perform the conventional function that plot usually 
perfqrms in a novel. · 
The first step is to redefine and explain what 
"t9-~me" conventionally means. The theme of a story or 
' 
novel is not merely what its subject matter is; ~ather, // 
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lt is the ultimate meal)ing into which the aubje~ matter.,. 
(o/ """'-· has been molded.~ It is, as Brooks and Warren ~tate, 
·~hat is made of the ~opic," 1 "what a piece of fiction 
2 
stacks up to.'' James Fenimore Cooper fl s The Pioneers,-
... 
t, for exampl·e, deals t~i th the. sub
1ject of natur:.al lav1 versu~ 
· civilized lai?o But the theme of the nove·1, what ·'·is m~de · _ 
,;. 
- ... 
of the ·subject, is the view,. as' dramatized through Natty 
Bumpo's disillusionment at the approach of civilization, 
that natuI'al law· is __ superior to civilized law. In Look 
Hom~;wa.rd 1 Angel predestination is one of the subjects 
with which Wolfe is concerned, and it the~efore is part 
·,. 
,.... 
of the setting~;- events, and characters of the novel. 
Wolfe reveals this concern about predestination., for 
example, in describ'ing Eliza's feeling Jbat her brother 
Will is des tined to become a1 rich ..... man and her subsequent 
.action of persuading Gant to enter into partnership with 
him. Here we have a single'ev~nt dealing with pre-
destination. But the theme of predestination, what 
Wolfe makes of the topic, is Wolfe's dramatization of 
. . the Gants' use or predestination to imprison Eugene (see 
\ Chapter IV), and of Eugene's need to escape so that be 
can establish his own views of predestination. The theme 
of prede,stination, then, would be the importance of over-
coming the a·ttempts of others to mold one's views and of 
each individual's personal ·discovery of' what he feels is 
his pred,stination. Tbl~ ,statement of the theme of pre-
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' . . destination is vbat all the elements. of ·the nove·1 d-ea11.ng 
t. .• . " 
. , ....... . 
with predestinat1011 add)JP·· t6 mean,· .the untried meaning _ --. ~·-. --~-~~~- _____ -_-
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' 
• I . 
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to·· which· tl1ey lead. 
·'~ .. 
· .The concept of n-1deas, 11 lilte· the setting and char'-
- acters vfi thin the ~·o.vel, is one of the elements which may I.,. 
contribute·to the.unified meaning of theme. But it is 
.,_. 
\ 
not the same as se~tlng or characters, and·it .is. n~t-
theme. It is therefor~ important to define and illustrate 
J 
the term "ideas," particularly import~nt also because, as 
I mentioned earlier, in ~ok Homeward1 Angel, ideas take .,"=-
the tradit1.onal place of plot. 
An idea may be defined, for our purR~ses, as an 
- L 
opinion, belief, or more widely, a thought of an indi-
. ---· ,,?, 
vidual. The people in Lo
2
olf_
4
Hon,1e$~1arti·, =Angel, of course, 
have opinions, beliefs, and thoughts on many subjects--
for example, on predestinationo Noti to illust~ra.te how 
"idea" differs fro1n °theme~ 0 it Will be convenient to use 
the subject of predestination again. For example, Eliza 
,,.,... .. 
! has 'an idea that, while Eugene is being born, predestine-
tion i~ using her for some high purposeo She bas an _,\ 
/'\ , . ~ . 
. idea, again, that predestination planned· ror ber~lto go 
·to the st. Louis Fair and become wealthy •. These ideas--
beliefs and opJ;ions--motivate her to action: she does, 
tor example, go to st.· Louis, 
; Gant also has certain ideas and sots them out._ He 
. believes the destiny of his family is in the movement 
,. 
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- in Pennsylv-ania for the· barren land of Altamont., He 
accountf? for this ·movementv as ·I .. said, by his. l_dea of 
the strangeness of predestination. 
n 
, These are only·'tt:!:o examples of how only ·a -sing1e 
6 
idea motivates action in Look,ltomewardo Angelo Again 
and again Wolfe shows one of his charecte~s believirig-~r 
',\ . ·'' 
_) 
. 
. 
thinking something or having an o·pinion about somet'hing 
N and acting on this idea 9 either in a s·ingle situation or 
over a long period of time. Because these ideas cause 
results and initiate consequenc~s, one idea can be said 
to cause the action that foll.owe 1 t. Thus, there is a 
cause-effect relationship bett-1een ideas and results of ...... . 
• 
-these ideas, the action, that continues throughout the .. 
' . 
novel. There is therefore a pattern based on ideas s~oh 
as is usually cr~ated by 9onventional plot. This pat-
tern or design is importantly and significantly strength-
ened by repetition of ideas and of their results, with 
variation, throughout the novel. W~at Wolfe does in 
\ 
I 
1 . .,_ . ' . ~ ' 
~. short is present Q-<;>nventional plot, what we think of' aa 
. 
. '1_:'.· 3 
-· 
- "the s t11.ucture of action as presented," by an uncon-,.1 
ve~tional means, by-use of ideas. These ideas are dis-
tinguished from thmne by tbeir being limited to a 
single character or to a few characters and his or 
their-actions, and by their being an inseparable part 
,;_ .. 
" ... -
• 
,•' 
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· ot the novel, in con~l'1BSt to .the theme, Which is,. an 
. ·. '°\... I • . . 
external·,~ st.atement of· whiit the nov·e1 finally '' sta.cks ·up. 
--~· ---------
., 
.. 
. toll ip one . or . several · theme·-areas-. 
,., 
The internal nature 
f 
,4 
· of: these ideas does :not prevent them from assum'ing " .. the. 
. ~ ·-· 
burden of design customarily carried .br, conven~i·on~l 
4 . . ~:. . . plot struc.turee·u · . Four major ideas ;c:·a'.rry the organiza-~ . 
.---... -------- t1on burden: birth, voyages·1· grot.r~h, and death. Stich 
terms are often conceived of as themes, but not for 
• Ji 
.. 
/ 
., 
Wolfe in_ Loo~ Homeward, Angel. My major.reason for 
· calling these--birth, voyages, groia1th, and dea th--ideas 
and 0 not themes in Look }!q~ev1~d 51 Ang,el; is- that no final 
' 
single statement of meaning to be attached to any of 
these ideas is pro11a·ea in the novel. Instead, as ideas,' 
; . 
they influence action limited to Look Iiome:7ard 2 A.ngel, 
· action of the i11dlviduals within Loo·k Homeward, Angel 
only. 5 
B. Ideas 
1 -·Birth 
·The first major idea (or idea-group, because it 
involves several sub-divisions) is that or birth. The 
Gants have idea·s about birth, and the recurrence ot; 
these ideas in the novel is one o~ the things that re-
. . 
places conventional plot. The biirth idea has three main 
subdivisions: birth on the uni versel--eternal scale,:--the 
relation-of all births in history to each other; a pre-
~ . 
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idea; ~and· tbe ide~ or I'ebirth. 
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I 
·Although each subdivisi~n is sep·arate, the.re is a def1.-n1te_. _t _____ ... ·~·:~_·.-
1
,.·_··, 
. . \ I 
relationship in Loi:ok 8=omew-ard1 Angel; among these three , 
' levelso Beca,se that_ relationship _is on~ subject of tbia · 
. 
. . 
chapte1';, it is necessary to· say here· only that the first 
,, level, birth on the universal scale~ and the second 
level., the pre-existence idea, ·have tI1e concept or eter .. 
nal time in common. Th·e tbeo1~ of rebirth generally 
serves as a new hope and consolation for the loss of some-
thing valuable, one had in P!'e-birth • 
The first subdivision of the birth idea is that or 
bi~tb on tbe eternal-universal scale. It is what is 
\ I 
·1 
;r, 
. ' ' 
\ 
I, 
\ 
\ 
~ often called t~/olfe. 1 s idea o.f time. It involves two 
concep·ts: the f'irst, a Whi tmonesque cyclical idea that 
explalns. the .present· as a· result of all that has come 
be.fore, thus connecting all people throughout all time; 
and. s.econd, a different cyclical idea-- centered about 1,_ 
the e·ternal movement oJ' the seasons. 
The--~irst cycle is represented by a ref~ain: 
\ 
; 
. (/1'.,· 
' . j • j). .j .:. l I • 
.. ~ . t • . -. . 
~ - ' I 
,. ·4 7' I 
_· ,, :\ ·.t. ·', 
.• I \ •. 
. 1 . P. 
. I 
• ~ 1 
,. ·• "'t· 
' \ . ·.· 
(._ E~h of us is all the sumS he has not counted: , ·· · ! 11;,. · 11.N:t:t~ritct us into nakedness and nigl1t again, and 1. • · you· shall see begin in Crete foul') thousand years · .'., ,·,. . ... 
ago the love that ended yesterday in Texaso · · ~ · Th~ seed of our desJc1~uction tvi11 blossom in· ,'/·:·:· .. 1 ,1:· .. ·'. :./. the desert, the aleJctn of. ·our) cure f"\Iiot,1s by a , , ·1 • · \ ·,. ~ ... • i· :, . 
~ount·ain l'6clc., and our 11 ves are haunted by a .. ·.·· · /' .. · .. :. /! . .. _ ' .• Georg.la slatt~rn, because a London cutpurse wen~,
1 
·_1 _: :·. 1:' /. . . ,· ; 
unhung (po 3) o , · 1
.' ·. • • / ~ / .\. :, • • • ~·. 
In relation to birth th,js means that each man• e,b!rt». (1 · '·/:': · , : .,. 
'. '\ ·.. l . 
contains within it the accumulated result of. t1'1~ sil':JCe\ 1 
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. . Cl:rete •.. The. ref~ain or parts of 1 t ·app_ea:r when. Wolle 
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. 
· wishes to emphasize the .connection between presen·t ac-. 
- !-·-----~----·-· ---
. r· 
. tion and tb~ past. Part of ~ t is repeated, .for ~~ample, 
when the twe.lve-year-ol~. Eugene thinl(,s of the pattern 
of his life: 
And it was this that. awed· bim--tbe weird com- -
·bination of rixity and change, the terrible 
moment of immobility stamped 1r1i th etern1 ty in 
which, passing life at great speed 0 both the 
observer and· the observed seem frozen in time. The1~e ·i,as one mome_nt of timeless su·spension 
when the land di·d tlot move, the slattern in the door1r1ay did pot move, he did·/.' not move o It was 
as if God had lifted- .his .baton sl1arply above the endless orchestration of the seas, and the 
eternal movement had stopped,- suspended in the timeless architecture of the absoluteo ••• Fixed in no t1me 9 the slattern vanished, fixed, 
without a 1nornan t of transl ti on (pc 159) • . _ 
' . This descriptio11 of "timeless suspension" uses the slat-
\_ tern 9f the original rerraln who was cyclically conn&cted 
with the London cutpurse. At another time, as i~hen· 
Eugene has romantic visions of his triumphs, parts ot 
the refrain are again repeated, those parts concerned 
with the return to nakedness strengthening the ref~ain 
with names of some who try to return: "King Solomon' 1 
Mines. She. ~rosperin~. Ali Baba. Orpheus and 
' 
Eurydice. Naked came I from my mother 1 s.womb.· Naked 
shall I return (p. 229).n 
•' 
.. 
'· 
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_.? 
•·. "~ . :..-·· 
This idea of every moment• s being a result of all --. 
the time before emphasizes, ot: course, tl1e universal-
eternal aspect of birth. Yet, alt~ough it is present 
throughout the novel, so ac¢epted is it by Wolfe that 
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· :tt is t_aken fo~ granted and on~yvint·ermittently ex-
., . ~ 
.· 
· · pressed. ' . The second ctclical part of bi~th on the eter•~----· ~-
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· nal-universal scale., the movement ··the seasons, plays. a 
more tangible .~ole in· the nove.l. ·,) .~ 
In this second cy-clical pattern,. that of th·e mov.e-
ment of .the seasons, Wolfe uses -Spring ·and Autumn as 
polarities. Because Spring repre·sents the beginning of 
. ' '\, . 
\' \; 
.new growth and life, 1 t is l'tla~,ed to ~irth. In 1 ts 
I 
)>'.' ~-'-
' , 
. ) "'--
newness Spring, like birth, Coff,drs- hope fo;e the .!utur.~: _,.,_,/ 
For Eugene, Spring contains the eound of "an ina~!iµlate · 
promise, fl II 8 tongilel8SS promisce., II and "dateless 0Xp9Ct• 
. · ancy," all these hopes represented, f o:r example, by the 
p~um tree Eugene thinks of which, in Spring, grows 6 
young again. To show the hope inherent in Spring and 
birth; \vol.fe recalls mythological cycles~ .. · It,. i s-9 for · 
Wolfe, the time of year when "Proserpine comes back-, 
and Ceres' dead heart rekindles," fulfilling the promiae 
they made. 
The cy,cle is not oomple te, however, · w~thout Autumn. 
/ More specifically, October is the antithesis to the 
early Spring because, as har,rest ends in September, 
October convention~lly symbolizes the beginning of the 
. season of death, as April conventionally symbolizes the 
beginning of' new growth and life. ~hat has been born 
in~tbe Spring and l~ved through tpe summer has its 
demise in th~ Fall. This cycle of birth and deatb, in 
\· 
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• • J:t.s bitt-er~aweetness, .is what Eugena thinks about when 
,.,,...---··-· . 
-- .. -·. ·' be 1'eels tithe nt1X8d loneiy ach~ and. promise or the 
seasons" (p. 55). The cyclicBf pattern is implied again 
r 
\ 
. and again in the novelc When Gant visits the Pentlanda 
just. before marry~ng Eliza, for example, it is Autumn 
I. 
and the talk slides to burial and deatho 
Eugene i·s d,eli vering newspapers in Niggerto1,1n, he med!- ._ L ./ 
·tates on the pattern of the S
1
easons, the movement of 
? 
Spring and birth to Autumn and death: 
\ 
And Eugene watched the slow fusion of the 
s.easons-; he s·aw the royal processional of the 
months; he saw,,the summer llght·eat like a 
river into dark; he saw dark triumph once 
·ag~in; and he aat1 the minute-t·1inning days, like flies, buzz home to death (po 249). 
The best example, t.hoL1gh of the Octoberc:adeath pert of 
the cycle is Ben 9 s death, which occurs in that month .• 
His rebirth, which I will discuss a little-l4ter, .will 
( 
\ occur in Spring. Spring, because October and death 
are inherent in it, is viet'1ed with mixed emotions: "the 
cruellest and fairest of the seasons • • • " ( P• 486). 
Thus, the seaso11al cycle reaches 1 ts h_eigbt of' meaning 
in representa~tion of his death,' the d-eath being a full 
\' ' 
&jrii' ol of' the'bitter sweetness inherent in this cycle. ( 
I 
1 This se~sonal cycle and the cyclical conn~ction of 
\; 
all\ ti:me, -v1~ich· ~! discussed earlier, constitute Wolfe's 
con~ept of b~~1~~ the universal-eternal scale. ~h(s . 
cond1ept oi' birth contains ide~hich the Gan~ave 
and yhicb a~e both actions in tttemselves and also in- ~ 
. 
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. ' ' . tluence. other ~ot·ions·, the latter. being a conventional - · 
/ ·, . 
"r."'--"S ----~- _·· ____ __l>,lot ... :function. }>erfo'rming the same func.tions an~ Clos·elJ. 
/ ;._ 
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' 
. ~elated to this, is the secorid subdivision- of the birth 
I 
idea, a pre~birth or pr~-existen~e idea. 
The. pre-existence idea centers mostly about Eugene,· 
and similarly to a plot design, is strongly i.nvolved with p 
his e.ctionso The memory or some ·earlier existence is an 
~·- . 
important part of Eugene's life. His newspaper route, 
which he begins in darkness and_~nds in morning light, 
becomes a symbol of' bi-rth, the movement from the darkness 
~ ' ot the tiomb to oner's first sight of the 1,roi-1ld: "In 
summer, full day had come befo~e be finished: he walked 
., 
home in a world of awak~~ings •••• Light fell hope-
,, 
fully upon the swarthy greasiness of George Chackles 
nightm~n of the Athens Cafe. The Hellenic Dawn" (p. 249). 
Wolfe connects also the first sight of. the world with 
earlier civilizations, notably the Hellenic. • 
In the pre~morning darkness be recalls these memo-
. r'"f..: 
ries from some \vordsworthian-like pre-existence. In the 
c· 
•pre-natal morning" he thinl!;:s of an old,. strange knowl-
edge: "Fiend~voices beautiful and sleep-ioud called 
down through the darkness and light, developing,the 
I 
thread of ancient memory" (p. 244). They rf:)call to him 
I .-
thi 1s former existence: 11 The ~,ay 1 s here, Eugene. Have 
you f~rgotten? The lear, the rock, the wall of light • 
. Il;J.ft up the rock, Eugene, the leaf, the ston.e, the un-
,. 
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·round ·door,· Return, :re-turn" (p. 245) .• 'They: try to help 
.. 
him :remember w-hat had been lost in the ·earlier existence: 
. .,...--
. The wo~ld. was filled with .silent·~~rching 
men: no 11ord t·Jas spolren 9 but in the l1eart of 
each ther~ · t,1as a comn1011 lrnotvledge 9 . the i·1ord that 
all men knew and had forgotten, th~ lost key · ~ opening the prison gates, the lane~end into 
.~heaven 9 and es the musi6 soared and filled him, he .cried: 'I t·Jill remember. When I come to the piace,·r shall knoffo 1 (p. 245). 
. . 
With Eugene I s/ resolution to re-member ·the forgotten "-exia·t- ~ ~-
enoe, t.be idea of pre-birth becom~s a plot-patterno Be-, 
cause an important part of the novel is Eugene's ~ttempt 
- ·. to ·search for under a tending associated t~1i th preo.::,birth, 
·~·,·· in his present existence, it is clear that this idea 
.. 
- . JI ~, 
1·eads directly to a pattern or design of action. That _ 
1e, this idea causes throughout the novel definite re-
)& 
sults and effects. It performs the function of con-
'' 
.. ~· 
t 
... 
. ' . f 
., 
.,... 
ventional plot.· It is repeated as part of'--the plot 
pattern, for example, when Eliza, .. partially realizing 
·tha~·Eugene has been. searching for order and understand-
--~~:_/ 
' ' .. ..... ~ -···· 
" 
... ~. 
. 
,J ing associated·with an earlier existence~ implies a 
. ,.contrast of that earlier time with the present: 
., 
Poor childl Nobody ever knew you. Before you 
were born, she shook her head slowly, speaking in a voice- tbat 1:1as d1.,01ine.d and husky· t41th her 
tearso Then, huskily, clearing her tbrbat, ~be 
repeated 9 1 Be1"')ore yo_u t'1ere born -- u (po 399). 
The r1nal part of·th~ idea of pre-existence is 
reached in the final chapter when Eur,ene speaks with his 
brothe1~ Ben in ''pre-natal dawn,"· (p. 519) almost at the 
rise of daytime light. In this scene, the idea of the 
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lo•• of this earl·1e:r exiatence by both Ben an~gene 
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1a combined with Eugene's remembrance ·or the loss of his 
. ' -- ~ . . --·- ' . -.... - '--· 
.... 
dead brother\, The unresil frozen moment .on the .squar~ 
. . 
awakens associations in Eugene of "the loss of both Ben 
and l':1l1a·t Ben symbolizes ..... ~the memory of an earlier exist~--~ ·· ·t 
, 
.. 
. ~~nee· and the hope and dream of understanding, love, and 
eternal life associated with that existence. He.learns 
from Ben that there ia no end to the search, which· must 
be within on~self, to recapture the earlier existence~ 
All things associated with that ex1·stence--the· "lost 
-··. ~ 
child-face below· the lumpy ragged cap, drugged in the 
.. 
... 
magic of unheard mu~ic, ••• the rar-forested. horn-note, ,-. 
the speechless almost captured pas sc,:»t-rord n {pp. 519a.521 )--
have disappeared, faded, and been forgotten •. ~tis not 
auff icient for Eugene to love the loss of t·h_1s earlier 
'7 
' -) . 
existence as it may have been for Keats to love the 
entire process of the nightingale's· coming and~fading 
7 
away, and the ret:urn to drea1 .... y 11 hab.i tual selr on The 
"""' idea of the loss of some vague ideal' lire berore birth, 
before he ente/ed the . "prison-house, i, is too tangible a 
resul t-· .... an action.,,.-f'or Eugene to accept. He will, as 
\ 
' Ben suggests, search in this life ror order and under-
',., 
ata11ding associated with ~h·e old existence, thus convert-
• 
ing an idea into an important decision and act. The· idea 
, 
·or pre-existence has become an important substitute for·'.~ . 
. the pl9t design in Look 3omeward,, Angel. 
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. The third:· subd1v1a1on or the birtn idea is. thaft or,, 
. . 
' .. \ . 
rebirth. This subdiv1s·1on, 1·1ke the· other 1de~s, also 
. -
· · takes the· place of conventional plot. This idea repre-
/ 
' . . 
aents or becomes ~cl1e actionB Eugene takes as a result 
or what he learns about what he is rejecting .and what 
he is seeking in life. On hi~ newap~per route, while 
still feeling the loss of that understanding and order 
kno1-1n in (preC>birth, .. be :first thinks of his rebirth: 
. 
"Staggering blindly in the whitewashed glare, his eyea 
. 
. . ,;:, . 
~ 
-
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" 
~ sleepcorded opened slowly as he was born anew, umb111oallJ. 
I 
.. / 
., 
I 
. /. 
out from darkness" (p. 244). But this first tl?ought of 
rebirth does not reyeal ~ the true meaning of it o In ,V 
order to be meaningful, this rebirth must include all 
that has come before: ~pre-birth, birt~, s·truggle, and 
death. All or these factors are experienced in and 
summed. up in his experience in \Newport News. The ex-~ . \ 
perien9es he has there are the same experiences he has 
encounter~d in his entire lire. They are appropriately 
repeated in~a microcosm in Nellport News, where he has 
· come to f'ind Laura James, symbol for him of the lost· 
paradisical tiorld. 
· He was lilre a man who had died, and had :b:eeri 
reborno o o o Nothing seemed any longer hard 
and hot and rat--J ·and nevi o Everything tias old • 
· Everything traas dyingo A vast aerial music, 
foreve1') .far faint,. lilte t;l1e language of lJis 
forgotten world, sounded in his earso. He ~ad 
·known birtho ··He bad lqlolffl pain" and love. / He 
had lrnown hunger. Almost he had known death ( p. 435). 
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!be antidgte to tbe suffering.of birth, pain~ love, 
hunger, and near-death is the rebirth he now begins to 
.. . -
exper1e·nce. 
_Hisr rebirth · 1s complete only· through and after 
Ben's _death •. When Ben dies., not iong aft·er Eugene• a 
return from Newport New\·s, Eugene learns through ·him to 
.-.....: 
understand rebirth ·and be convinced it is a fact. He 
takes a great confidence rrom seeing Ben, ~n his death 
., 
bed., be reborno He sees Ben have a last vision of the 
tra.gedy of life., "suddenly, marvellously, as if his 
-
-
resurrection and ·rebirth had come upon him" (p. 465). 
, He·· has even more respect for rebirbb when he believes 
'.)_ . 
. -~ -that Ben is reappearing on the earth: "And Ben i-1111 
' '\ 
come again, he '!!i;i.-1. not die again, in flower and leaf, 
-.. / ... 
in wind and music far, he will come back again" -p~ 
486). The idea of rebirth be~omes a reality to Eugene, 
it becomes a part o; je plot and in his acting upon it, 
design o~_the novel. / · .. .. ----- -- -~ . 
Specifically, his acting upon it involves his. 
knowing not only that the seasons are connected with 
birth and death~ or that something has been lost in 
growing up that can• t be ·recaptured.- -·rt is .. a more subtle 
kind of knowledge: _.--n( ...,. 
l' _, 
• - -- -· ' • 1 • 
Thus, through the death of his brother, and .. 
the sickness that ~as rooted·i~ his own flesh, 
Eugene came to lrnovJ · a deeper and darker t·Jisdom 
than he l1ad ever knotin beforeo I I-Ie began to see_ 
that what was subtle and beautiful in human life~ 
was :t-ouched with a divine· Bt¢'arl-sickness (p. 490). 
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·A high point, then. of Eugene• a knowledge, is .the wisdom ·. , 
that birth and death ~ntail~ Thia wisdom is that ther~ 
~ ·1s a difference betwedn what we feel ltfe is. and what .. 
lt is, a _change from the pure- idealism of the child to 
the realism of the adult. But it is not the los;·:··;f"&ll 
b·ope • . Al though it is a sad ·and disillusioning t..Yiadom 
• 
for some, it is also the start of a deepe(r l1ope for 
. I . 
' \-
otherso Above all it cronstitutes the grol1tb which comea 
from more fully understanding what life is.· 
This wisdom is the culmination of the ideas of birth 
as p~ot in the novel. The second important idea which 
carries the burden of plot is that of voyages. 
• 
11 - Voyages 
• 
,/ 
,./ . 
The idea of voyages goes eve~ further than that ot 
birth in assuming the _traditional place o( plot,· although· 
the former requires less explanation because it is less 
complex. The Gants' ideas about voyages become actions 
almost at once, and these actions form a continuous ·pat-
tern in tbe novel. The Ga11ts a,<rt so fully and so di-
\.:• 
. 
rectly on these ideas that the ideas may be(, called the 
\ . 
plot. • 
• 
The concept of voyages in Look Homeward1 Angel ie· 
-the Wolfean term for the entire life. process of birth, 
j, /) . 
gPbwth., understanding (if that ocGurs), and death-~the 
process through which most of the Gants seek fulfillment 
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Ind meaning in their liYea. - Thia process Uld the atmo1-
~ pbere surrounding it begin almost at birth in the Gant 
tamily; in ract, the Gents ~re born with the desire to 
' 
·-experienc·e · through voyages. And here again the method 
ls to place various "ve,a·gers" in various travel· posi- · 
. 
tions throughout the nov&l, without di·rect col11ment, al-
,. 
lowing the contrapuntal relationship to be its own 
/ 
J 
atatem·ent. 
£-· 
The action resulting from the ide.~ · of voyages b~gan 
. " . 
Vi th Gilbert Gaunt' s Columbus-like search of new lands .. 
, I ' 
by immigrating to Baltimore and settling in America. 
Even when be dies, his hunge~ for voyages does not die: 
' . 
. he leaves n in his strange darks [sii/ eyes which now 
stared bright and open--something that had not died: · a 
. passionate and obscure hunger for voyages_." His son, 
W. o., settles in Altamont, having come to the South 
with the same hunger, also seeking "a new life" (pp. 
4-S). ~-
. . 
, He, however, comes alao to seek health and a new 
start in travel and a different geographical location. \ 
He finds a wife who also desires to travel, although for 
different reasons; but the new lire eludes him, for her 
travel to· st. Louie ironically brings on the death of 
their son Grover. Eliza knows that Gant is fascinated ,, 
~ / 
by the idea· of voyages 9 0,:VJi th its hopes and illusions, 
but that idea·, causes only death. 
, 
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by Grover's death. Two years af.ter the :return from St.· 
Lou.is, Gant tpe Far Wanderer goes on a sevenc=weelr trip. 
. / 
. ('' 
He returns ready to. impart the excitement ·of' the· t:rip 
. 
. and of the idea of trave~ to Eugene. Observing Eugene 
,,. 
read·1ng 9 be hopes. that th.e boy will achieve- some kind of 
' fame, tells him ~egenda of country boys who became great 
I 
men, and even· gives him bool!s · to read, (With St(!nl.e.z .1n· 
Africa, Stoddard's Lectures) through which to voyage • 
. Prom his father's tales and from these books Eugene de-
. velops the same ,hunger as his _father: 
~ 
. He had already heard th·e ringing of' remote 
( 
church bells over a countryside on Sunday 
night; he had listened to the earth steeped in . / \, . / the broodiµg of the dark 9 and the million-noted little night things; and be had heard thus the far retreatinr; .. tfa:tl of a ltYhistle in a distant 
valley, and faint thunder on the rails;--· and he felt the 1Drinite depth and width of the golden world •••. (p. 68). 
.. 
When Gant, whose "roving spirit was parched for lack or 
travel," taltes Eugene tvi th him to visit Daisy and her ~ 
-
c~ husband in Augusta, he both partially satisries and adds 
' to this hunger. In op_position to Joe Gamball, Daisy• s 
husband, ·whose ironic last- name. points 1 UP his. distress 
r' 
over· his "adventure into ne1:~1 lands, 11 Augusta fulfills the 
' 
J 
adventurous Euge_ne' s dream of new places. He sees 
Augusta not as 1 t is, but "with the fresh washed·, eyes /~ \_ 1 , ot a 'child, with glory, w1 tb enchantment" (p. 125) • 
............ -.. , 
.Bliza, howeve.r, futilely. attempts· to oppose Gant• a 
.. . 
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capture of Eugene by taking the boy to Florida. Th-i!f 
• 
romanticism for the voyage-idea which Gant has imbued 
1~ him endures in spite of Eliza• s ''practical" hunger 
tor money: "his boundaries stretch into enchantment--
(.\ ... 
into fabulous and solitary wonder broken only by Eliza's 
stingy practicality9 by her lack of magnificence in a 
magnificent world" (p. 128). He maintains bi~ glorious 
idea of voyages. 
Helen, likewise, being clo~er than Eugene to her 
tether, is also attraeted by the idea of voyages. She 
and her friend. Pearl Hi~es travel, into the South, in a 
singing partnership. For the two girls "these ventures 
. 
into new lands were eager with promise" .(p. 207). The 
excited Helen writes letters home of promise of adven-
ture. For her these voyages are fully salfc:;Jexpressiv~: ·-
For He~en, the singing partnership 9 the ex-
ploration of: nei1 lands 9 had been a --~esture 
toward freedom 9 an instinctive groping toward 
·a centre or life end purpose to which she 
could fasten her energy~ a blind hunger for 
variety, beauty 9 and independenceo She did 
Ir ;; 
not knoi.1 i-1hat she i·1anted to do t-1i th bez; life; 
it was p1s')obable ·that she t-.,ould ne,.rer control 
~ven partially her destiny; sba would be con-
trolled, when the time caxne 9 by the great neces-
sity that lived in hero That necessity was to 
enslave and serve (po 209). · 
The ~dea o~ traveling for Helen is an inescapable desire 
in her personality, 
, 
She travels with · Gant to Hot Springs partial1J 
. b;;;au.~e of' -~,/~ame de.sire. He has rheumatism, and she 
. .; 
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· tntend1 to take care or him. It 11 1D Helen's char-
acter, as I noted, to serve. She does exactly that in 
Warm Springs:· "As soon as he· had :Z.ecove1°ed suf.ficiently 
.. 
to t~avel~ he departed 9 under Helen's care, for Hot 
1 , Springs.. Almost savagely., she drove all other assistance 
fl'Om him.ll devoting every minute of the day to his care" 
1 ( 
(p. 129). The trip., however., causes a competition or 
battle in the family, for Helen and Gant send home re-
ports or the rich life of hotels and mineral:baths that 
-~ .f 
.. 
( 
" 
'·' . 
I • 
··-········ ·-·-··- --··-i .... --· _, - . 
I· 
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\ 
• they were leading. On arriving home Gant continues to 
· bo8st of' Helen• s "devotion and loyaJty, of' the expenses 
of his journey., o!' the hotels, the wealth., the li!'e they 
bad both seen" (p .. 130). Eliza is deeply jealous and · 
,,,,., 
secretly plans retaliation. She does so the following 
winter when she takes Eugene to Hot Springs. These two 
trips, results of the ideas of travel of the Gants, are 
examples of the careful design these idea.a have in :the 
novel. 
There is a less important competition between the 
travels ·of Steve and Luk~ in their search f'or success. 
Luke goes off to sc hoof, but ll doing poorly, leaves and 
,Journeys to /Pi ttsburgh 11 Where he attends the Carnegie 
'Institute. Steve, with his wife Margaret Lutz in·Indiana, 
sends home triumphant letters of his '"successo 11 Neither 
. Steve nor Luke, with the idea of seeking for- riches in 
new lands, gains them or learns from the failure of hi1 
. ..-1-' 
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dreams. 
" 
The three seta of journeys in Chapter 18--Helen•a 
traTels to.the South with Pea:rl Hines;-Helen•s -trip with 
Gant to Hot Springs and Eliza's trip with EuPiene in 
response; end the jouivne_ys of Luke and Steve, the lat .. 
ter, like Helen, writjng home letters of success~-theae 
·"- tbre~e sets or_· journeys. are comments on the lack of mean-
ing in the lives of the voy~ging Gants, who, with their 
:~ 
---.... 
, 
boarding house, provide a·- temporary "home'' for travelers. 
The voyage-idea sets before us a cha':t"St of the dreams, 
the misshapings of the 1nd1v1aual purpose, and the 
' , 
failure of the illusions of the Gants. The emerging 
-
truth is not the individual stripping himself and making 
bimse·lf knot .. m, as Helen does: 1 t is the larger Edenese 
.· pakedness of the family as a whole and in the sight of' 
each other that is so overwhelmingly true; and this is-
the result of the smooth integl'ation.~of the "voyage'' .. _~dea 
j 
I 
into actual physical and p_§lychological "trips" in the 
novel. It is not Eve eating the apple that is important: 
1 t is Adamv a wa,tching her and partaking--the combined 
act--that is significant. ) 
i> 
· These family experiences or voyages ;o net pass by 
Eugene unnoticed: 
~ ,. 
tb~.Y teach him hoiv __ to voyage for him-
I •. 
--
seU. Jfis own voyages 'constitute the idea of "growth" 
in the novel, which I will discuss next. 
~ 
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. The idea-4 voyages is, as I not·ed at the beginning 
. 
ot Section II of tl1is chapter·~ the \iolfean term :for the 
process through tihich most or the Gants instinctively 
and without self'-consciousness seek fulfillment and mean~ / lng in their lives. I did not discuss Eugene's voyage~ 
ideas in Section II, because, unlike the idea of voyages 
for the other Gants, Eugene's voyages are equivalent to 
his· growth'. The other Gants voyage blindly to find a 
rest· in their rrenzied lives, and do not often grow or 
mature from their voyaging, but Eugene vo:yages in order 
· to diacar~ an unsatisfactory center of existence, his { r 
·-
family, and to rind a new, satisfying unity, and through Ill' 
this process _often grows. Because the entire novel is 
actually about this central voyage, and because this 
voyage by definition must consist of Eugene's maturing, Q 
this idea, even though it is logically only e refinement 
of the idea of voyages, is important enough to be called 
) 
.. 
./ 
an idea in 1 ts own right, namely the ides of growth; -• j 
It is different from the two ideas we have already dis-
cussed in this chapter because it is limited to one 
: person 9 Eugene, -and is tberefJore best understood' by 
tracing its ~outlines in Eugene's experience. Because ~ ~ 
these outlines are clear and not di.fficl_;ll t to understand, 
.. 
this discussion requires comparatively little space~ 
-. The are.as o~ ·experience in which Eugene gro~s are 
•!' 
.. 
--
t. 
. •. 
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.. two: the growth gained vhfle di1oarding bis family'• 
Taluea 9 and that .growth gained while searching for a 
-- -~- ',.----·~--
·u 
• ! 
-
.· ~ .. : 
--
• 
'new unity in hie life to replace the family that he can f • , 
no longer respect. 
The first- division, growth gained while rejecting 
~ 
-i. 
./his family's values, because it is completed by the time 
~ 
be is ready to leave for Harvard, and because it is 
fully discussed, from another angle, in the imprisonment-
and-escape section of Chapter Three, needs l,ittle and 
very general discussion. , I need to say only that at 
.,. 
· the moment of Eugene's departure fo~ Harvard from Alta-
mont there is an understanding, on Eugene's part, of 
what ha~ been missed, of what hasn't been said, of the 0 \. 
"I 
-, 
~-
wasted years w1 thout love, and of how lost the family 
. 
really is. The moment unites all the sadness of their 
lives.: - }' 
/ 
1 Goodbye, ' he mu ttel'ed · ba:rshly. 'Good-bye 1 Good-bye, m.amal' A wild, strange cry, like that 01' a beast in pa-in was torn from his tb:roato His eyes -
• were blind with tears; he tried to speak, to get into a word, a phrase, all the pain, the beauty, and the wonder of their lives~~eve~y step of-that te~ri~le v'?yage tvhich his inc1-;)edible 1uemo1~y an,q intui~ion ~ook back to the dwelling of her womb. But no t,,10:rd ca.1110,· no ·t~1ord· could come; ha kept 
crying,_ hoarsely again and· again, 'Good-bye, good~bye 0 o (po 51,3). 
. ) 
His departure is tba result of growth gai~ed th~ougb ) 
/ 
understanding his_ family' _s distorted values o This moment 
r 
of departure is the height of th~ growth Eugene gained 
in seeking to discard his family's values and is the · 
-. 
.. ·. ~ 
·- . 
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summation and apex of the idea of his voyaging to dia ...... 
card his unsatisfactory center of existenceo The 
departure points ahead ·to "'cbe second groic1th area, that 
. 6-~ 
gaine_d while searching to replace the family he can no 
~onger respect with a new unity in his l~fe, a search 
Wal.re calls ''the voyage out" (p. 513) • 
· The second division of the idea of growth, "t~e 
'Ill 
voyage out" (po 513), takes place entirely in the final 
chapter. In spite of the chapter's brevity, in it 
Eugene begins his search for a riew unity in his lite 
and lear.ns from Ben something about the search •. 
At the beginning of the final chapter, Eugene, 
•troubled and a lit-tle af'raid 11 (p. 51!~), comes upon ,r 
Ben in the moonlit square. Ben, who has .also experi-
enced disgust with the Gents .. • unsatisfactory family 
life., te.lls Eugene l"1hat the boy' a g·rowth must be o He 
tells him first that Eugene's r·ormer voyages, that is, 
bis family 11:fe and the other ways through which he has 
attempted to find happiness, are useless. They are 
_/ r 
external and illusory 9 and in spite of his 11 hun·ger" are 
not the w~ys to a new unityo Eugene realizes and ac-
' .. 
cepts this idea of what his growth must be: 
In his {ftugene'if moment of terrible visio.n 
be saw in the tortu·eus ways of a thousand alien 
places, his foiled quest of himself (po 520). 
•Fool,' said Ben, 9 what do~you want ·to find?•· / 
'Myself, and an end to hunger, and the happy 
I ·~ 
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1a-lld· ' he answered.· For ·I believe in harbors at . I 
· the end. 0 Ben, brother, and ghost, and stranger, 
you who could never speak, give me .an answer 
·---·- ------- _ .... ----~------------
nowt' L. •• 
--
-
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/ 
Then, as he thought, Ben said: 'There is no happy 
land. There is no end to .bunge.r• ( p ~ $20) • 
· The final wisdom, then, as 1 t relates to the idea of 
,. 
growth for Eugene 9 is in nothing external. Rather, 
Eugene must voyage within himself, as Ben tells him: 
"You are your i-1orldUI (po 520) • Ben, who never voyaged, 
never escaped from b&, knows that death i's only a 
superficial physical depaPture. The best voyage is not 
death. It is., as he has told Eugene, the vo,yage into 
I 
onesel1" that is most difficult, most fulfilling; and it 
is the voyage to which Eugene commits himself: 
L 
On.coasts more strange than Cipango, in a place 
more far than Fez; I. shall l1unt him, th~ ghost 
and haunter of mysel.f <>· I have lost the blood 
that fed me 9 I have died the hundred deaths that 
le.ad me to life o By the sloii thunde1~ of the · 
·drums, the flare of dying cities, I have come to 
this dark placeo And this is the true voyage, 
the good one, the best (po 521)0 
, 
He stood naked apd-~one in darkness, far from 
the lost world qf the streets and races, be ~ 
stood upon the :r4Eiitiparts of his sou·1 before the 
lost ··land of t1imself; heard in1a11d mu:rn1urs of 
lost seasD the far interior mi1sic o:f ~the hom s. 
The last voyage 9 the longest, the best (po 521). 
h-- . This voyage into oneself is t 1he height or the idea 
', . ~ 
·_ of growth as it,1 relates to Eugene. Part of the growtb-
idea, :for Eugene, involved his understanding the motives -
tor'tbe voyages of his mothe~, father, brothers, and 
sisters, and of charting hi,s· own co~rse, h.1s o-.r~ idea 
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of·g~ovtb,. after rejecting tbe desires and manias in 
.. 
them which push off their- ships from shore.- This 
~- ----~~- . -
_ lengthy and difficult groivth .( 1 t lasts almost the en-
-tlre length of. the novel) necessi"G-ated, first, Eugene'•. 
understanding each member of the family and, second, 
acting upon this understand_ing. The forme:r involves 
Buge.ne• s realiz-ing not only that no Gant voyages entirely 
because of his own hidden hunger, although this is an 
important motivation, but also that each Gant is a pro-
duct of the misunderstanding of the entire family, mis-
understanding increased by the competitive motives 
hidden under Steve's· search for "success, 0 Eliza's 
search for 1-1ealth, or Gant' s search for adventure. The 
latter., "the voyage out," involyes Eugene's acting upon 
this understanding by searching within himself for a 
new unity. 
'I 
Eu·gene' s resolve to search within himself is a 
good example of how, as Rubin said, an idea can take 
on the burden of conventional plot. This resolve, which 
is the height of Eugene's idea of his own growth and 
, 
which motivates him to act, is also the nadir of the 
growth idea as plot patterno The idea of growth, in 
reality an opinion ~r'--~lief about growth, bas become, 
in Eugene's resolve to search, an action. 
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.. 
-- Beca·use Eugene and Ben cannot aocept the idea ot 
death as an escape, the role of the fourth main idea in 1. 
Look .. -Homeward, Ange}., death, remains ~ague and __ requires 
~iscussion. 
.. 
r----- The idea of death is the clearest and most convinc-( 
ing example in Look Homeward, Angel of ideas assuming 
., 
•the burden of design customarily carried by conventional 8 
. .... --
plot structure." There are two important reasons for J 
.. 
its efficiency in assuming this burden. .. _.) First-, the idea 
of death is limited to a single character or a few char-
acters, a fact, which as I mentioned earlier, is not 
r "" theme. Second and more importan·t, Wolfe' a 
'.-;,; 
references to the idea of death in Look Homet·1ard 2 Angel 
9 do not n stack up to anything. t, In addi tion 9 not only 
are all ideas or.death limited to individuals, but the 
ideas--opinions, belie:Cs, and thoµ1:;hts-~or death are 
o~ten not even consistent.within a single individual, 
and are never aimed toward a single point. An example 
of both inconsistency and lack of direction tot"1ard a 
1· 
1 single point is one of Eugene's ideas of death. When ' \._~ 
\ bis roomm,te, Bob Sterl/ng,. dies, he associates his 
death wi tb aloneness, a\t least ·ror the boy's mother, but 
i· wben he sees Ben on the square., tott1ard the end of the 
novel, death baa become a "strong good .medicine" (p • .521), • 
.. 
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u- thi•, •1oca1·•. idea of de.ath ia not inconsis·tent, it 
'· 
is et least, as no theme of ·a novel should be, unresolved. 
In summary, the idea of death provides the best sample 
in Look Homeward, Angel of ideas which are ''local.ize·d," 
that is, belong to a single individual or a few indi-
viduals and lead _to no unified meaning 9 but which handle 
-~ 
the patter~ conventionally assumed by plot. 
Gant, Eltza., and EuRene are mos_t directly involved 
vi th this idea-. Since 1 t is Gant who partially stimu-
. . .. 
lates. ideas of death in Eliza and Eugene, ? 1 t is logical ~-
to· discuss him first. 
The idea of death. rarely· leaves Gant. Frgm his 
•~ival in Altamont, where he feels he has come to die,. 
to his nightmares of death after he discovers that he 
has cancer, it influences and even is his actions. 
-
Even be~ore he definitely knows he has cancer, death 
1s constantly in his mind. He is acutely aware, for 
example, of his age. He keenly realiz~s, in 1900, that 
he was half as old as th~ century tha·t bad died,. and 
,,/ ·-
tba t men do not often 11\.-e,as long as centuries" (p. 17). 
He thinks even· more fea:rru1·1y about death on his retu:rn 
. , . , . 
trom his journey to California. T·he realization that 
-~ ·-., 
be is nearly sixty, combined with hi~ hearing .of' the 
/ 
-· 
death o:f Jim Bot·rles 9 a 1nan he knetv 9 increases his con-
sciousness of deatl1: nneath, Deatht Ia it too late?" 
(p. 58). His sense or ,,death's immediacy heightens when 
d 
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be ta1ka.w1th a motorman and they ~oth recall Jim B0vle1: 
•·What did he die of?' he [Ganfl asked. 
•Pneumonia,• said the motormsno o • • 
·•Why he was a big healthy man in the prime of 
life 9 a said Gant o 'I t·vas tallring to him the day 
before I -v.rent atjay 9 ·1, l1e lied, convincing himael:f 
permanently that thi-s t'\fas true. u He looked as 
if he bsd never kno1-m a d.ay' s sickness in his 
life o • 
' 
•No, sir,' said the motorman, sliding back the 
door, 'you never know who'll go next. Here to-day 
and gone toca1norrow. Hit gits the big •uns first,.-
sometirnes' (po 59). 
· 
As Gant approacl1es the square, the idea of death on which 
be has been meditating explodes into a momentary vision 
; 
ot·terro~. He almost seems convinced he is to die or is 
even dead: 
At the far southeastern edge he saw his shop: 
his name printed hugely in dirty scaly wl11te 
across the brick near the roof: We Oo Gant--
Marbles, Tombstones, Cemetery Fixturesc It waa 
like a dream of hell, when a man finds his own 
name staring at him f1~on1 the Devil 9 s ledger; 
like a dream of death, when he who comas as 
mourner finds him...self in the coffin, or as 
witness to a hanging, the condemned upon the 
sca£ford (po 62)o 
This ext1i}an1e fe21~ of death, as nightmarish as 1 t becomes, 
is on~y the start of Gant•.s ideas about death, ideas 
:.1 ', 
which, for Gant, are so fearful that they demand ·and 
.,. 
are one with action normally following as consequences 
ot\ plot action. 
One of his actions is to mold the idea of death to 
, . . 
b1St own purposes. Death, he tries to te~l himself, for 
~'example, is for others, but not tor him. This idea and 
I_ ' 
4 • .. 
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4 
!ta results ·are almost 1nd1at1nguiahable. For example, 
\;J 
he cannot accept even the decay that precedes death: 
' ' . 
"he could not viet1 t1itb amusement end detachment the\ . 
~-
·\_ 
"· death of the senses, the t~janing of desire, the waxing tlf 
y. 
physical impotence. He red hung~ily, lewdly, on all 
"I, 
news of seduction: his amusement had in it the eyes of 
eagerness, _the hot breath of desire" (p. 230). Even 
when be himself is disintegrating, he still cannot be-
lieve death is a reality: "death was still for the 
others, not for himself" (p. 230). / 
A.y s·econd ·action which is also indistinguishable 
from the idea of' death is the use Gant malres of' death 
as a tactic against Eliza. Frustrated and angered by 
his siclmess .and by her healtb, he even pretends death 
to oppose her; scaring Ben as a result, but failing in 
his bid to excite Eliza: 
1 I can't feel his heart,· mama,' he /j,eB7 said, 
1 with a nervous whicker of his lips. 
•we11,v she said, picking'ber language with 
deliberate choosiness, 'the pitcher went to the_ 
well once too o~ten. I knew it would happen 
sooner or laterou 
This 
Through a slotted eye he glanced murderously at 
her. 
'You get; his purse» son., and any papers he may 
bave, 9 sl1e directedo · 1 ! 1 11 call tbe u11dertalcer.• 
With an infuriate scream the dead awakenedo o o • 
'You hell hou11a1v he yelledo iYou.'t:Yould a1~:tnk my 
heart v s ·blood o You are v1i tl1ou t me1'i)cy and t'71 thou t ~ 
\ pity--inhuman and bloody monster that you are' , 
{ p. 232) 0 . 
I 
action and speech are the overflowing a ot the anger, 
frustration, and fear 
f·.·. 
he feels. 
\ ,q 
, 
. 
,· 
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aame fear are nightmares .from which he \,wakens screaming, 
, 
about the knife he must soon .face, at which time, "with 
I • 
Boothian gusto," be points out the idea of death per- __ 
aonified,· as he screams in the night, '~The.re he stands--
the Griln Reaper--as I always knew he w6uld" (p. 306). ·., 
·-
After the unsuccessful operation, when it is clear 
that Gant li3ill die, the idea of' death, this time his own 
•' 
death, completes the pattern b.f action associat~d di-
rectly with~his death. The thought of QJs death, .for 
example, enables Eliza to finally sell and buy what 
property she wishes. Her selling, particularly of 
-· Gant•s ·old house on Woodson Street, means the dis-
integration of the family. The idea of Gant 1 s death, 
s 
not yet even a reality, has great e.f.fects: "The great 
wild pattern of the family (had been broken forever. • • •. 
\\ 
', 
I With an insane fatalism they haq surrendered to the 
I 
\ 
~· savage chaos of life" (p. 504). After the pattern as-
.. 
sociated w.t.th Gant•s own·aeath-•Gant•s incapability of 
resignation ab·out death, his use of the idea of death 
as a tactic against Eliza, his ·niP.htmarish fear or the 
idea of death--the final association of the idea or 
death is the chaos that surrounds that idea. Whatever 
/·,_ 
' / ) 
. / ) ~ 
small order there 1vas ( in\ tl1e family splits into con-
, - J I 
·t fusion. While this chaos does not summarize and bring 
to a "point" all ~he idEtas of death, it is the final 
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link of an idea· chain that"'c'i!Ties-t'plof structure.--~-
·some few .ideas of · death are limited to Eliza and 
\ 
- c.ar17 a proportional burden of plot. Like Gant 9 s ideas 
of deatl1, they are essent1a1·1·t self-centered and very 
individual. However, death to her is not something to 
be feared. Rather, it is Gent's fear of death that ia 
~~ partially increased by her fearless idea of death. Tha~ 
is, her complacency causes him· to becon1e more angry and 
afraid. The origin of her calmness about death is the 
experience of her early years, during which she~hed been 
more familiar than he with death: 
11 she had perhaps a 
greater reason for quietude than he, for she had come 
on from the cruel opennings of her life, through disease, 
physical t·1eakness., poverty, the constant innninence of 
death· and misery: •• o 11 (p. 17). She maintains her 
quietude about death throughout the novel. 
This quietude, however, does not prevent· her t'rom 
using the idea of death. as Gant does, for her own-pur-
poses. Like him, she uses it as a tactic at ev&I'Y op-
. 
portunity. It is a way for her to retaliate against 
\Gant•s use of the idea of death as a tactic. When he 
is unable to accept his death, for example, she competes 
< 
with him for attention and sympathy by demeaning her own 
/ 
health: "she admitted her health grudgingly. She made 
the most of every ache, and she infuriaterd Gant by meet-
ing every complaint with a corresponding account or her 
, 
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-----own disord.e:rs ~. ( p-.-- 23-1). . Like · Gan-t, alsoi11 she can use- --
the idea of death as a tactic by reaching the state ot 
n~ar-visiq,ns about it: 111 He mayn_ot be the first .to go •. 
' I had a premonition--! don't know what else you'd call 
it--the other day. I tell you what it may not b~ long 
'· 
now--• Her eyes bleared with p~ty--shaking her. puckered 
mouth, she wept at her own funeral" ( P• 232). She uses 
· death as a tac tic, c.onsistently and with out change, 
throughout the novel. Thus, when Gant is nearly dead, 
•. 
at the time of the entire family's last C~istmaa to-
5S 
0 
gether,. she still proclaims her approaching death: 
•Wellt' said Eli~a sorrowrully, •.•• 1 let•s 
' • •• : .. ; ~ I.' ,A •, 0 .. • , ... • • - • 
., 
,. 
-".' 
all try to be happy this time and enjoy a quiet 
Christmas o You never lmol~J& You never l.rnotil 
••• It may be the last time we're all together. 
The old troublel The old troublel' she said 
hoarsely:~ turning to hin1 lEugel127 (po 408) • 
This calm use of death as a ta-ctic is the essence ot 
Eliza's idea of death. 
i, 
I 
Perhaps the ideas of death ~hicb are most important 
are those limited to a third personage, Eugene, Like 
the ideas of Gant and Eliza, his ideas or death also 
form a pattern conventimnally assumed by ploto Eugene's 
ideas about death 9 in fact, are, as relates to death, 
10 
"the structures of action as presented. n No action• 
occur as a result of Eugene's ideas of death. His ideas 
ot death are the only ac·tions, that is, conventional plot 
-actions, associated with his relationship to death. 
' , I 
. " 
~be idea of death for Eugene is, first, impermanence. 
.. 
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I 
11 glad that when a man dies, "when that great skeleton 
lay powdered in earth, in many a tangled undergrolrth, 
in the rank wilde~ness of fo~gotten churchyards, 19 his 
father's t-vork., the letters of the gravesftonei will over-
-
come the decomposition inherent in the idea or· death. 
The idea of death es,impermanence is, through the early 
• r ,,~{ 
i., 0 • L 
'· . 
-- •: · part of the book, Eugene's central eoncep~tion of death. 
f 
.. 
At other timesj later in the novel, he believes, 
in contrast, that he cannot die. Death becomes permanence 
at this time. t!t sixteen, jus~efore he en-ters college; 
he believes in the ideal so stro~gly that he does not 
believe old age or death is for him: "He exulted in his 
yo·uth, and he believed that he could never die" ( p. 325) • 
In a later and mo~e important context he again be-
lieves he will not die. Having found what appears to be 
the enchantment of love, he feels it must be forever. He 
feels again that youth 9 associated i-1i th Jtbe magic of 
love, will never end. The idea of death is extinguished: 
bis love for Laura James, he feels, overcomes the idea ot 
death: "Their world tias a singing voice again: they 
were young and they cr)uld never die" (p. 380). Here the 
idea of death, for Eugene, has the association of the 
wonder and magic of ... love, and of' the permanence t'lhicb he .,, 
thinks is part of that love. What he associates with 
• 
death changes as the novel progresses. 
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T·he idea or death does not always have consist~ent 
.... u~ 
Jllianings for Eugene. It often has unconnected and even 
opposing meanings, rrom one example to the next, al-
though repetition of' ~he idea itself still forms a pat-
tern. For example; when World.War oDe comes, he {binke 
of death as strange for the. young men ·about to :fight. 
He has difriculty imagining the strangeness of the ract 
that "Young men from Kansas were going to die in Picardy" 
(p. 396). But when he retu~ns to college, at the end of 
C 
the summer of his freshman year, his idea of death is 
•' 
-
entirely different. After his roommate Bob Sterling 
dies, he thinks only that Mrs. Sterling must now endure 
the aloneness o~ death. This lack of connection be-
tween ideas of death is ~mpbasized when, the Spring 
after his roonnnate'a death, he joins all organizations 
on campus, takes part in everything with the hope and 
idea to "slay death" (p. 407). Eugene's ideas of death 
are inconsistent; they take different forms in various 
situations. 
His final idea of death, although not, like a theme, 
I 
resolving all the former references to death, is, for 
him, a deeper comprehension of the meaning of death. 
The idea or death, for Eugene, is now that of a way to 
understanding. In other words, one nrust die many tjmes 
before he understands about life. Something vague in-
aide of him tells him this about death: 11 and like a lite, 
~----......._,__ ___ . ---------· ---------
--·--· --~-- -· .... ---·- ·-·--·- ··-· -- - - . .. --r---~ 
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· it said, to him. Each time that you die you will be born 
again. And you will die a hundred times before y·ou be-
come a man" (p. 482). This is a partial answer to the · · 
' ; question he had asked himself earlier about death: "Why 
do we die so many ·deaths?" ,·(p,. 436). The idea of death 
is now associated t-dth seeking understanding. Because 
the idea no-w reflects a strong searching for meaning,,., 
Bugene can think of it as "the strong good medicine of 
\ death" (p. 521), the last of his ideas of death in the 
novel. J 
The only other significant idea of death in the 
novel, besides those~associated with Gant, Eliza, and 
Eugene, is the entire family 9 s view of death in relation 
to Ben. Although Eugene sees death "as a lovely and 
tender woman, Ben's friend and lover, who had come to 
free him, to heal him, to save him rrom the torture of 
' 
' life" (p. 467), the family as a ilhole feels "the grim 
trickery o:f Death, which had come in by the cellar while 
they v1aited at the t~indo1-1n (p. 481). The Gants unite 
in this idea of death, an idea which points up? once 
again, th~ir helplessness in understanding the meaning 
or their lives. 
The "plot," then, is constructed around these four 
1deas--b1rth 9 voyages, growth, and death. For each idea 
Wolfe establishes a pattern which performs part of the 
') 
· .. -..-· / 
conventional function of plot. These ideas are different 
- - -~~ 
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:troni theme both in their more limited scope · and in their 
internal position in the novel. They have, as Larry 
·. Hubin asserted,· "a def1n1 te organizational function," 
because or _which f'act n their repetition or recurrence 
t.., . assumes tbe burden of design customarily carried by co.n- · 
11 
ventional plot struoture." Though Look Homeward, r 
, 
Angel(is not a novel or ideas, and though Wolfe is not 
Aldous Huxley, respect for the form of Look Homeward, 
Angel and for Wolfe's artistic power is gained or in-
crea~ed when one finds and studies Wolfe iri an area not 
usually associated with Wolfe, in the realm of ideas. 
Conventional. themes still exist in Look Homeward, 
Angel. 
·.,. 
·, 
' These themes are the subject of Chapter Three-• 
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A. Themes 
1 - Predestination 
The ability of human beings to emphasize, to sympa-
thize, and to communicate with each other depends partly 
on their sharing or beliefs and values. That is, men 
understand other men partially on the basis of what,they 
feel is important 9 of their explana~ion of the world, 
and of what they consider to be their relationship to 
the universe. Contrary to what one would expect, how-
ever, the Gants, though sha~~ng a world-view, do not 
understand each other. 
In the view that events happen in certain fixed 
ways, with no regard for i'ndi vi dual actions 9 they unite; 
they do not question the existence of predestination. 
But just as each Gant conceives of a force that pre-
, ~ 
determines all, each explains why this force gives or 
takes ,~ealth, places him in a small tot""1n rather than a 
\ 
large city, and even why this force fixes his de·ath 
earlier or later. The differences in explanations have 
\/ -
two effects: first, they isolate one Gant from anothe~, 
. •' 
and, second, they act as catalysts in Eugene•s·attempt 
.. 
to discover his own des~i.JJY. 
; 
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Even before their d11'1'erent opinions about destin7 
divide them, en amo~phous, intuitive sense or the power 
of destiny overt~1belms theme Unaware of why they act as 
t~ey do, they can .feel only a 1'orce t.hey do not under-
stand pushing them to the st. Louis Fair. They feel 
this same .force tfhen they return. home with the dead-.: 
Grovero. They cannot argue, but can only be sorry; can-
not see the reason for deat·h, but can only feel emotion 
over it. As they individually grope for their own 
motives, the best they can manage is to unite in blaming 
a "blundering destinye" 
' Eliza i-1ondered iihy she had come: she sought back through the hot and desperate.mazes for 
the answer: 
'I.f I had only known,' she began preaently • 
'if I had known how it would turn out -- ' ( P• 48) • 
Gant is less ready than E11za to face individual re-
sponsibility for his son's death, although not yet pre-
pared to blame predestinationo Instead he throws a 
blanket of mystery over the death: " 1 Never mind,• he 
[Gang said •• • • It's pretty strange when you come 
,, 
to think about it.•" (p. 48). At Grover's death, Eugene 
' a 
first sees the Gants' tendency to adapt their individual 
concepts of destiny to tbe situation. The needless 
loss of Grover makes Eugene realize that the Gants "had 
. ' 
twisted the design of all orderly li£e ••• " (po 52). 
Because tbe Gants continue adapting their concepts 
.. 
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, ot .~~•tiny to· situations, ney't,p·· questioning the val1d1 ty 
ot even their most contradictory adaptations, Eugene 
becomes more sure of and more bitter regarding his 
family's hypocrisy. .J 
As life contlnuefin Altamont, though, Eliza puzzles 
,-, 
less over Destiny and becomes more sure of l1e1~ own part 
in it. Ironically, Eliza bases her view of a pre-planned 
tpattern in life on her own impermanent, relatively ma-
tB.:r$alistic values. She. seea destiny working, for ex-
_;· 
/ 
ample, to fulfill her economic aims. She persuades ;Gant 
, .. 
· to ... be a partner of Will Pentland' s because 'vJill' s destiny, 
she feels, is to become wealthy. She attempts to raise 
her importance by adapting he~ concept of destiny to 
each situation in her l 1ife. Although her chi·ld-bearing 
amounts to animal-like "grim and casual littering," (p. 
16) when she is bearing Eugene she thinks that she has 
visionary powerso She feels that this child-bearing 11 
particularly significant in some indefinable way: 
• • o and nolJ 9 at forty-two, her last child 
stirring in l1er Jc"Yomb 9 she had a conviction, 
enforced by her Scotch superstit1on 9 and the blind vani JGY of her family 9 i1hich sa-v1 eictinc-tion for others but not for itself, that she 
was being shapeq to a purpose (ppo 17~18)o 
With the assurance or a J~~iah she tells hersel.f "that 
she was being shaped to a purpose" (p. 18). As destiny 
controls Helen, so Eliza likewise,sees·destiny stamping 
her motherly imprint on everything that relates ·to he:r 
aon. She is confident, for example, that Eugene's inter~ 
\1 .. 
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eat in books is the result of her planning, in tact, of 
the reading she did before he was born. The need of her 
· personality, which is to provide for order and direction 
through placing herself' at the helm of fate, results 
only in distortion and_ confusion of life. Thf3 trip to 
the St. Louis Fair is again a good example. Eliza planned 
to go to St. Louis because, while bearing Eugene, she 
felt that the trip 1'1t into the oFder desti11y had es .. 
tablisbed for her. She even imagined herself "at work 
~-
in the carnival, taking quite easily 1'rom the bands of 
folly t1hat it bad never known how to keep" ( p. 18) 0 In 
addition, the t:rip, she thought, would combine t1~avel 
with profit (p. 41). But as mentioned earlier her at-
tempt to provide order by seeing her own aims as destiny 
results only in coni"us16n and distortion or life. As 
she and the children board the train for St. Louis, 
Eliza and Gant share a moment of confusion: "The 
strangeness, the absurdity of the whole project, and the 
monstrous .fumbling of all life, held them speechless" 
(p. 43). Eliza's instinctive ~eed to provide order by 
adapting predestination to her own purposes, stren~th-
ened by a Calvinistic, Presbyterian background, pro-
duces the exact qualities she works to remove from her 
life: irrationality and loss. Her reaction to the 
,, 
unnecessary and thus irrational loss of Grover clearly 
reveals tbat she unselfishly sympathizes with all those 
' 
·v 
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-····---- - r--- --· who work' to re~ove loss and irratioriali ty from their 
lives: 
••• she had looked cl~anly, without pretense 
tor the first time, upon the inexorable tides 
of Necessity, and o o o she was sorry for all 
who had lived~ were living, or would live, 
fanning with their prayers the useless altar 
. tla~es, .suJ;?Pliant. t·Yi th the ix~ hopes to en un-
wl ttlng spix~i t 9 casting tl1e tiny rockets of their 
belief against remote e,te:r~lli t}l, and hoping for, 
gr~~~9 gu~~~Il£~9 and ~liv~E~ upon the spinning 
and forgotten cinder of this earth (po 49). 
It is significant that in this 1 iinportant passage Wolfe 
expresses Eliza's thoughts through :religious imagery 
( notice my 1 talics). It is theref ol"e relevant to this 
discussion of Eliza's view of predestination to take 
notice of Wolfe's mentioning in this same paragraph 
. 
that Eliza is Scotch. The Scotch, Eliza, and the Gant 
family are Presbyterians, and therefore formally be-
lieve in the Presbyterian tenet of unlimited faith in 
Predestination. The Gants, unsure of their destiny, 
interpret events inconsistently and whimsically. So 
it can be said that from their Southern religion, the7 . 
distill only what they want. 
The life of Helen is the clea:rest example of pre-
destination at work; the extreme clarity of this ex-
.. 
ample, therefore, requires very little explanation. 
Helen's predestination is the constant impulse to care 
for and to cont~ol someone, an impulse that overcomes 
all else in her personality. It is her lire. But it 
.. 
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her life. For ·example, it destroys her honeymoon be- -, 
cause she must cal'e for her mother-in-law., 111 f'rom 
overeating, for whom she feels no overwhelming love. But 
more important for our purpose, her fixed role causes 
, division among the family members. First, by living wi 111 
and caring for her father at the house on Woodson Street, 
"as if it had been known anciently and forever," (p. 106) 
she contributes to the geographical splitting of the 
familyo More signi~icantly, by attempting to fulfill 
her destiny in· ·caring fo:r Eugene at her father' -s house, 
she arouses Eliza's bitterness and thus contributes to 
an emotional split as well, After Helen nurses, Gant to 
health in Warm Springs, Eliza, bitter and jealous of 
~: the bo11d beti1een father and daughter, retaliates by 
taking the trip to Hot Springs with Eugene the next 
winter. These trips are early examples of the way the 
Ganta, confused and without awareness of clear motiva-
tion, chaotically align themselves against each other 
throughout their lives. Helen's destiny to serve and 
control, det:ermined and accepted by her at an early age, 
is one of the forces that divide~ the family, causer 
jealousy, and con1pound; chaos. 
! 
Helen• s and Eliza• s destinie·s are results o~ what 
Gant feels is his destiny. Therefore, Gant 1 s view of ~ 
destiny deserves special attention. He enjoys detaching 
------·-------··--------· ..... ·-~·-~a-··-· __ .__ --- ~- ___ .. ____ ~----... -··"·----·--- ··---·- --- • ---·-
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blmaelt~ trom the ·"strange• event, of his lite and oon-
vincing himself that, because they are "strange" events, 
they have a special significance, a significance he never 
defines. This procedure of detachment and self-decep-
tion is the one ·he follows when he des·cribes the mov.e-
ment of his father and himself from Epsom, England, to 
Pennsylvania, and then to Altamont as "strangeo" At 
first he does not understand why he perpetuated the move-
ment toward Altamont by leaving the rich Pennsylvania 
lands in favor of the barren Piedmont. In the typical 
').' . . . 
. Gant manne.r, he does not attempt to ~xplain the apparent 
irrationality of how he left "the clean Dutch thri.ft of 
bis youthn for "this vast lost earth of: rickets 89 (p. 106), 
or the greater strangeness he feels at "this union, by 
. , ... ' -
which he h~d begotten -children, created a life dependent 
on him, with a woman so remote from all he understood" \ __ _ 
___ -;;,' 
(p. 19)o Instead just as Eliza accounts for events, Gant 
' 
accounts -for his movement to Altamont and his marriage 
to Eliza by "the strangeness of destiny" (p. 6). In 
addition to accounting for this movement to Al.tamont as 
<;J\_/ 
.. ~J 
merely 11 the strangeness of destiny," Gant further adapts 
destiny to events. Because he must explain to himself 
his feelings of separation from his family, it is his 
belief' that, whereas destiny has brought him to Altamont 
and created hi-s family, 1 t has also paradoxically 
alienated him from Altamont and his family. 14,_inally, 
66 
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carrying turther his Gentian instinct to adapt deatin1· 
to any situation, he arbitrarily begins to feel that 
his destiny in coming to the bills of Altamont is to 
die. 
Gant continually emphasizes, throughout tbe novel, 
that his special destiny is to die in Altamont. The 
--·:r1rst instance in the novel of his emphasis on his 
destiny, after he arrives in Altamont, occurs when he 
is courting ·Eliza and meets her family. When the con-
versa~ion of the Pentland family turns to the subjects 
of death and destiny, Gant, like a man intent on re-
membering the special reason be is in a place, reminds 
and convinces himself that he must die alone and a 
stranger. 
A second instance or Gant•s adaption of destiny is 
bis attempt to imbue purpose in what he feels has been 
a life without purpose and direction, his concentration 
on making his death meaningful by believing that his 
real destiny and thus his importance is not in his life 
but in his death. This attempt to make his death mean-
ingful is revealed in several examples. First, because 
I 
J death is the inevitable end of life, he continually 
mourns the uselessness of living. 
And be t·1ould groi·Y b~oodingly philosophic, speak- :u ing of the vanity of human effort, the last resting place in earth of rich and poor, the significant fact; that i-re could 1 take none of it with us 9 1. ending perhaps with 'Ah met It all comes to the same .1n the end, anyway• ( p • .54). 
1.·· 
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Second, he absorbs Helen's life with his aickneil·a 
and even fakes deatl1 in front of Eliza. Third, he sees 
Dr. Cardiac three tiraes a week, makes his: cancer the 
center of that Doctor's existence, and dreams, almost 
triumphantly, of a dramatic cancer operation. These at-
tempts of Gant's to adapt destiny to his own purposes 
and situations are, like Eliza's and Helen's adaptations 
of destiny, part of the Gants' philosophical hypocrisy. 
A third and less important instance which reveals 
Gant's adaptation of destiny is his own occupation as a 
creater of tombstones.. It is fitting work for a man 
who enjoys reminding himself that his destiny is to die 
in Altamont. Because be usually works alone. and be-
cause he deals with death, he is easily able to per-
petuate, at least to his own satisfaction, the myth of 
bis isolation and of his destiny to die alone. He is 
content at his work because it alloi1s him to adapt 
destiny to his desires. However, Eliza herself, still ( 
adapting destiny to her own aims 9 persuades Gant to 
enter into partnership with her brother Will Pentland, 
who· is destined, ,-.she :feels, to b,ecome a rich man. But 
Gant I s "tortured egotism" ( p. 115) cannot accept Will' a 
destiny as his own, and he returns to memorial making 
and his own view of predestination. 
The most impo~tant question one can ask about 
Eliza's, Helen's, and Gant•s views of destiny concern 
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the boy Eugene. The questions are three: How do hie 
family's views of destiny enter into his life? What 1a 
· his opinion of and emotional reaction to these views of 
destiny? 
on him? 
And, finallJ, what effects do these views have 
.... 
The views of his family. about destiny enter Eugene• s 
life in a way that affects bis daily existenceo After 
-"') 
his family's distortion of destiny at Grover's death 
(illustrated above), for example, Helen awakens him to 
see ~rover, the brother he hardly knew, on the cooli,ng 
board. When, atte~\·1-Eliza buys Dixieland, Helen and 
Gant stay together at the house on Woodson Street and 
Eltza takes Eugene to Dixieland, Eugenevs life is more 
signi:ficantly disordered, but, on the whole, "when the 
hour of departures came, the elements resolved them-
selves immutably and without hesitation" ( p. 106). One 
<' 
reason Eugene's lire is disturbed is that Eliza, havi~g 
decided what her destiny is, needs him along because she 
does not trust that destiny completely (p. 106). Thus, 
the entrance into Eugene's life of his family's adapta-
tions of destiny causes daily disorder. For example, 
before he reaches eight years 9t ~ge, "he had from day 
to day no clear idea where the day's food, shelter, 
-
lodging was to come from, although he was reasonably 
I 
sure it would be given: he ate wherever he happened to 
hang his hat, either at.Gant 1 s or at his mother's;" (p. 
I.,., • 
.. 
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·107).· Disorder like this ia one way in which his par-
,ents' conflicti,ng adaptations of destiny to their own 
'\ 
situations, by splitting the family,, enter Eugene• s life. 
His reaction to their adaptations or destiny is 
the second important questiono That reaction, 1 t t~ould 
seem 9 is as follot~1s: as the novel progresses, Eugene 
b~tter understands the.basic phiiosophical hypocrisy of 
his f$m1ly as I have described it, and thererore emo-
tionally and intellectually he despises this hypocrisy 
to a greater and greater extent. From the age of eight 
he was in contact with .their hypocrisy, hypocrisy that 
sees "the intervention of God in the death of a peasant 
and the suspension of divine law and natural order in 
their own" ( p. 231). He achieves his fullest -under-
standing of their instinctive duplicity, however, when 
he sees the r~sults of their views of predestination. 
The result of Eliza I s believing that pal't of her destiny 
is to be financially success~ul is to view the possession 
of money and property as the only kind of success. 
Eugene is at1are or her distortion and "could f'ind no 
words, no answers to the puzzles that baffled and 
maddened him: he round himself loathing that which bore 
the stamp of virtue, sick with weariness and horror at 
-
what was considered noble" by his mother ( p. 96). In a 
word, qe is disgusted with his fam.ily~s hypocrisy • 
The third and most important question concerns the 
.• 
' . ' . 
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1ong-range effects ot his parents• views on Eugene • 
. 
What are these effects? The disgust that his family'• 
hypocrisy has caused in Eugene can have for him but 
, 
on·e effecto That is that he must correct or adjust the 
selfish and self-centered views of destiny of his ramily 
for himself. He must attempt to overcome the views of 
predestination that they have tried to force on him. 
But for most of' the novel be absorbs their vlei.;s of 
destiny; such is the usua youthful reaction. For ex-
mn~le, one of Gant's idea of predestination was that 
he would die alone. Euge e, at an early age, completely 
absorbs the preoccupation with aloneness that accompa-
nies Gant's view and states it in his own way: 
He understood that men were forever strangers 
to one another, that no one ever comes really 
to know any one, that imprisoned in the dark 
womb of our motber 9 v1e come to life lJi th out 
.having seen her face, that we are given to her 
arms a stranger, and that, caught in that in-
soluble prison of being 9 i1e escape it never, 
no matter what arms may clasp us, what mouth 
may kiss us, what heart may warm us (po 31). 
·.J 
This realization of Eugene's shows both that he has 
absorbed part of Gant•s preoccupation with aloneness and 
\ 
also that he has inherited the Gentian family tendency 
to adapt destiny to their own situations. Throughout 
most of the novel Eugene continues to adapt destiny to 
bis own situations. For Eugene this adaptation con-
sists, as it does for his father, mostly in believing 
that he is pre-destined to be lonely. He acts out this. 
-
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·.-1ew or pre--de1tination in the aftermath of his rela- · 
tionship with Laura James by going to see her in Norfolk, 
knowing be will probably not meet her and knowing that 
she is merriedo When his boat arrives in Newport News, 
not far from Nor.folk, it "comes to.rest, like a com-
pleted destiny'' ( p. 426) o The purpose for tihich Eugene 
traveled to Norf'olk, since he had no hope of seeing 
Laura, must have been to fulfill the destiny that he ha~ 
adapted to his situation--aloneness. As late in the 
book as his talk with Ben's ghost on the square, in the 
' 
---------,___ last chapter 9 Eugene continues to adapt destiny to his 
-
situationo He arbitrarily decides he has reached the 
prede·termined aloneness, the destiny which began with 
Gilbert Gaunt: 
And his haunted face was possessed of that 
obscure and passionate hunger that had woven 
its shuttle across the seas, that had hung its 
weft arnong the Dutch in Pennsylvania 9 that bad darkened his father's eyes to impalpable desire 
for wrought stone and the head of an angel (pp. 519-520)0 
At this point, after Eugene had adapted predestina-
tion to his purposes, as his mother, sister~ and father 
did berore him, the effect of their adaptions finally 
reaches him. Until now, their tendency to distort had 
been his tendency; their habit of adapting destiny, his 
habit. Until now, at this moment on the square with 
Ben, he had inherited their philosophical hypoc~isy and, 
through this inherited philosophical hypoc~isy, had 
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---,----·-«1-eeided tbat ,..he was predestined to be alone. It 11 Ben 
... 
who rinally tells Eugene how to correct the egoistic 
views of destiny he inherited from his family. He gives 
:Eugene what he himself didn't have, an answer to the 
distortions inherited :from his family. The answer, Ben 
tells Eugene, is ''You are your ~1orld" (p, 520). _ The 
·-
answer, or rather, the meaning o~ the answer, is that 
Eugene Gant need not accept any destiny4 The meaning 
of life is found through 11:f e 1 ts elf, not through a pat--
tern arbitrarily imposed on life. like the patterns the 
Gants impose. Meaning in lire is revealed through 
living, not selfishly created by any person. Life is, 
above all, a product or one's own being and actions, not 
a record one plays out. This, in essence, is Ben's 
QI 
advice, ·advice that convinces and Jlllows Eugene to es-
cape from the Gant-created myths of their destinies. 
r 
The advice is so convincing, of course, because it 
emanates from the voice of one who, now dead, did not 
have the ansii'er Eugene had and thus could not escape 
from the Gant-created myth. Because Ben tells him "I 
never got away 11 ·(p. 520·)·, Eugene is convinced that he 
must leave, and initiates his escape. 
11 - Imprisonment and Escape 
• • 
Eugene seeks to escape in three basic ways from 
three basic imprisonments: physically, from Dixieland; 
-- - -
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emot1onallJ, rrom his mother's mania for financial sue-
. ceas and po~session; and intellectually~ from the 
Gantian chaos. This threerold imprisonment rorms the 
basis of another pattern in the novel, that of imprison-
ment and escape, a pattern significant enough for Max-
well Geismar to name it as the framework of Look Home-
1 
ward, Angel. These three kinds of causes for :Eugene's 
desire to escape, which.form the basis or the pattern, 
are not often this clearly separated in Eugene's life 
or, as a result, in the novel. For example, before 
Eugene achieves final physical escape.from the Gants 
by entering college, the family asks him to sign a re-
lease acknowledging that he has received a sum of money 
from them for his education. In making this request, 
the Gants reveal not only an uncontrolable lust for 
money but also a concomitant chaotic and distorted 
sense of values. Nevertheless, in spite of this often 
t inseparable nature of causes for his escape, I will at-
f 
tempt to discu,ss each part of the pattern in turn--
(:,;' 
physical, emotional," and intellectual causes of im-
prisonment--and discuss the ways in which ~Eugene seeka 
to escape from each kind of cause. 
Before I discuss the three essential kinds of 
~gene's imprisonments, it is important to remember that 
even be.fore··physical, emotional., or intellectual stimuli 
affect him, Eugene feels imprisoned. This feeling of 
.. 
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.general imprisonment prevails throughout the novel and 
is unrelated to the present pattern I am discussing. I 
\ 
am speaking now about that general isolation which is 
pervasive in the· novel and which Eugene re.els even before 
he can speak. Because I mentioned it in section I of 
this chapter, and because it is so pervasive, it will be 
necessary only to state and brief1y illustrate that 
Eugene feels imprisoned as early as shortly after his 
birth: "caged in that little round of skull, imprisoned 
in that beating and most secret heart, -his life must 
always walk dot·m lonely passages lost" { p. 31). 
The first example of the imprisonment-escape pat-
tern for which we can find a more speciric motivation 
for escape is the feeling of physical confinement Eugene 
reels at Dixieland. As he thinks back on his first two 
years of life, he can reme~ber only his being dried, 
() 
11 •l 
cleaned, and helplessly revolved before his family, and_. 
his having to spend most of his time sleeping in his 
crib. He remembers, in short, his feelings about "the 
infinite misunderstanding he would have to endure before 
he gained even physical freedom" ( P• 30). 
Eugene attempts to satisfy his desire for physical 
freedom by two methods of escape: actual physical es- · 
cape and linguistic escape 1 This first method, physical 
escape si consis~s of Euhene 1 s entering the alley of the .? - r~ 
Billiards, the wealthy and aloof neighbors or the Gants. 
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Although he is nearly injured by the order or the Hil-~ 
-
·11ard's life, as represented by the mechanically regular 
movements of the delivery horsej and althou~b Eliza 
interprets his safety as Fate's intervention, "the plan 
of the Dark Sistersn (p. 36), the "great satisfaction" . 
he experiences 'at this "first escape'' is not diminished. 
Instead, the experience of escape cannot fail to remain 
in the memory of the sensitive young Eugene and points 
the way, however dimly at his early age, to his own 
' '-tutu re plan of a more complete and more permanent ·escape. 
The second way he satisfied his desire for physical 
freedom, which I will call the linguistic way, is 
through language and pictures. By looking at pictures 
(a linguistic process because Eugene uses pictures as 
a language) and reading, he tries to escape the "net" 
(p. 30) in which he is tangled, the tight envelope or 
Dixieland. He held Luke's blocks in his hands, and 
"studied for hours the symbols of speech" (p, 32), in 
his attempt to escape. When he does make bis first crude 
- sound, ___ that of the imitation of a cow, he reels the 
'- "flooded gates·in him swing open" (p. 32). He feels 
then that the "wall had been breached" (p. 33) and that, 
' 
ror the first time, he bad achieved a measure of free-
---O's 
dom. 
The motives for Eugene's second kind of imprison-
i~, ment, the emotional kind, are his mother's poasessiveneaa 
/ 
. " 
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and her ·1nst1not1ve mania .. tor :financial aucceaa. Her 
/J "-..7. . 
. · · possessiveness is not limited to money,· but includes her 
instinct to _keep her children near. For example, she 
will not cut Eugene's hair and hopes thereby to both 
hold him and to convince l1im of ttt~ truth of her words, 
"'Why, say--you can't grow up yet. You' re my babyl • 11 
(p. 73). So strong is her instinct to hold him that, 
fearing the breaking of the bond she feels they have, 
Eliza does not want him to go to schooliand, as a re-
sult, he must sneak there. 
In school he finds additional doors of release and 
further escapes from Eliza• s possessive mania. When he 
lea!'ns to ~,rite, he feels "the opening gates in him, 
the plunge of the tide, the escape" ( p. 71). He tempo-
rarily finds the same freedom by reading, through which 
he identifies with Bu~falo Bill, Diamond Dick, and 
Horatio Alger. By reading an assortment of adventures 
and romantic books, he removes himself from Eliza's pos-
sessive grasp. He is able to find in these books an 
outlet from the r1rst motive for emotional escape--hia 
mother's possessiveness. 
He doesn I t find it so easy to remove t·be second 
impediment to his emotional release, Eliza's economic 
mania. While reading romantic stories, he may dream of 
,. 
huge fortunes, but Eliza's financial representative, the 
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unromantic Luke, discovers Eugene in the library, pushes 
him back to collect dimes and nickels for selling news-
papers, and closes another of Eugene's exits. Freedom 
eludes Eugene, as it does most of the Gants: whereas 
Eugene wishe~ to escape family pressures, the rest ·lf.1Sb 
to be economically free, as Ben is.· They fear Ben not 
.only because he is strange but also because he has thia 
rreedom: 
••• besides, he had secured for himself the 
kind of freedom th-ey valued most--the economlo 
freedom~~and he spoke as he felt, answering l 
their virtuous reproof with fierce quiet 
scorn' (po 102). 
Ben's financial freedom will later serve as an aid to 
Eugene's escape, but the younger brother does not yet 
have Ben's freedom~ 
The third and most significant imprisonment from 
which Eugene must escape is the confinement-of Gentian 
disorder. This chaos is what makes him feel imprisoned. 
By the time he enters Leonard's school, there is a 
change in Eugene. He realizes now that imprisonment 
ls not based on any physical condition or external 
factors, like being confined in Dixieland or being ~ ' 
' forced to sell newspapers; he now realizes that it is 
based on both the lack of desire of the Gants to examine 
their convictions and their way of life critically and 
on the resultant inability of the Ganta to connnunicate 
their inner lives to each other. The change in Eugene's 
• 
. ' 
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ph7sical conditions and in his psychological reactions 
reflects_ his realization of the change in what he is 
.-· 
trying to escape from=«=the ch~nge in the nature or his 
prison-house.from external materialism to internal 
chaos: 
••• he had learned by now to project mechanically, before the world, an acceptable counterfeit of himself which would protect him from intrusion, 
• • o His· hair bad been cut when he was· nine years old, after a bitter siege against Eliza's obsti-nacy (po 167)0 
The escape is not·N not from the exte~nals of uncut hai:r; 
rather, the external is unimportant enough to be counter-
teited. The ~scape is 1'rom the very important int·angi-
./""-··. 
bles: lack of cormnunication and understanding between 
Eugene and his family, the lack of which means to Eugene 
a disorderly life. By now he knows, as Matthew Arnold 
knew, 
Ahl well for us, if even we, Even for a moment, can get free Our Heart, and have our lips uncha1n 1 d; For that which seals them hath been deep 
ordain 1 dt 2 
Like Arnold, he desires a more lasting escape than mere 
physical departure. It is ironic that, as he is enters 
college and can leave Altamont, he discovers the rela-
tive insignificance, for him, of mere physical departure 
and the major value of intangible escapes. 
Upon l1is entrance to college, al though he is away 
from home, he faces the most subtle and difficult prob~ 
lem of imprisonment and escape be has yet faced. Thia 
--
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problem is an extension of his third escape, that from 
Gantian disorder. The problem is in the nature of the 
force from which he niust escape, an internal conflict 
rather than an external force. The key to his escape 11' 
·' 
to reconcile his love ror his family with his logical 
\) 
hatred of their values; to reconcile his frustration at 
~ 
, 
. . .. .. 
their lack of desire and inability to speak deeply to 
each other and to him with his own feelings of love for 
them; to reconcile his certain feelings that because of 
them something important has been lost, with the less 
and lea~ certain hope of regaining what has been lost. 
' 
The frustration built up b'y his paradoxical feelings 
about his imprisonment is too powerful to be kept inter-
nal and cannot remain a secret to the Gants. While 
Eugene is home for Christmas vacation of his sophomore 
year, and while he is drunk, the frustration over the 
failure to reconcile his paradoxical feelings explodes. 
Eugene again realizes their twisted values when their 
~-~ 
main concern is to keep Eliza from discovering his 
drunken state. He loses his power of speech, but Eliza 
doesn•t. She had hoped, she says, that he might have 
escaped the curse of alcohol. Eugene is unable, at 
~his point, to tell her that he is trying to escape 
from a different and, to him, more complex curse. But 
berore the Christmas holiday is over, he casts off all 
frustratrons and tells them how his entire life has 
80 
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been an attempt to escape: 
>;::r·.::· . "'. i 
•The first move I ever made, after the cradle, 
was to crawl for the door, and eve·ry move I have 
made since hes been an effort to escapeo And 
now at last I am free from you all, although you 
may hold me :for a fet,1 years moreo If I am not 
free, I em at least locked up in my 01~1n prison, 
but I shall get some beauty 9 I shall get me some 
order out of this jungle of my li~~: I shall 
find my way out or it yet, though it take me 
twenty years--alone 1 · (p. 422). 
This statement is based on and summarizes, by implication, 
all Eugene's reasons for escape: the paradoxical and 
poorly understood feelings of the Gants for each other 
and the myriad failures of reconciliation between Eugene 
\.:'1 
and his ~amily. Its tohe of rinal, inevitable, a~d 
unopposable departure rrom the old lif~ of the Gants to 
his own new life, however imprisoned that new life may 
~ 
be, looks ahead to the unavoidable realization of all 
-
the family at Ben's death of "the tragic net of frustra-
tion and loss in which they were caught'' C p. 456). 
But even when he knows he must escape, Eugene can-
not leave his feelings as easily as he leaves for col-
• lL 
lege. He st:ruggles with his paradoxical imprisonment 
and seeks a way to escape: • 
,. 
He felt that he might be clean and free if he 
could only escape into a single burning pas-
s1on-~hard9 and hot~ and glittering~~of love, 
hatred, terror, or disgusto But be was caught, 
he 1~1as strangling, in the tveb of<:,, :futility-..,,. 
• 
there was no moment of hate that was not touched 
by a dozen shafts or pity: impotently, he wanted 
to seize them, cufr them 9 shake them, as one 
migh·t a trying brat;, and at the same tin1e to 
caress them, love them, comfort them (p. 458) • 
" 
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But he does know within that he must leave, must escape, 
or something within him will die {p. 482). He must·r1nd 
the difficult route atiay from Dixieland· end Altamont to 
some emotional and rational resting place. 
This escape must be from Eugene's entire past: indi-
vidual and familial, the full span of time from Gilbert 
Gaunt' s voyage to Ben• s death. It means an escape from 
distorted views of predestination (discussed in Section 
I of this chapter) and from lack o:f communication a-nd 
understanding among the Gants. It can not be achieved 
--
by easy identification with fictional heroes or with a 
make-believe world. 0 These are no longer important to 
Eugene: 
And thus, touched with the terrible destiny of 
his blood, caught in the trap of himself and 
the Pentl ands, i1l th tl1e little f loi-1e1., of sin 
and darkness on his neck, Eugene escaped for-
ever from the good and the pretty, into a dark 
land that is forbidden to the sterilizedo The 
creatures of romance o o • were stamped in a 
mould of enamelled vacancy, and became unclean 
to him (ppo 490~491)0 
The escapee 9 s world is one of deeper understanding of 
the presence in the world of poor communication; of 
jealousy, as he sees it, between family members, and 
of death. But one need not be overcome by it. There 
remains the privilege or trying to understand and find 
meaning in this t-rorld: "It was not his quali""cy as a 
romaritic to escape out of life, but into it. Moreover~ 
since Ben 1 s death, the conviction had grown on him that 
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. _ men do not escape lite is dull, but 
that life escapes from 'men b~eause men are little" (p. 
. " 
491).· Eugene's attempt to understand life deeply, 
motivated by the physical, emotional, and intellectual 
, imprisonments t·Je l1eve described, is Eugene• s p·relude 
to escape. This prelude does not consist of his sign-
• 4, 
. 
ing e release, as Luke requests, but of discovering by 
himself part of what advice Ben will more fully giv~ 
him later on the square. 
B. The Imagery of De~tiny and Impr1sonm8-nt~ 
Complex, ambiguous, and sometimes paradoxical im-
agery reinforces the themes of imprisonment and destiny. ~ 
.. 
The key images are the stone-leaf-door trinity. They 
• .. 
rerlect Eugene's growth in understanding, as I have shown 
it in the first two sections of this chapteP, of hia 
family's views of destiny and of the nature of his own 
imprisonment o rQ~ The images reinforce Eugene's discovery 
of what his destiny is, after seeing the flaws in his 
·i, parents• ideas, ang also support his eventual movement 
from physical, emotional, and i~tellectual imprisonment 
to escape. At the close of the novel these images re-
flect the f e·elings of Eugene after he has escaped from 
the imprisonment of the Ganta and is free, at least from· 
forces outside himself, to establish his own destiny. 
At first, however, before the images of .stone, leaf, 
( . 
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... and door support these major themes,~ they provide and 
, establish the general atmosphere of the novele> They 
connote the atmosph.ere of loss. and of exile from a once 
' 
existent paradisical home or understanding, and also 
connote the search to recapture a resting place for the 
m~nd and spirit found in that paradise. They connote I 
.. 
"the blind· steps and gropings of our exile, the pai~t-
., ing of our hunger as, remembering speechlessly, we seek 
the great forgotten language, the lost lane-end into 
heaven • • • " ( p. 4). 
Although the general atmosphere established by the 
stone, leaf, and door remains throughout the novel, each 
image quickly becomes imbued with meaning more specific 
to the action. - I shall consider the stone and leaf to-
gether. Notwithstanding some ambiguities and incon-
sistencies in the associations of these images, the leaf 
usually connotes impermanence (death and transience) 
while the stone reinforces the opposite theme of perma-
nence. As we have seen, in the first two sections of 
this chapter, the growth Eugene achieves results rrom 
his learning about his family's distorted views of 
destiny and from learning that he must escape from the 
physical, emotional, and intellectual imprisonments in 
which they have him enclosed. In both kinds of learn-
ing, Eugene is chie~ly concerned witl1 overcoming that 
in tbe life of the~ Gants which is transient and impe:rma-
- - -- - --- - .. - - --·· -- . -· 
- -- -·-·- --- ··--· --· ·- ... 
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nent, for example, their attempt to interpret in their 
own way a destiny that confuses them and Eliza's mania 
fbr financial §bccess. The leaf and stone support the 
theme of Eugena 0 s search fo:r permanence amid.st the 
impermanent values of his en.vironment, t·Jbich search .re-
sults from the Gan ta' distortions of .~estiny and their · 
attempt to imprison him. 
The door imagery supports a two fold concept: it 
represents, negatively, escape from the impermanent and, 
positively, the hope of finding a permanent emotional 
C, 
and rational resting place. 
·.. I - I.· 
Wolfe develops ('o/he meaning of the images through 
... .) ( 
\ 
\ 
associations with characters. The door is associated 
mostly with Ben and Eugene, because it is they who are 
seeking to escape from impermanence and find the rest-
ing place; the stone and leaf are associated mostly 
with Gant, as he contains both the potentiality of 
permanence and the actuality of imperrnanence within him. 
Leaf and stone are also briefly connected with Grover 
and, more significantly, with Ben; both are victims or 
the lack of a spiritual resting place. 
/ 
Gar1t, with i~hom I 1t1ill begin the d1,-eu-_/s1on ot 
imageray, represents at once both the hope o permanence 
and the fact of imp.ermanence. He is a stone cutter, a 
maker of gravestones; and thus deals with the assurance 
and permanence of' death. In addition, the stones :repre-
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/ 
aent the hope of a lasting memory of the living, not 
"' 
oblivion. The angel itself, although it will recall a 
prostitute, comritemorates a lasting relationship between 
Gant and the town Madam, Elizabeth. Gant•s creations in 
1 stone represent what endureso It is logical, ~herefore, 
that Eugene should perceive and respect the permanence 
or his father's work and contrast it with the imperma-
nence of life: 
And he thought with pity of all the grocers 
and brewers and clothiers who had come and gone, 
with their perishable work a ~orgotten excrement, 
or a rot;ted fabz~ic;- or of plumbers, 1~11{e r1ax's 
father~ ivhose t"1orlc rusted u11der ground, or of 
painters, like Harry's, whose work scaled with 
the seasonsn or was obliterated with newer 
'"' brighter paint; and the high horror of death and 
oblivion, the decornposi tion of life, memory, , 
desire, in the huge burial-ground of the earth 
storn1ed ·through l1is heart-;o lie mou1~ned for all 
the men who had gone because they bad not scored 
their name upon a rock, blasted their mark upon 
a cliff:) sot1ght out the n1ost imperishable objects 
of the world and graven there soma token, some 
emblen1 cthat utt,erly they might not be forgotten {p. 8J)e 
This hatred or impermanence and desire for stone-like 
'\ 
\_ 
p'erJn.anence t·rh ich Gan-t' s trade inspired in him stay with 
Eugene even at college and become part of his character. 
Whereas Eugene's view or impermanence was previously 
limited~to Altamont, it now encompasses the nation and 
the entire earth: 
He felt suddenly the devastating impermanence ff 
of the nation. Only the earth endured--the 
gigantic American earth, bearing upon 1 ts a1vful 
breast a world of flimsy ricketsa • e • Stagged 
in the desert, half-broken and overthrown, among 
,· 
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the colullltls of lost temp~es strewn,· tbere was no ruined image of Menkaura, there was no alabaster head or Akhnaton. Nothing had been done in stone ( Po 352) o 
This search for the permanence of an Ozymandias-like 
fragment, inspired in Eugene by Gant' s trade, becomes a 
permanent search in the ~oy for something as permanent 
"':"'" 
as stone, which he cannot rind in his emotional rela-
tions with his familyo In fact, for Eugene even the 
meaning of stone crumbles, on a physical level, when Gant "\., 
discovers he has cancer. The father sits "A11·:', day with 
' 
fear-stark eyes, • • • like a broke.n statue, among· his 
marbles, drinking" (p. 360). The stone-cutter, himself' 
now a broken fragment of a man, because of the stones 
be has created represents permanence and now dying 
represents the impermanence so incomprehensible and un-
acceptable to Eugene. 
Eugene sees this impermanence of Gant•s in terms of 
natural growth which thrives and then passes away. For 
example, he thinks that Gant' s cancer "flot'lered in him 
like some\ terrible but beautiful plant" (p" 409). These \ 
words lead us once again to the leaf imagery. 
It is significant that Wolfe has prepared for the 
use of the flower (therefore, leaf) image. When Gant 
first came t.o; Dixieland, he attempted and succeeded in 
growing almost; everything; thus l·lolfe balances Eliza's [J 
• 
view o~ th~ land as property. Empb9.aizing Gant•s natural 
. ' "' ' 
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talent for horticultur.e, Wolfe catalogues tbi·a growth 1n 
great detail: 
And whatever he touched in that rich fortress ·or his soul sprang into golden life: as the years passed.,, the fruit trees--the peach., -the plum, the cherry, the apple-=-grei-1 great and bent ·beneath their clusterso o o o And the flowers grew in rioting glory in his yard~-the velvet~leaved nastu1-.,tium, slashed t·Ji th a hundred t0:v1n)~ dyes, the rose, the snot·.rball 9 the redcupped tulip., and the lilyc The honeysuckle dropped its heavy mass upon the fence; wherever his great hands touched the , e.e.rth-- it- gre"W" f.-r-u:ttfu·l ~or him ( p. 14}. <"' 
The significance of Wolfe's long cataloguing of this 
growth is now revealed through ~he contrast with the 
, . 
~-
-single·j) deadly grot1th t11i thin Gant· representing imperma-
nenceo Growth, as represented by the earlier growth of 
flowers, also transitory but out of which Gant sought 
to create permanence, again reveals its impermanent 
nature in another form--the growth within him. The 
/' 
-Jimpermanence is f:.urther pointed up by Luke' a greeting 
to his dying father: "You're looking like the flowers 
in the Spring" ( p. 410). 
!f flowers support the idea or transience in Gant•a 
life, then leaves support the same idea at Grover's 
death, in addition to pointing up the lack of order in 
the Gants' life. After the needless death of Grover, 
the Gants come home in November. They are conrused be-
cause or the lack of pattern in their lives, and feel 
blown about by a capricious wind of destiny. They feel 
like the aut1Jmn leaves., carried away with no pattern: 
J 
r ;c; 
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&t-- every station Gant and Eliza made restless 
e~pedi tions to the baggage-car. It w·as gray 
autunmal November: the mountain forests were 
quilted with dry brown leaveso They few about 
·the streets of Altamont, they were deep in lane 
and gutter 9 they scampered dryly along be~ore 
tbe wind (po 49). 
' ., 
The leaves falling in November emphasize the idea of 
life as only a season. of the impermanence of the season, 
and of death as the inevitable end of the season. 
·w1th his father's job as an i~luence on him, and 
.. ' ' ,,., 
having seen Grover die so early. Eugene has a preoc-
cupation with transience and permanence in lire. His 
entire dissatisf~ction with the Gants 1 adaptations of--~ 
destiny and with the physical, emotional, and intel-
lectual imprisonment he experiences, is caused by the 
elements of transience he is forced to accept. The 
imagery of leaf, stone, and door supports Eugene's at-
tempt to find some permanence. 
To the young, romantic Eugene, who attends the 
movies with his f~ther several times a week, the perma-
., 
nence he seeks is an ideal land where order and com-
munication are daily facts and where no one is excluded 
and no escape is needed. It has no geographic.al loca-
tion, ror at best it exists in the land of his visions, 
a land where, as he imagines in the movies, ~'he would 
occupy a.new house every day, and sleep in a different 
bed every night, selecting the most luxurious residence 
ultimately for permanent occupancy, and bringing to-
--. 
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library in the c 1 ty" ( p. 229·) • It is a · "doorles s land 
of faery, that illimitable haunted country that. opene·d 
somei-1here belov1 a leaf or a stone" ( p. 229) .- Any and 
all of one's visions'are pos~ible in this unreal world. 
It is not long, however, before the materialistic 
influence of Eliza, Gant, and Luke forces Eugene, be-
· cause he is not able to escape their control, to seek 
permanence in a more real existence of their choosing. 
.:. .... ..--
He is forced to become more realistic by having ~o 
- work, both fol' and· at Dixieland,· and · on his own paper 
route. 
The work at Dixieland convinces him of the imperma-
nent and transitory quality of his family's life. Noth-
ing that he does seems to last. The process of work, 
in addition, is unorderly and intermittent, with not 
even regularity to sustain him against the feeling of 
waste. He sees all growth disappear, all of potential 
permanence fade away: 
When she [Elizi/ sent him to the grocer's for 
bread, he felt wearily that the bread would be 
eaten by strangers, that nothing out of the 
effort of their lives grew younger, better, or 
more beautiful 9 that all was erased in a daily 
wash of sewage (po 243)0 
.,. 
In the garden, helping Eliza cultivate the land, he sees 
that all she grows will not last, that their lives are 
without permanence, as useless as weeds, and that only 
sbe will avoid a life drowned in aargasso: 
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She sent him fo.rth in the rank thicket of her 
garden to hoe out the swarming weeds that 
" 
-----------· --
clustered about her vegetables 9 which flourished, 
as did ell the earth, under her careless touch. 
• 
He ·k:net-1 9 as he chopped dotrsn in a t-Jea1~Jr frenzy, 
that the 1r1eeds t"lould grov1 again in Jche hot stench, 
that l1er vegetables--tseeded or not--i-1ould grot-T 
fat and be fed to her boarders, and that her life, hers alone, would endure to sometbingo As he 
looked at her, he ·felt the wea~iness and horror 
of time: all but her must die in a smothering 
Sargasso (p. 224). 
His .frus·tration at the leaf-like transience of their 
lives an~ at the days falling like meaningless leaves in 
Autumn, explodes, causing him to cut down a whole row of 
corn along with the weeds. 
The paper route in Niggertown is a second force 
making his search for permanence more realistic. He 
feels lost delivering papers at that dark unreal ea~ly 
mol'l'ling hour, seeking money so unrelated to anything 
permanent. He seems to have lost his way both in the 
night and in the darkness of the Gants' impermanent life. 
Along the route he seeks some permanence: 
0 lost • •• Eugenet Eugene Here, O here, 
Eugene. Here Eugene o The 1:1ay is here Eugene. 
Have you I'orrotten? The leaf, the rock, the 
wall of light o Llft up the rock.9 Eugene 9 the leaf., the s to11e, the unfound door (po 245). 
In the darkness, in the blind groping, in the confusion, 
., 
he does not even know where to loolr--in lear 9 s·tone, or 
door--for permanence. ,He will not know until Ben later 
tells him where to look • 
Only Ben is able to tell Eugene this because of all 
the Gants only he devotes his entire life to the search 
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for the o~iier of a rational and emotional resting place. 
/ 
- He sp,-rit his existence opposing the Gant materialism, 
and seeking a life based 011 permanent things'. The older 
' 
brother, estranged from the Gants because of his values 
and because of his need for a spiritual home, was always 
apro~1l to f·ind some entrance into life~ some secret un-
discovered door--a stone, a leaf--that might admit him 
into light and fellowship" ( p. 93). And all his life, 
by giving E1.1gene money, by seeing that Eugene was clean, 
-
and by t:t7ing ( the summer before his death) to comrnuni-
cate with his younger brother, he tried to secure, for 
Eugene, what he, Ben, had lacked--material necessities 
to live, like shoes and other clothing, and. family 
felloi-1ship and understanding. During his own life he ~ 
had found no entrance, no secure resting place, and had 
died a stranger., one who tried "to recall the great 
' 
forgotten language, the lost faces, the stone, the·'leaf~ 
the door" (p. 465). In life he had found no door--no 
entrance into the permanent order and security of a 
spiritual home. 
In death, at least, Ben fin.ds an escape. To Eugene, 
be is among those dead who, in the Spring, make "their 
strange and lovely return in blossom and flower" ( p. 423). 
Here the flower represents an escape from deathe Mrs. 
Pert, Ben's female companion, and Eugene mark Ben's 
-· J escape: 
I 
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In a moment she [Mrs. PerY went on. 101d Ben 
will turn into lovely flowers. Roses, I think.' 
•No,' said Eugene, 1 dandel1ons--and big 
flowers with a .. lot or thorns on them ( p. 484) • 
\I 
The flowers indicate the cyclical-seasonal victory over 
~· 
death: n\vith victorious joy, Eugene thought of the 
flowers above Ben• s grave" ( p. 487). f The leaves which, 
' 
shaken by the Autumn wind, were falling in October at 
' the time of Ben 1 s death, reappear in Spring flowers. In 
Autumn the hope of permanence seems to disappear: "the 
3 
laurel, the lizard, and the stone tvill come no more." 
That is, the laurel, symbol of victory, -~111 ;not ~eapp~ar, 
nor will the permanent stone. Even the lizard, ch~eleon-
like, will not be reborn in another form, at least as 
things look at th is time. Only the Spring flot~ers, 
making Eugene "i'7ild tvith ecstasy because the Spring had 
beaten death," (p. 487) overcomes this feeling. 
Ben, having overcome death, rea-ppears on the town 
square in the final chaptero Eugene has almost com-
pletely escaped from his ramily and is seeking to close 
that door behind him and open a second new one to an 
entrance into life. It is for Ben to tell him that he 
cannot re-enter the family door and that, as for Ben 
himself, there may be no open door, no entrance into 
life. Ben can give him no other answer. Thus, the door--
the one into the emotional and ration.al resting place--
is, £or Eugene, within himself: 
And no le~ hangs ro·r me in the forest; I shall 
lift no stone upon the hills; I shall find no 
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door in any city. But in the city of myself, 
upon the continent of my soul, I shall find the 1'orgotten language j? the lost world, a door where I may enter, fl> " o ( Po .521) o 
Ro external., natu~al force, leaf or stone, will be enough. 
Eugene must search within himself. Only here will he 
find any security. The new creed preaches that man is 
his own master and that there is no world but the world 
o~ self in which to search. This knowledge is the com- ' ' 
plete failure of '\Tordsworth' s "a tree., a stone, a withered 
4 leaf, n as external resting place.s, but Eugene still 
rejoices in the open door of self. _ The hope of-looking 
is infinitely better than certain despair. There may be 
a lost paradise, as Rubin says these images indicate, 5 
\_ but when the gate to Eden closed with man outside, the 
more exciting undiscovered country of self still re-
mained. It is with the self or selves that the next 
chapter on character as form will be concerned. 
1···· ' 
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Chapter IV 
,1 
Character As Fol'Dl 
Wolfe's pattern of characterization in Look Homeward, 
Angel is the best strt1ctured and richest area of form in 
the novel. This pattern.which 9 of course, revolves around 
Eugene, has three essential divisionso There is, first, 
., 
a complex and entangled sari.es of counterpoints or contI'a-
puntal relationships among most of the major characters, 
aimed at revealing human non-connnunication and aloneness. 
There- is also, se.condly, based on Eugene's reali2ration o-r-
human misunderstanding as seen in his family, Eugene's 
search for some person outside himself to be his spirit-
ual guideo There is, thirdly, Eugene's search, after 
the failure of his quest for a human guide, Eugene's 
search for an abstract external spiritual guide, like 
philosophy or religion. Because the characterization is 
complex, these three areas, and subdivisions within 
them, intermingle and mix, but they are the three main 
areas of Wolfe's artistry in characterization, which is 
the subject of this chapter. 
A. Counterpoint and Contrapuntal Characterization 
and the Problem or Human Aloneness and Non-
Communication 
The first lmpor·tant area of Wolfe's characterization 
technique is that of counterpointing and contrapuntal. 
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relationships. This area involves many techniques: op-
posing the different characteristics of people Which 
have been gained from similar back.r:rounds., or the dif- · 
ferent packgrounds of sim"l lar people; showing similar 
characteristics of human attributes acted out in dif-
ferent situations; or opposing slightly different situ-
ations which point up the same human characteristics. 
These are only some of the many contrapuntal techniques 
Wolfe uses to dramatize his main theme: "vJhich of us 
is not forever a stranger and alone?" The advantage 
of this method in illustrating this theme is clear: by 
using counterpoint to show, for example, a family, a 
supposedly unified structure, where members partake of 
each other's good and bad traits in varying proportion 
and in various situations, Wolfe can effectively reveal 
the madness resulting from lack of understanding and 
lack of communication. 
It is convenient and necessary to discuss th!~ 
method ~rom a central point and expand outward. Thus, 
because Eliza and Gant are the nominal center of the 
family, they deserve first treatment. Eugene, Steve, 
and Helen will be discussed in that order. ?-1rs. Barton, 
wbo plays a minor role, will be discussed shortly to-
-
~ 
ward the end of Section I. In spite of this plan of 
organization, Wolfe's contrapuntal method is so ef-
ficient that what in my discussion may appear to be 
.. 
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disorganized is only the dirficult atte~pt to separate, 
tor purposes of' organization(, elements that vJolfe has 
consciously, purposely, and very carefully intertwined. 
Wolfe first establishes a character contrast be-
tween Eliza and Gant: Eliza is the "native Southerner," 
Gant the "-v1andering l.:J'ortherner"; she always goes to the 
S0utr1, the ''Dark Helen in Eugene' s blood," because she 
is afraid of the North. Eliza bas a love of or mania -
for material possessions; Gant values his freedom most. 
highly. Eliza has a certain niggardliness; Gant has, in 
contrast, a Dutch love of abundance. 1 This last con-
flict, that of liberality versus parsimony, is a result 
of the backgrounds o~ the husband and wife. Gant's 
background is the fruitful Pennsylvania farmland while 
Eliza's attitude toward poverty and wealth is partially 
a result or the Civil War and the years following it. 
To show the ~mportance of the War in her background, 
'· Wolfe describes the Southerner Eliza thinking about 
another battle, her relationship with the northerner 
Gant, in war-like terms, thus emphasizing the contrast 
('between the two wars. Thinking of' Gant, Eliza "felt 
. ~ain an inchoate aching wonder., recalling the savage 
.strife be~een them, and the great submerged struggle 
beneath, founded upon the hatred and the love of prop-
erty, in which she did not doubt ·or her victory. · •• " 
( P• 18) •2 , 
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· The difference ·in their views of p~operty is clear• 
out. Eliza· feels that a rented house is "the final 
ignominy of shiftless and improvident people" (p. 18); 
Gant has a .different internal hunger. He must have the 
R 
.. 
pride of being able to support his family: "To earn 
one's living by accepting the contempt, the scorn, and 
the money of those whom he called 'cheap boarders• was, 
to Gant, an almost unendurable ignominy" ( p. 42) • Thus, 
· Eliza .feels that a rented house is the ultimate shame 
while dant thinks the height of dishonor is to rent 
. 3 
· - -'· • , _ce_,, --·- --- -- -- -rooms to boarders o 
Closely related to their contrasting views of the 
daily uses of property are their contrasting views of 
the more lasting significance of property. For Eliza, 
the house they live in is only that--property. w. o., 
on the other hand, cultivates its more spiritual ele-
ments--comfort and beauty, for example. Therefore, he 
devotes his energies to planting flowers on the ground 
he owns. Eliza, however., not only sees their own house 
as mere property, but becomes a minor real-estate agent, 
.unable to control her mania for property. It is, for 
her, a matter not of homes but of purely mathematical 
ventures: "From the savings of her srr1all 1,1age, as 
teacher and.book agent 0 she had already purchased one 
.,, or two pieces of earth" ( pp. 14-15). So coldly mathe-
~ ' 
matical is she that she can persuade ·Gant, first, to 
. .-
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and later, convinced that death did not bring economic 
tain, she can persuade him to enter into a partnership 
with Will Pentland. For Gant, then, earth is associated 
with plant growth, but for Eliza earth is linked with 
99 
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economic gain. Ironically 9 one of her "pieces of earth," I 
' 
on Which Gant•s shop rests, cannot support itself by the 
commemoration of those laid in the earth. 
Eliza's and Gant•s contrasting views of the sig-
nificance of property,· natural versus economic growth, 
reappear in variations throughout the novel. In every 
recurrence only growth remains beautiful while the house 
and houses are associated i.ri th ugliness and death of· 
various sorts. Eugene, for example, curses the house 
after his re1ationsh1p with Laura ends; the property· 
venture in St. Louis is the ultimate cause of Grover's 
death; and it is the house, Dixieland, in which Ben 
dies. On the other hand, Ben's symbolic rebirth is in 
the growth of' flowers, and Gant• s cancer "floi·1ered in 
him like some terrible but beautiful plant" ( p. 409). 
The typically long Wolfean cataloguing of Gant's plant-
ing in front of Dixieland~-"the velvet-leaved nastur-
tium, slashed with a hundred tawny dyes, the rose, the 
snowball, and the lily" (po 14r0 is necessary, in all its 
strength and numbers, to counterpoint and balance the 
later uses or property, as I have described above, which 
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The conflicts between Eliza and Gant are most fully· 
reflected and counter~ointed in their son Eugene. His 
father I s "hunger"- and pride and liberality are. some 
character traits he has inherited from Gant, but from 
his mother he has inherited a .superstitious dis like of·~ 
pride and the characteristic of stinginesso The Gantian 
hunger, t·or example, appears in a unique t~1ay in Eugene: 
rather than having his father's sensual lust, he feels 
even before attending Leonard's school, the need to 
. --~---... 
. 
devour literature. So strong is this hunger that he 
avoids his brother Luke, for whose newspaper he is sup-
posed to be u . . . n _,.. dr~mming-t1p ., trade., and instead hides in 
·the library to read. When he is found out, he is ac-
,. 
cused by Luke or "false pride" and told of his parents' 
r 
~:. 
gene1~osi ty. Both this pride he is accused of, and "his 
ravenous hunger ror pictures and print" (p. 30), are 
changes or at least modulations of his father's "hunger" 
and pride. 'These two character traits from his father 
are supePimpoaed and reshaped in Eugene, and P.epeated 
in a problem involving the conflict between materialism 
and liberal! ty. 
. 
Eliza rurnishes the materialistic side or his con-
flict.- When Eugene needs a haircut, for example, Ben 
:/. . 
• 
"' 
mus5t remind Eliza for that fa,ct, only to hear her defense 
o-£ the virtues of honest work, ending with a remind.fr 
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that "•Pride goeth before a fall'" (p. 1.03). At another 
time, Eugene's toes are permanently gnarled because be · 
must wear shoes. :that do not fit him, because of Eliza's 
stinginess. This stinginess, combined with some of 
Gant's pride, later keeps him from asking to borrow 
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money wb ile working in Newport News. In general, "one :,.,. 
of the ~lemmas of the boy Eugene is presented by the 
\ 
opposing traits he has inherited from his parents. He 
finds in himself. • • not only the Gant liberality but 
the Pentland stinginess •• 
n4 , 
• • In Newport News, the 
conflict between Gant•s trait or pride and Eliza's trait 
of stinginess has become the basis for Eugene's conflict 
in a dirferent time, place, and situation than the 
-~' 
original--essentially a counterpoint technique. 
The original Gant-Eliza cont'lict over property con-
trol and financial success is also counterpointed in 
Eugene. He, like Gant, also feels a loss of pride when 
Eliza sees the house he lives in as mere property and 
as a money-making device, but the effects of this feel-
ing are different for· Eugene. For Eugene, the effect 
is the loss or privacy and solitude, and feelings of 
aloneness and of being trapped by her values. These 
feelings beset him, for example, when he is chastised 
by Eliza's financial representative 9 Luke, for study-
ing in the library. Whereas Gant; rants against Eliza• s 
view; Eugene bitterly keeps his hatred of her values to 
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himself. Both Eu.gene and Gant hate Eliza's values; but 
. 5 
reveal their hatred in different ways. 
These are th~ main ways in which the conflicts of 
Elita and Gant are contrapuntally repeated in Eugene 
alone. Although it is· in him that the fullest counter- -. 
"'·· poin··t of their characteristics is revealed, the brevity 
of this above section is a result of the fact that 
rarely do tpe efrects of his parents' conflicts operate 
on him aipne. orten they work simultaneously on him and 
his brothers and sisters, and therefore much of the ef-
fects bis parents I conflicts have on him J'!lU.St and will be 
considered in conjunction with the effects on others in 
his family, namely Steve and Helen. 
Steve, for example, because he has too few of Gant' s 
good qualities, and because these qualities are distorted 
in him, is an ironic counterpoint to Gant. In fact, he 
is only a partial Gant. Steve's faults are not, how-
• 
ever, as his father suggests, a result of his Pentland 
"' blood; he is simply a Gant manqueo For one thing, al-
though Steve brags, drinks~ and lusts like Gant 9 he 
lacks Gant' s "1'iedeeming quality0 ""'-his hea·rt. This lack 
- -, 
in Steve is clear from three situations in which 1'1olfe 
,., 
counterpoints the similar a~d dissimi~r characteristics 
of father and son. 
In the first ~nstance, Steve and Eugene are sent by 
-Gant to a graveyard to erect a monument.· Steve ( C~in), 
.· ,, I 
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· 1weaty and di.aguated, hits Eugene (Abel) with a wrench 
. 
when he sees his brother not working. Steve then tries 
to apo]ogiz~ to his brother, mainly because of his fear 
. 
l 
' of Eugene's being injured and bec.ause of fear of his 
parents' discovery of the _situation. Steve's consc~ously 
false concern takes on greater significance if comp~ed 
tb the parallel reaction in the second instance. 
In the· second example, Gant, in the midst of a 
reeling drunken spree, fights Eugene's clutches and 
causes his son's hand to bleed while Eugene is trying 
to control him. Gant's screams during the encounter 
are ,a result of fear of the cancer he suspects growing 
within himself and a result of his shame at Eliza's rent-
ing rooms to boarders, both strong motivations for the 
• 
veey state he is in. Yet, as juxtaposed 1-1ith Steve• s 
consciously false concern, Gant, in a similar situation, 
has a sincer;e feeling of sinfulness and humility the 
next morning. 
The third instance is another variation o~ the same 
•1tuat1on. Steve, unable to absorb as a man the pain in 
his teeth which is the result of his Gantian alcoholism, 
curses Eliza. Luke enters, attempts to defend Eliza, 
and receives only a bloody nose from Steve's rist for 
bis pains. Ben enters and, without speaking, quiets 
Steve with one punch. When the bouts are over., all of 
them feel a sense of real shame, the kind Steve.di~ 
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fttel in the fil'st · instance and Gant did not feel in the 
second. All three bouts counterpoint to reveal the in-
. ,, 
· expressible feelings accompanying the inisunder·standing 
of the·. family, and, as ~elates to Steve, that he is only 
half· the n1ar_tyr he attempts to,, appear after the fights 
and always only half a Gant. 
\ 
\ 
That this .. is the full value of Steve is clear from 
/l·-, 
another counterpoint Wolfe establishes. Eugene has al-
~eady discovered that his brother is less than a man,. 
but when he discovers Steve in Gant's bed with Mar~aret 
· Lutz, the idea of Steve's filling his fat~er's bed makes 
him insanely angry. Steve's reaction is the same as 
when be hit his brother: Steve doesn't want him to tell 
anybody. But the failings of Steve are even clearer in 
this situation: it is only with Margaret that he can 
fill his father's bed. Indeed, Margaret her~elf, ten 
years older then Steve, not a beauty-prize, ,winner, and 
/ 
a rather unfavorable contrast to the angelic Margaret 
Leonard=-from whom Eugene is learning at the time--
doesn't change Steve's drinking, moaning, or bragging. 
There is one final ironic counte~point in relation 
-
to Steve, which involves Eliza's attitude toward Steve 
and toward Gant. She seems to favor Steve, the pseudo-
Gant, more than she does her own husband. She sends her 
husband away for alcoholic cures; she orders him out 
~· when, be utters one of his tirades against .the f'reezing 
.. 
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· , bou,e; and she does not even. aleep with him because "her 
.,, 
- -
_enormous patience was wearing. very thin because of .the 
\ 
. ' 
daily cycle of abuse" and because Gant doesn 9 t know "to 
what lengths these daily assaults might drive her" (pp. 
39, 40). However, to her the half-Gant Steve,'\is .. dir-
rerent. It is precisely the characteristics wh}ch annoy 
others, his "glib boas tfulne~s, his pi tieble brag," his . 
t:. 
~·pseudo-Gantian tone and attitude that please her and 
.Jll&ke her think he is "smart" (p. 38). The ability which 
~ 
causes Steve to forge a check on his father, the so-
called '~smartness," is exactly what, to Eliza, makes 
her value him over his father. 
' 
Whereas Steve's relation to his father is that of 
the imitation to the vibrant real thing, Helen• s char-
acter forms a more equal partnership with the traits of 
her father and mother. And whereas Eliza likes Steve 
for the quality that she has in common with him, "smart-
ness," it is precisely the similar-ities between Helen 
Qnd Eliza that create tensions. The qualities that 
make Helen like Luke and Gant, her drive to be the 
domineering entertainer, are also the qualities she 
shares with her mother, moat of whose characteristics 
,, 
she·also possesses. Helen, for example, also has Eliza's 
desire to control: 
It was necessary for her /jj.e~eriJ to seize life in her big red-knuckled hands, to .cuff and · 
caress it, to fondle, love, and enslave it. Her 
I 
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boiling energy rushed outward on all things that 
lived in the touch of the seen. It was neces-
sary for her to dom:t·nate and enala,,e, all her 
virtues~~her strong· lust to serve, to give, to 
nurse, to amuse-~came from the imperative need 
\ 
ror dominance, over almo·st all she toucl,ed (p. 197). 
Thia strength or· Helen's is even greater than her mother's 
ability to perform "daily tasks of drudgery in the mai~~ 
tenance of Dixieland that would have floored e strong 
t 
negron (p. 231). In fact, the same motivation that causes 
Eliza to retire after two a.m. and rise before seven s.m. 
even more strongly ~ushes Hel~n to handle her father--the 
, need 'to dominate." Wolfe caref~lly counterpoints the 
desire and the strength of the two women. 
The first conflicts begin at home. Mother and 
daughter "spoke sharply and curtly to each other, and 
were painfully aware of the other's presence in the 
cramped quarters" (pe 55). ' \ 
g \'(-_ 
It is Gant's drunkenness and sickness, however, 
bring the conflict to i~s height. ,Because Gant will 
I 
that 
re-
act only to Helen's care, Eliza is always forced to 
leave while Helen quiets the intoxicated Gant. As a 
result of this competition, the family splits in many 
ways. For one thing, ·Eliza reacts by forcing the young 
Eugene to sleep in the same bed with her. Further, Eliza , 
and Helen take competitive trips with their respective 
ravorites, Eugene and Gant. These competitive trips or 
voyages do not need discussion here, since they are 
' 
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fully discussed in the above Voyage section of Chapter II. 
· It may suffice to say that the point about these trips 
is not merely that, as Larry Rubin notes 9 nrecurrent 
images of Father, North, and shining city are aligned 
against those of Moth.er, South, and dark mountain setting 
' ' ~:· 
.. ,., to embody and convey the recurrent themes of escape and 
quest,"6 nor that, as Richard Kennedy says, "the family 
relationship is strained by the attachments and jealousies 
7 
·· between the sexes on There is more to 1 t. The relation-
sbips, like the one between Helen and Eliza, are strained 
4 because similar people with similar o~ partially similar 
characteristics are placed in the same or connected 
relationships with others, causing rivalries, like those 
;~ 
voyages described above, which Wolfe shows as due to 
these alterations of character traits with situation. 
A less important counterpointing of the traits of 
Helen and Eliza is created by the appea.ra·nce at Dixie-
land of Helen's future mother-in-law, Mrs. Barton. Iron~ 
ically, what Helen has married, along with he:r husband, 
is a partial Eliza., for Mrs. B·arton is a copy of Eliza. 
', 
Not only does she move her lips as dramatically es 
Eliza., but, like Eliza, altl1our:h she is seventy-fou_:r, 
"she had the strength of a healthy woman of fifty, and 
the appetite or two. of ~orty. She was a powerful old 
lady, six feet tall, with the bones of . " a man ••• 
(p. 316). Helen, who has devoted her life .to Gant•a 
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care, must take care of Eliza• s counterp,l't when 'the"· 
"1 
'"" ·' latter .falls 111 from overeating at her son's wedding. 
. 
• 1, 
• 
Gant•s overindulgenc~, transferred to a new Eliza, 
absorbs Helen•s·energy. As in the past with her father. 
she gives herself fully to the task: "she hurled her 
vitality into the sick i1'oman's care; dominant, furious, 
all-mastering, she blew back her life into her" (p. 319). 
.Wolfe has here combined the diverse strains of Gant, 
Eliza, Mrso Barton, and Helen, and harmonized them in 
the full note of this contrapuntal situation. 
Wolfe is at his best in this conscious and careful ., / 
( 
~ \ 
uniting of diverse elements to form a contrapurrta.11 theme. 
"-~ , 
--., ' -
a 
This uni ting is effective in Look. liomeward 1 Angel. be-
cause it perfectly re~lects the irrationality and 
strangeness of the differences and likenesses of the 
Gents and supports the major problems and preoccupa-
tions of the central character, Eugene--lack of com-
munication and aloneness. It is through the similar 
but dissimilar Gants that Eugene will have to find the 
solution not only to these problems but also to the 
need for a force or authority outside of himself. 
B. The Search for Authority 
1 - The Search ror Authority in Other People 
The second important area of character as fo~ia 
Eugene's search for a force or authority outside himself. 
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I" will describe this search in the order in whiob Eugene 
seek·s 011t and rejects unsatis.factory forces of' authority. 
He ·begins his search ~with the women of the family. He 
logically seeks a f'igure o.f strength in the f'il'st woman 
he·knows-~his mother. However, not only does Eugene 
realize that "in her dark womb we did not know our 
mother's face" (p. l}, but he also senses very early in 
his life that Eliza fails completely as a figure o~ 
strength. She fails partly because of her habits, all 
-- .-- .-. .. 
of which agonize Eugeneo She forces him, for example, 
to wait until the guests have eaten before he can eat. 
Even more agonizing to Eugene are her habits of acting 
only after it is too late, her ~ossessiveness, and,her 
inability-'to show affection. Even before he reaches 
, 
\ the age of twelve, he expresses, to himself, his feel-
,. 
ings about her failures: 
He hated the indecency of his life, the lo~s 
of dignity and seclusion, the surrender to the 
tumultuous rabble of the four walls which shield 
us from themo He felt 9 rather than understood, 
the waste, the confusion, the blind cruelty of 
their lives~-his spirit was stretched out on the 
reek of despair and bafflement as there came to 
him rnore ar1d more the co11viction ·that t.heir lives 
could not be more hopeiessly distorted, wrenched, 
mutilated 9 and pe1:1 1lcrted al1ay t'rom · all sin1ple 
comfort, reposej) happiness, if they set ·them-
selves delibe1~ately to tangle the sJcein, t1'7ist 
the patterno He choked with fury: be thought 
of Eliza 1 s slot'! speech, her endless reminiscence, 
her maddeni11g lip~pursing, and tu.med white with 
constricted rageo 
He saw plainly by this time that their poverty, 
the threat of the poorhouse, the lurid reference• 
-. 
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.. to the pauper•s ·gra~e, belonged to the insensate 
·mythology of hoarding; anger smouldered like 8· 
brand in him at their sorry greedo There was n~ 
place sacred ~nto themselves, no place fixed for 
their ot-Jn inhabi tation 9 no place proof against 
the invasion of the boarders (po 112)0 
~ 
.. 
... 
Although Eugene never stops trying to reconci~e his feel-
ings for Eliza with his rational knowled·ge of her faults, 
from the age of twelve he is sure of her faults and must 
. . 
seek elsewhere ror guidance be can respecto 
He looks without success to his oldest sister, 
Daisy. Although to Eugene she seems venerable when he 
sees her, from the confinement of his crib in the midst 
, of winter, as she goes to school in the great outside, 
he soon learns that the glory of her f igq_re from a dis-
tance far exceeds her actual value. Eugene notices the 
difference between the illusion and the reality when 
the shy girl he watched walk to school evokes his fear 
by, while bathing him, allowing the violence beneath 
her placid nature to explode. He understands, to his 
disillusionment, that this is the same Daisy: 
t, 
She really scrubbed him almost rawo He 
howled piteouslyo As she climbed the hill, 
he ren1embered her. He saw she was the same 
per~son (po 34). 
At another time when her surface placidity gives way to 
subsurface violence, Eugene's respect ror her further 
diminishes. At the St. Louis.Fair she takes him through 
the horrors of a scenic railway, a situation which 
Bugene, later in life, remembers and in Which he sees a 
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microcosm of his actual life: 
• . . t~t, plunged bottomlessly from light .into 
roaring~'bl~ckness, and es his. first yell ceased 
with a slackening of tt,e car, rolled g;ent;,ly i.nto 
a monstrous lighted gloom, peopled t'7i th huge 
painted grot.esques 9 the red 1nav1s o:f fie:ndieh 
heads, the cunning appearances of death, night-
mare,, a11d medn~-SSo o o o His mind 9 just emerging 
from the unreal t·Jilderness of childish fancy, 
gave way completely in·this Fair, and he was 
paralyzed by the conviction, which often re-
ttir~.ed to him ·1n le ter years, that; his lif a was 
a fabulous nightmare, and that, by cunning and 
.conspirate artifice, he had surrendered all his 
hope, be-lief,, and confidence to the let,.Jd torture 
of demons masked in human flesh (po 46)o 
These hor1.,ors, hov>1eve1~, . the only 1,1ays in wh ioh Eugene 
comes to know Daisy, are not the total essence of why she 
cannot be the figure of respect he seeks. They are 
dwai,fed by h·er major flaw,· her lack of character strength. 
Daisy, in short, is a conventional and weak person, She 
cannot fill even the role of a strong sister. Like Katya 
in Turgevev•s~Fatbers and Children, she is industrious, 
but dutiful and acquiescie11to For example, like her Rua .. 
sian counterpart, 0 she played the piano 1,11 thout any 
passionate feeling ror the music; but she rendered it 
honestlyl1ith abeaut:i.ful rippli11g touch" (pp. 36-37). 
i 
Because of her lack of a strong personality and also be-
cause of the difference between her age and Eugene's, he 
can hardly knot·l her. For these tt,10 reasons., one 1r1onders, 
even if Eugene could know her, if she would be any more 
of an inspiration or a rigure of respect to her brother 
than she is to her "play-it-safe" husband, ironically 
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· Helen serves as a contrast and· comparison to Daisy.· 
Though she appears to be the exact opposite of' acqui-
escent, she is, like Daisy, a conventional person. Al-
~ 
though Eugene knows that "there was in Helen a restless 
hatred of dullness, respectability," he also knows that 
•she was at 'heart a severely conventional person, in 
~ 
spite of her occasional vulgarity, a very naive, a child-
ishly innocent person about even the simple wickedness 
q --·' 
'· 
of' the village" (p. 118). Thus, Wolfe subtly· presses 
~·· the key of conventionality he had pushed earlier in 
stating Daisy's character, and produces a fuller note 
of Helen's similar conventionality. The con~entionality 
Eugene sees in Daisy, and now sees in Helen, in spite 
of the latter's appearing, at times, to be the opposite, 
convinces him that neither is to be looked to for sup-
port. 
Whan Eliza, Daisy, and Helen, the feminine pillars 
of the Gant fa1nily, cannot be Eugene's bulwark, be turns 
away from the chaos of Dixieland. Although he seeks ..an 
authority outside of himself in Louise, Laura, and 
'\ 
Margaret Leonard, in none of them does be find a person 
he can fully respect and depend on for support. 
Louise is never a serious consideration as a guiding 
torce for Eugene. It is she herself who convinces the 
young and nervous, Eugene that she cannot be his bulwark. ,..,. 
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Ber one act of strength is telling him that he· w·111 
forget her and convincing him that she is· not a for-ee 
to which he canjcling: 
--- ---- - ..:. -- ··- --- - ----· - --- - --
•You won't remember me, honey, when you start 
going with the girlse You'll forget about me. 
Some day you.• 11 see· me, ·and you won'· t even know · ·. 
me. You i.ron't recognize me. You'll pass without 
speakingo a 
1 No,' he said, 'I'll never forget you Louise. 
So long as I live• (p. 305). 
The second person outside Dixieland to whom Eugene 
{~s as a figure or strength is Laura James. There are 
some important parallels bett-1een E11gene' s relationship 
with Louise and his relationship with Laurso For one 
thing, Laura is not physically unlike Louise. Louise's 
physically solid build is repeated with variations in 
Laura. Laura "t~Jas a slender girl, of mediu1n height, but 
looking taller than she was. She was very firmly 
moulded ••• " (p. 355). 
There are other parallel factors but with con-
sciously worked-out significant differences between them. 
Laura, for example., is older' arid more emo·tionally and 
psychologically stable than Louise. Thus, when Eugene 
asked Louise ii' he would be the fi~st man she would have 
slept with, she answers noo Laura, on the other hand, 
when asked by Eu~ene if other men feel her breasts, a 
similar question as relates to the emotional origin in 
Eugene, does not answer. Instead she is able to assure 
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bim euthori tatively .and 1-n a motherlJ' tone that· eve!'J-
tbing is ail -right--that "nothing has happened'' (p. 379). 
i:::, -- - I 
-In another closely related parallel situation, Laura, 
like Louise, tries to tell Eugene be tv·ill forget her~ 
But when he answers, "Forgetl I'll never torgetl I 
won't live long enough" (p. 380), she is self-assured 
and mature enough to know not to attempt to dissuade 
him from his idealistic passion, but, keeping to herself, 
her true evaluation of the age difference in their re-
lationship, she comforts him, saying, not without some 
basis of actual feeling, "I'll never leave you! ! 111 
wait for you foreverl Oh, my child, my child'' (p. 380) I 
Thus, by revealing Laura es similar to but more mature 
than Louise, Wolfe shows us Eugene in relation to two 
stages of the same outside force, and thus emphasizes 
his growing dependence on and need for an authority 1 
outside of himself. 
·Both Louise and Laura attracted Eugene, at first, 
partially for their authoritativeness. But he also 
desired them because of their age. It is clear that 
"something turned him always to the older women" (p. 
122). This same motive--age--and another important 
reason, turn him toward a third possibility of an 
authority outside of himself--Margaret Leonard. 
This other reason is the characteristics of 
Margaret, his teacher, which contrast so violentl7 
.... --------~----'o.., ... -.----:-------~-------·---~---- __ ... ~ ·- - - -·----· ···- --·- .... -----
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w1 th the chara.cte:ristics of his mother. The entire 
atmosphere the two. women create is totally different. 
At Dixieland Eugene must continually endure the low~ 
~I 
clsss boarders, Gant 9 s cursing of Eliza for taking in 
this class of boarqe·rs, and the lack of privacy. At. 
t.,. 
Margaret's· boarding school, on the other band, he spends 
quiet afternoons reading under the trees. These dif-
ferent atmospheres affect even Eugene's health. Mar~ 
garet herself points up the cont~asting situations when 
she exhorts Eugene to keep regular hours, but this is 
....-_ 
____..,) 
~possible when he is with his family, for "the excite-
ment, the movement, the constant moments of crisis at 
Gant' s and Eliza's had him keyed to their st·1niulat1on" 
( p. 192). 
But it is the characteristics themselves of the 
two women that are most opposed and which, if not re-
vealed in·actual qualities, at least are shown in de-
scriptive and imagistic terms. Gant, for example, 
continually names Eliza as a "fiend out of Hell" ( p. 
23). Margaret,on the other hand, has the face of an 
angel: 
It was the most tranquil and the moat pas-
sionate face he ffegeni/ had ever seen. The 
skin was sallow with a dead ashen tinge; be-
neath9 the delicate bone carving or bone and 
skull traced itself clearly: ••• (p. 176) • 
• 
When Eugene looks at her, he 
turned his fac-e up to her aa a prisoner who 
I 
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·recovers light, ••• as a blind man who feels 
upon his eyes the. white core and essence of 
_ ~m.TI1tr~~~l.!3 .. b*"r:igJ1_tliess o. I-Iis body drunir. in her 
great .. . light as a f~amisl1ed castat01ay t"he rain; 
he closed his and let the great light bathe 
him o o o " (po 178, my italics) e 
-·, 
Because of this angelic quality and because of other 
oontrasts. between Margaret and Eliza, and because her age 
· and marital status put her beyond possibility of love 
situations like those with Louise and Laura, Eugene can 
substitute Margaret for Eliza as his mother, and can 
even call he:r1> l1is 0 spiritual m9ther.". 
But even this relationship, Margaret as a guiding 
. \ 
force for Eugene, is short-lived. When Eliza and Gant 
insist he must leave, at sixteen, for the state univer-
-
sity, he loses his second mother. As he says good-bye 
to Margaret, she expresses her respect and loye for 
Eugene. But, as she takes his hand, the words reach 
him, but there is a moment when the mixture of his 
strong feeling for her, shame for this feeling, and 
unwillingness to go leaves him speechless: "the proud 
words of love and glory sank like music to his heart, 
evoking their bright pictures of triumph~ and piercing 
him wi tl1 the bi .rcte1') sr1ame of his concealed desires. Love I 
bade him enter, but his soul drew back, guilty of lust 
and sin."8 On this note a strong possibility of a force 
strong enough to absorb Eugene's respect and love is 
-erased, and he is still alone, missing some authority, 
• I 
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• female or male. 
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I r 11 t Failing to find the necessary strength in any· woman, 
within or ~,1 thout the Gant family, Eugene turns to males 
'\. 
for a figure of_ \~nough stature to give him support. He 
' 
( 
. . 
looks mostly within his family, by turns to Gant, ·orover, 
,--"\ ' 
Steve, Luke, and, .finally, Ben~. 
. . 
He first looks to Gant, but Wolfe makes it clear v~ry 
early in the book that Gant will not suffice. Theil-
G lusion or security that the fire-building Gant creates 
is only that--an illusion; it never burns brightly. In 
fact, es sorely as Eugene needs a ,father,- Eugene is 
' 
better able to handle his own problems than his father 
is able to help him. Wolfe has structured the novel so 
.. 
that Gan~• s decline is pa_ralleled with Eugene's ascent. 
. ~ 
The paths of both, downward and upward, begin from 
,. 
,{ the same position in 1900: 
.-
In that year Gant passed his riftieth birthday: 
he knei·r that he 1r1as half as old as the century 
that had died, and that men do not often live 
as long as centurieso And in that year, too, 
Eliza, big with the last child she would ever 
have, went over the r1nal hedge of terror and 
desp·e1->a ti on ( p ,.: 17) • 
From this convenient central origin, Wolfe goes on 
to describe the growth or the son and the decay of the 
father in an opposite but parallel· structure. This 
structure reveals Eugene's escape .fron1 Dizieland and his 
creation of new paths, while also revealing Gant•s stag-
/ 
nation and road to.death. 
I 
- - -·- - . -· ·-- - - - - - - - -· -- - .. 
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Pirst, for example, while Eugene ia ~ing born, Gant 
.. . ... · .. " .. 
drinks, is sent for a cure, and, on the actual evening 
of his sorl' s birth, - after lottdly exhorting aid from his 
former wife 9 Cynthia, be sleeps in a whiskey slumber. 
Secondly, a few.years later, while Eugene is learn~ 
irig "the symbols of speech, knowing that he had here the 
stone-s of the temple of language" and the ref ore a means 
of escape f'rom his phy·s1cal confinement, Gant is dealing 
with last things, carving another language, that of the 
remembrances of death, on tombstones. 
A third important example of the opposite direc-
tions father and son are traveling is revealed upon 
Gant's return from his last voyage. Arriving in Alta-
mont, he finds a friend, Jim Bowles, dead/, al though he 
had been in the best of health. This unexpected death, 
followinr, as it does upon what he probably realizes is 
his last journey, causes him to think about death. Upon 
return.~ng to Dixieland., however, he finds Eugene think-
ing not of death, but in school and thinking of the 
future voya~es he will make: 
I 
He had already heard the ringing or remote 
church bells over a countryside on Sunday 
night; had listened to the earth steeped in 
the brooding or the dark, and the million-
noted little night things; and he had heard 
thus the far retreating wail of a whistle in 
a distant valley, and fain·t; · thu11de:r,, or1 the 
rails; and he relt the infinite depth and 
width of the golden t~rorld o o o {po 68) • 
The two are traveling in opposite directions. 
,_. 
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That they are going opposite ways is clear in a 
. ) . ,, 
.fourth example., a trip father and son .. take together to 
' '\._,, 
--~ . 
visit Daisy in Augusta. Eugene looks at Augusta with 
youthful anticipation, whereas Gant has the thirdt of 
( 
an older man who misses his youthful strength and fears 
" 
it is fore·ver gone: 11 Gan·t 1 s roving spirit was parched 
• 
for lack of travel," but Eugene saw Augusta "with the 
fresh t111ashed eyes of a child, tvi th glory, wi tl1 enchant-
\ 
. \ 
ment" (p. 125). 
directions. 
Their 11 ves move further in opposite -
The he.ight of the contrast is reached 1n a fifth 
example, a long scene in which Eugene and Gant walk home 
·, 
from the n1ovies together. l·lolfe uses a double stream 
of consciousness to point up the differences betw~en 
father and son. "Gant' s musings on the ,past are placed 
alongside the elaborate fantasies of Eugene, -vrhose li~e 
is before him 11 119 Gant thinks of how 11 D. · Stern and his 
,,, 
q 
old shack on that corner twenty years before Fogg 
bought it •••• Could have bought it for a song," and 
' 
of "the hunchback--what did they call him? ••• What's 
become of old Jqhn Bunny? I used to like his pictures. 
Oh yes. Dead" (p~ 225). Eugene, on the other hand, 
thinks of all his possibilities, dreams, and fairy-tale 
ambitions: 
The boy's mind flamed with bright streaming 
images, sharp as gems, mu~able as chameleons. 
His life was the shadow of a sl1adow, a play 
i· 
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within a play. He became·the hero-actor-star, 
the lord of the cinema, and the lover of a 
beautiftil movie-queen, as heroic as his postures, 
with a superior actuality for every make~believe. 
--· He~,,-,was the Gho·st, and he v1l10 played tl1e Ghost, · 
the cause that :minted legend into fa.ct ( Po 227 ?t: 
Toward the end of the i·1alk home, Gant still thi.nks 
,. 
or death and d)r;ng while Eugene begins to realize that 
) 
"this is really like a city of the dead" (p. 228). Eugene 
understands that Gant is dying but that his father can-
not be detached about his oi~.rn death. Eugene, ~1ho is 
growing and opening toward life," ••• learns to 
realize how callous and introverted his father's feel-
10 ings are." Whereas Eugene~s earlier feelings about 
· death overlapped in significant ways, whereas II the young 
Eugene's feelings at Grover's death reflect Oliver Gant•s 
earlier response to the death of his first wife, Cynthia, 
and closely resemble his father's behavior in the pres-
11 
ence of other deaths,~ Eugene's ideas about death have 
matured, as his father's have not, and Eugene's reaction 
to the thought of his father's death is the apogee of 
. 
their diverging ways: 
-
__,/ He was angry that Gant, having eaten his cake, 
now howled because he had stomach-ache and at 
the same time begged for moreo Bitterly he 
reflected tha.t his father 9 s life had devoured 
whatever had served it, and that few men h~d 
had more sensuous enjoyment, or had been more 
ruthless in their demands on otberso He found 
these exhibitions, these wild denunciations and 
cowardly grovellings in propitiation of a God 
none of them paid any attention to in health, 
ugly and abominable (p. 231). . .;· 
•( 
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In Spite ,Of the fact that ·tteaoh is the seeker, the art• 
12 
, 1st., the lover of abundance, the grasper of love," · / 
they differ in their views of death. As in most other 
areas., in death also, "unlike his father, Eugene matures 
with each experience, each incident building toward hia 
· 13 final achievement." Eugene's understanding of the 
differ~ces betwee~ him and his rather causes him to 
understand also that he must CQntinue to seek a substi-
tute father--a force or authority external to himself. 
, ' ' 
The sear·ch, replete wit~ failures, begins early in 
Eugene's life. The first male in whom he-seeks a source 
of authority is Grover. However, this boy, "unlike any, 
of the others in kind and quality" ( p. 45), dies, and 
fails Eugene through his early death. 
Eugene's discovery of and rejection of Steve as a 
substitute father, an authqrity, are almost as rapid. 
'-
For reasons discussed more fully in Section I of this 
chapter, Eugene realizes that Steve cannot measure up 
even to Gant and thus fails as a source of le~dership. 
Steve fails by an excess of certain negative char-
acteristics., but Ivir. Leonard 9 Eugene's mentor, has too 
few positive qualit1:es, having little of even Gant's 
strength. His leadership in education lack imagination 
and suppleness because of his baclrground: "he had grown 
up in a tradition that demanded strict obedience to the 
master, and that would not brook opposition to his 
• 
I . 
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PU11ngs" (p. 180). . Although, as Eugene's teacher, he is 
in a position to influence Eugene strongly, he fails 
to gain either Eugene• ·s res_pect or love. 
In his own family once again, in ·Luke specifically, 
he fails to find a figure he can respecto But through 
the contrast bettieen Luke 9 t·Iho nli ved absolutely in 
event" {p. 95), and Ben, who sought "some entrance into 
life" (p. 9.5), Eugene finds he can respect and love Ben 
\ore-f~tiy. Although both buy things to please Eugene, 
Luke likes to "thrus~. a coin rougrJly" (p.··95) ir;ito 
Eugene's hands lvhile Ben quietly takes joy in Eugene's 
pleasure. Eugene cannot respect Luke, who is afraid to 
~ 
..... 
be alone and face himself, who "wanted 
€0 be esteemed 
and liked QY the world," and who "had an instinctive· 
horror of all lonelinef?.s" ( p. 95), as much as he can 
Ben, in whom he can find both certain shared needs and 
character strength. 
The main conmion interest which draws Eugene to Ben 
1~ the alienation both feel at Altamont. After Ben dies, 
this common alienation becomes most clear. Ben lived 
as 11 a st1.,anger., trying to recapture the music of the 
lost world, trying to recall the great forgotten lan-
guage, the lost faces, the stone, the leaf, the door" 
(p. 465). He trie<l.,/~in short, to.communicate with his 
family and to find understanding among them, failing 
at last and remaining a stranger. Eugene, like Ben, 
.. 7 ...... -·· .... . 
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11 ought not to be a stranger, but aiso: ·railed: "I nave ____ -------
c._.,_' . - "·· 
....... 
lived here," he told Luke and Eliza, "for seventeen years 
C ' 
and I am a strange14)u (p. 420). 
In addition·to this connnon interest and problem, 
Ben's inner strength drew Eugene to him. However, 
Eugene never has a chance, while Ben is alive, because 
·he is too young to understand "Ben until it is too late, · 
. ' 
to draw on and incorporate some of his brother's strength. 
Instead, Ben's death prevents Eugene from incorporating 
this strength and forces him to continue the s·earch for 
- / 
a patriarchal leader to respect which ben wa~ ~he might 
still have been. 
'. 
Eugene has then exhausted all human poss1b111t1es 
of authority in his scope, froM Eliza, to Gant, to Ben. 
There remains only the hope, after Ben's death, of seek-
ing guidance in an abstract concept in which he can be-
lieve • The third section of this chapter discusses that 
possibility • 
. O"\ -
' 
11 - The. Search for Authority in Abstract Principles 
After Ben dies, but before he reappears on the square 
to suggest that Eugene be his own ~ource of authority, 
Eugene seeks, in a token and half-hearted way, and for a 
short ti.~e, for a spiritual guide among three abstract 
· f areas. He hopes to i'ind a strong guidjng i'orce in either 
imaginative literature (including poetry), ~eligion. or 
-0··· 
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He turns first to books. He first reads to escape 
trom Luke's and the family's emphasis on economic de-
pendence, finding, symbolically, the ~reatest pleasure 
in Herrick and the Tribe of Beno But the main reason. 
he reads is to create another vrorld with which he identi-
fies and in 'Which he can believe--an outside a.u·thority 
which he can respect. But iri spite of the fact that he 
thinks, of one of Herrick's hymns, that nothing 11·sur-
passed it in precision, delicacy, and t1boleness" {p. 260), 
and in spite of the fact that, "by the l)eginning of his 
r1rteenth year Eugene knew almost every major lyric in 
the languageu (p. 255), books,· in the final appraisal, 
can not serve for him as a single authoritative force 
to which he can commit his entire self. At Ben's death, /,/~ .... 
for example, books fail to provide any competition for 
his superstitious nature: 
All that he had read in books, all the tranquil 
wisdom he had professed so glibly in his 
philosophy course, and the great names or Plato 
and Plotinus, of Spinoza and Irmnanuel Kant 9 of 
Hegel and Descartes, left hi1n nr.n-1, under the 
mastering surge of his wild Celtic superstition 
(p. 464). · 
/ 
The books do not supply ~is important emotional needs,, 'and 
he therefore has no confidence in such a.n authority. 
He has no more confidence in a second possible 
author! ty, traditional worship as represented by the /·'' 
- -
Presbyterian church of Altamont. If the drunken binge 
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of the Rev~.rend We_llington Hodge, who first owned Dixif. 
_land, were not sufficient to convince Eugene of the 
.... 
,. i\'°' 
failure of Christ for him, then his isolation from the 
. 
churcl1 its elf and his feeling of s trano;eness tvhile in 1 t 
make the point clear. Religion is really a fiction to· 
him. Not only does he remember, some early pictures as 
part of "Christian mythology" ( p. 115), but after · search-
ing Gent's shelves and finding the Algers, Diamond Dick, 
and Buffalo Bill, he tu1..,11ed to religion and "found him-
self wedged firmly into the gDotesque pattern or Prates-
.. -·-· ... - ~ - - ' 
tent fiotiori w~ich yields the rewards of Dionysus to the 
loyal disciples of John Calvin, panting and pr,aying in a 
breath, guarding the plumtree with the altar fires, out-
doing tbe pagan harlot with the sanctified hussy" (p. 85). 
Thus, hypocrisy and the 11 aus~-~~&-~ecency" (p. 115) of the 
- - .. ---- "-
church are what turn him from religion as a force wb1ch 
he can respect. 
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If Luke and all the Gents impede his devotions be-
fore tne altar of fiction, and if the church itself turns 
his eyes from the Cross, 1 t is .not surprising that Eliza 
and i~J. o. attempt to destroy any philosophical world-view 
·Eugene tries to establish. Because of them his attempt. 
never really begins. The only pattern Eugene can detect 
in his parents' lives is that of Chance. Any attempt to 
find a philosophical Helief Which will act as a spiritual 
guide for him is de~troyed by their way of living. Cbanoe 
. . 
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- '\. 11. therefor~ hii only religion, his only ~uide: 
The fusio11 of the tifo··:strong egotisms.? Eliza's 
inbrooding and Gant 1 s '\expanding outt·1ard, rnade 
of him a fanatical zealot in the religion of 
Chanceo Beyond all misuse, waste, pain, tragedy,~ 
death, confusing, unswerving necessity was on 
the· rails; ••• (p. 160). 
Thus, a final hope for a force outside of himself is lost, 
and he must, until Ben helps him on the square later, 
remain a disciple of Chance. 
That Eugene can believe only in chance is revealed 
by the method Wolfe uses--that is, first, by using contra-
- , l. 
--, .... 
puntal relationships, to show conr71cts and other relation-
ships between characters; and, second, by employing the 
frame of a central character trying to find a force, in 
the midst of these conflicts and relationships, in which 
he can believe. This method shows the world of Look 
Homeward, Ange~ as one in which the personages are moving 
on the rails of life at different speeds, their tracks 
crossing and recrossing at different stopping points. 
But the rails are melting and twisting in the heat of 
attempted understanding, and the passengers are mad from 
trying to touch one another through the dusty windows of 
the moving oars. 
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Conclusion 
At least one c:rl tic has noted "that while Wolfe's 
novels ·rely upon his autobiographical experiences1 he was 
. . ' ~1;.,-lust wr1 ting his life story but transf'orming his 
personal experiences artistically into enduring liter-
1 
ature." In the final analysis, after tny"'discussion of 
the different aspects of form in Look Homeward, Angel, 
there must always be the evaluation, based on these as-
p,ects, of ltlolfe's claim to artistry. "Surely,~' as Max-
2 
well Perkins said, "he had a thing to tell us," but to 
what extent in Look ~omewardL Angel did he succeed in 
giving his material form? And, on~that basis of form 
at least, if not in others, can we call Wolfe a creator 
of enduring 11terature 9 a maker, an artist? This 
evaluation is the difficult task of this chapter. 
The evaluation may be conveniently and logically 
divided into two main areas: first, those conclusions 
which emerge directly as a result of the discussions of· 
form in this thesis; anq, second, those which emerge 
less directly from the discussion of form and which, in 
their implicatio·ns, advance beyond the novel itself and 
form the basis of an aesthetic theory. 
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A. Primacy Concluaiona 
,h 
·· Essentially there are five points to make in this 
tirst division. First, it should be a~knowledged that, 
no matter how vigorously one believes in l:Jolfe' s struc-
· tu~al ability, there are certain annoying faults of fo:rm 
1n ~05?.~Homews.r~, ·Angel. · ·It would have been ·mor·e ef'-
fecti ve, as one reviewer pointed out, "if Ben's adven-
ture in the Greasy Spoon ••• had been left open some-
how to the observation of Eugene or if Gant•s trip to 
California had been assimilated in some way to the na:r-
E 113 ,,_ ___ ra ti ve of ugene' s life. • • • There can -be 11 ttle 
argument with th is critic ism. Even more dii'ficul t to 
"ii.. 
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justify, perhaps, is the switch at the close of the novel ~--, 
-from realistic narrative to pure fantasy, about which, 
one critic says, ,~Jolfe "knew no o·ther way to end his 4 . 
novel. 0 1ihetl1er or not Wolfe could have ended his 
novel another way, the way f.t did end may be considered 
a blemish in the form or the novel. The book, it is 
clear, in spite of having a definite structure, is not 
without· structural flaws. 
What kind or structure, then--the second point--is 
the form of &ook Homeward, Angel? · It is, for one thing, ,\ 
more balanced and classical in nature than is usually 
thought. Its skeleton, its outlines, as I have shown.,. 
', '\ 
are based on balance, repetition, contrast, antithesis, 
and other such classical elements of form. Failure to 
' . 
.. · . ~' 
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notice that the novel has a classical structure is a 
result, partially, of critical inability to·distinguish 
bet,'1een lack of economy and lack of form. ., Al though the 
basic structure is balanp ed, because \~Jolfe is carried 
,/ .,., 
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away by lJords, the external balance turns toward imbalance. 
) 
. ' 
" 
But imbalance is not the same as lack.!(f general struc-
h 
ture. As Beach has well said about Wolfe's tetralogy, 
"the only criticism that can fairly be made on the struc-
ture of these novels is that here and there details may 
be developed beyond what is necessary for the unfolding 
5 
of the though~" In short, lack of economy is not lack 
f d . ) 1 o form, an in .spite of extravagances, there s a 
skeleton of classical strn~ture beneath Look Homeward, 
Angel. 
j 
There are also, thirdly, elements 01' ·another kind of 
form in the novel~-romantic form. This romantic form is 
mostly connected with the development or expansion of the 
basic classical structural bones beneath. In the expan-_ 
sion of these, often in rbapsodic extravagance., t~olf'e 
exhibits the wild and irregular qu.ali ties often associ-
ated with romantic form. George Snell points exactly 
this out., that though the form of i~Iolfe' s 'tProrlr seems to 
be "shapeless and chaotic, •• - • Wolfe's novels have ·rorm 
of the kind associated with romantic music. There are 
recurrent themes, and long swells of counterpoint and 
6 development;· and th~ four panels of' this gigantic novel 
t-o .. ~ ....... , ........... .. 
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do have a beginning, middle, and end. 117 The romant1h' 
elements of Wolfe's form, as Snell point out, are as-
sociated t1itl1 _the internal development of the structure 
rat~r than with the external frame itself. 
,. 
Part of the reason for the accusations of formless-
L d ness against Wolfe la that the romantic aspects of his · 
form have riot been well understood. Joseph Warren Beach, 
once again, suggests a new orientation to aid in the 
understa~ding of a form that is very much present in 
Wolre•s tetralogy: 
/ 
These books yield their secret to us best 1r 
we consider them as--shall we say?--tone poems. It is not; so much the plot as the musical .themes 
or motives that give us a clue to their formo By refe~ence to these musical theme~ the various 
characters and incidents take on significance, losing much of their effect of lumpiness and irrelevenceo The main trouble is that there are 
many themes, more or less r~lated but still distinct, woven together in a pattern of infinite complexity; ana·· it tal{es study to 
realize how they are comgosed into something like a harmonious whole. 1 
/ 
~~...,. With the sympathetic criticism of others like Beach and 
Snell, it has _become clear that \·Jolfe' s works have as 
many of the characteristics of romantic form as they do 
classical. 
But, as a fourth point, · 1 t is important to point !' 
out, as I did in Chapter ·I, that criticisra, for the most 
pa~t, has failed to discuss Wolfe's work fully. In its 
attunement to and preoccupation with the well-made novel, 
it bas more often than not discarded Wolfe with a few 
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hastily written words_ about .formlessness, moving instead 
' to the careful structure of I-Ienry James' no 1 els in order 
·to find 1 ts ot~sn values employed. By examining Wolfe og__ 
',.. . . , r:"·~, 
basically New Critical principles, looking ror qualities. 
of the well-made novel, the criticism bas failed in its 
···· · first du·ty--elucj.dati ng and evaluating a .t,1ri ter 9 s ~,ork 
9 in relation to the 1 ..1riter' s aims ar1d intentio11s; inste·ad 
it·has revealed more about its own preoccupations than 
about \\folf e. 
· Indeed, it is important to note, as a fifth point; 
that Wolfe's reputati-on depends on these critical pre-
occupations. His reputation will, for the most part, 
improve only 1n proportion to how soon and how well 
critics overcome their sacred a priori tenets. If and 
when these tenets are overcome or at least mitigated, 
the critical evaluation of Wolfe will be wider and more 
positive. 
B. Secondary Conclusions 
There are also some conclusions which eme~ge less. 
directly from the discussion of form in this thesis, 
but which nevertheless have important general aesthetic 
implications. These conclusions, at least the final 
four, deal mostly with form, while the ~irst deals. 
essentially with the nature of autobiographical fiction. 
The nature of autobiographical fiction, the first 
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point, is, of course, a question always raised by Woire•a 
work. Although the problem cannot and should not be 
fully discussed in one conclu&ion dealing with form, it 
is possible to venture one warni~g which Wolfe's life 
point·s up. Namely, a t~riter' s life, or any man's life, 
. . 
. . . ,:_. 
may sometimes coincidentally or by chance provide a 
natural form on which a no·velist may base his work.' 
Critics should not be too quick to call this autobiog-
raphy. In Wolfe's life, there were amazing small coin-
cidences. There was a natural opposition, for E»:amp1e, 
in bis family, between North and South. Wolfe's father 
happened to be fifty years old in 1900 when Wolfe was 
born. To use these facts, as Wolfe did, is to be auto-
biographical, but the use Wolfe made of these facts does 
,o 
not mean h:is entire work was autobiographical. In truth, 
...,. 
these bases of framework are superficial similarities 
between his life and his book. It is wrong and dis-
torting ,,.,hen dealing tvith \volfe or any author to assume, 
on the basis of superficial similarities like these, 
that, for example, larger elements like characters were 
modeled on actual people. Superficial similarity does 
not indicate, by any means, significant autobiography. 
The similarity bet~1~en the surf ace form of' vJoli'e' s 
·-· . ~ 
life and the surface form of his book leads· to a second 
point, this about the form of the book itself. The ques-
. t1on involves the difference between the bases of popular 
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and critical evaluation. Namely, should .a writer like 
' 
r . •. ·t> 
-----------:---·--·-----·-·------· ... --
"\ 
-~- ··--·-· 
Wolfe, ·lt1ho is read and enjoyed for mostly _other elernents 
than structure or form, be adversely criticized on the 
basis'·, of form? If be is en.Joyed by an intelligent popular 
aud·ience, is form, in his novels, really necessary, or 
only a hana,y element possibly to guide the reader to a 
wrl ter"s other values? In short, it does not seem to 
' ' detract from interest in Wolfe's work that the form of 
his works is not the careful form of the well-made novels. 
,, 
The entire question of the importance of a tight and 
strict·rorm is raised by the lack of concern the average 
J intelligent reader has for this quality in favor of other 
qualities he finds .in Wolfe. 
It is important to note, as a third point, that the 
lack. of the interest of the intelligent reader in form 
is due to what he thinks is important in vlolfe. This is 
more often than not Wolfe's power with internal feelings 
rather than an external form. The latter quality seems 
not to matter to the reader if the:internal emotions are 
present. These readers, in fact, would seem to have 
discovered that 1no external form is as important as or 
can serve as a substitute for 1 internal feeling. The 
interesting fact is that at least one critic concerned 
with aesthetics suggests this ve"0J same idea, although 
TJ 
,, Q 
·not re,erring particularly to Wolfe: 
', 
' .... : 
/. 
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A plastic fo.rm, viewed. from an external a.nd 
·technical standpoint, may be ever so richly 
___________ ____....,_a·pp·arer1t," ever so t·.rell eJ{ecuted :th color··-ifnd 
·,. 
~-··--~~- -- . -· _ _., ~--.--~-- -
line,--but if it lack~ that precise attunement 
of all 'dy11amic factors' to the l{eynote til1ich 
only feeling can furnish and hold, then the 
whole artistic e~fort is in vainc This attune-
ment to a single keynote is the really essential 
element in the don1air1 of the several dynamic 
factors tbemselv~so Where it is wanting, the 
impression of a unified t~Jhole-- c-annot···Qe--achiev-ed•: ··• 
and the parts lack a1rect and convincing relation 
to one anothero No externally devised methods to 
· cirr· 2mven"t this basic failure ltYill ever be able 
to mark the ext~nt of available artistic pos~ 
sibilities, let alone exhaust themo The crucial 
point is always the relevance of all the factors. 
and their sub-factors to the one inner vital 
feelingo • 
. 
And, as he says in another way: 
It is in some respects not only an exter~al but 
at the same time an inner clairvoyance which we, 
as artistically creative individuals, try to im-
mortalize, and as recipients, try to gain for~ 
the purpose of participating with the entire force 
of our o-zArn vital feeling in the com1:>letely compre-
hended ilnageo The indispensable total clarity of· 
the art image combined t·li th the internal harmony 
of all its factors and the equivalent fundamental 
vital feeling is the essence of •artistic rorm. 1 10 
As Mr. Stern and many intelligent readers view Wolfe's 
work, external form is not the reason they would read and 
enjoy Wolfe's work. 
This would lead to a· rourth point or conclusion. 
~::\oou;,~:·~..c.P Because the intelligent reader often seeks what inter-
ests -him, moves him 9 perhaps inspires him, he will seek 
naturally an author with enough imaginative .ability to 
- _ .. , 
interest and inspire him. The ability to inspire and 
exalt imaginatively has always been rare, more ra~e than. 
the ability to organize. It should be remembered, in 
I 
....... l • 
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o:ttder to maintain proper emphasis a_pd perspective, that 
to organize and structure is an ordinary ability which 
many writers, indeed many men, have. It is a sign of 
/~-.,.' 
adequacy. But to ~~ve something imaginative to organ-
. 
ize, to create lifelike characters and place them .in 
lifelike situations·,-r·s+·not at all ordinary, but extraor-
dinary. Is it not absurd and out of proportion to 
emphasize the mediocre quality of organizational ability, 
,. 
wh.ich Wolfe adequately mastered, while ignoring Wolfe's 
more imaginative and rarer abilities of creation? Is it 
not a lack of form, nay, of common sense, to look, as 
De Voto did, for "simple competence in the use of tools" 
..... f. .... 
with a man, like \~Jolfe, who has mastered the more com-
plex challenges of creation? 
It remains, as a fifth point, and a partial summary 
to assert that this mechanical structural ability can 
never substitute for creative ability. It needs to be 
said that ability to organize, no matter how well-de-
veloped, can.never replace an imagination, or save a work 
that lacks imagination. That Wolfe has the mechanical 
ab111 ty to structure a work like Look Hornei-fa1~a.R A11P'el I 
·~ .......... ) .. 
hope I have ·shown, but 1 t needs to be proclain1ed 9 finally, 
that mecl:1a11ical ability, "simple cornpetence in the use 
11 
of tools," what De Voto saw Wolfe as being deficien_t in, 
never was, never is, and never will be enough • 
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ber article reveal her feeling that Wolfe's significance 
extends over a. much wider range. 
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.3 . 
The lizard, with some forcing, may fit into the 
category of images of cycles and seasons.~ Since Wol1'e 
' 
says the lizard will not come again, the cycle clas-
sification would work, at least nega·t1vely. 
The case for the lizard as a cyclical image rests 
on .. the lizard's ability to undergo cycles of 1 ts cover-
ing, or, more simply, to change colors. Chameleon 
characteristics are indeed widespread in the novel even 
before thf lizard is mentioned (see pp. 64, 89, 227, 
488, 518). Moreover, there is a genus of lizard. known 
as the chameleon lizard which can change colors and 
therefore reappear in different rorms. Under this 
genus are the Old World Cha~eleon, Chameleon dilepis, 
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New_ World Chameleon., Amolis carolinensis, tvhic·h lives 
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rrom North Carolina to Florida and also changes colors. 
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tbe smell and tension of the courts" (pp. 111-12). 
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_J 
at times, by alternation~and overlappi~g of dialogue • 
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Wolfe at times has Eliza speak in a manner in t.-Jhich her 
· husband would speak and visa versa.. For example, in · 
,, 
,, 
' .. 
answering Eugenens criticism that he has nothing to 
thank her :for, a he s_peaks as her husband often speaks: 
. "Unnatural sonl You ~ill be punished if there is a just 
God in heaven." For comparia.on with Gant 1 s way of speak-
• ing see pp. 23 and 238. 
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